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Sunday 15th November 2015 
 

10am Mega Musical Instruments Online Auction 

Inspection: Sat 8am – 2pm 

2pm Super Sunday Online Auction 

Inspection: Sat & Sun 8am – 2pm 

2pm Appliances, Electronics, Sporting 

& Leisure Online Auction 

Inspection: Sun 9am – 12pm 

7pm Trustees, Pawnbrokers, Jewellery & Collectables  

Online Auction 

Inspection: Sun 9am – 12pm 

 

Monday 16th November 2015 
10am  Commercial Catering & Hospitality Online Auction 

Inspection: Sat & Sun 8am to 2pm 

2pm  Hardware & Tool Online Auction 

Inspection: Sat & Sun 8am to 2pm 

7pm  Vintage, Collectables & Bric-a-Brack Online 

Auction 

Inspection: Mon 10am to 2pm 

12.5% buyers premium on all items unless otherwise specified. 

15% Buyers Premium applies to all alcohol. 

Auction Enquiries: (07) 5559 1999 

www.lloydsonline.com.au 

 

GST Note: GST is included in the final bid price of items.  
GST is included in the buyer’s premium. 

 
Please inspect all items thoroughly. 
All items as sold ‘as is’. 
No refunds. 
No warranty applies unless stated. 
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BIDDER'S TERMS AND CONDITIONS   
 
The following "Users Agreement" sets out the terms and conditions by which we provide and you may use the services provided 
by this web site.  
 
When you register as a customer you are required to acknowledge you have read and accepted this agreement. 
  
 1. GENERAL  
 
1.1 Terms & Conditions  
 
a. The Users Agreement set out what you are permitted to do and what is not permitted. A breach of the agreement may result 
in us dis-enabling your account thus preventing you from being able to use our service.  
 
b. We may, from time to time, be required by law, industry standard or company policy to update and amend this Users 
Agreement. These changes with take effect from the time of publication of this Users Agreement, so we suggest you re-acquaint 
yourself with it on an annual basis.  
 
c. Individual auctioneers may have specific terms and conditions that apply to your relationship with them, these may relate to 
the specific jurisdiction they operate in or the types of product they sell. The terms of the agreement with the specific auctioneer 
will be read to act in conjunction with this User Agreement. Where there is an inconsistency between this User Agreement and 
the agreement you have with a particular auctioneer, the terms of the particular auctioneer are deemed to prevail. 
 
d. The Purchaser agrees that the Company is acting as the authorised agent of the Vendor and any rights of the action he may 
have in respect of the lots purchases by him lie against the Vendor, not the Company. In the event that he wishes to take 
proceedings in respect of the said lots and the Vendor has not been named by the Company in its dealings with him to date, he 
agrees to request the name of the Vendor from the Company, and, provided the Company provides the relevant details, to 
proceed against the Vendor and not the Company.  
 
e. The Occupational Health & Safety Act (1995) and the subsequent Regulations (1997) impose obligations in respect of safety 
for workers arising out of design, manufacture and supply of Plant & Equipment for use in the workplace and all customers must 
abide by these obligations.  
  
1.2 Service Usage  
 
a. The service is provided to you personally and is not to be on-sold to a third party.  
 

b. We are permitted to remove any information on our site that is deemed to contravene and law or regulation pertaining from 
time to time or that we consider offensive.  
 
c. If you engage in any fraudulent activity or activity that we consider may be fraudulent, likely to deceive or offend we may dis-
enabling your account and take further action where remedy any damage caused. 
  
1.3 System Stability & Integrity  
 
a) We undertake at all times to do what we can to maintain a level of service with equal access to all.  
 
b) You undertake not to do any act intended to interrupt the service provided by this site.  
 
c) If, in our determination you have committed any act intended to compromise the security of our site, the data of our 
customers or the integrity of our service we may dis-enabling your account and take further action where remedy any damage 
caused.  
 
d) The Auctioneer expressly states that in the event of a software failure, system failure, or general faults that compromise or 
fails the intended use and does not give all bidders and vendors the intended opportunities to either bid or sell, then the 
auctioneer and buyer both acknowledge that the Auctioneer absolutely reserves the right to cancel an invoice or not deliver 
assets or equipment that may have been purchased by the buyer on an invoice may have been raised to the buyer. The 
Auctioneer states he has 48 hours from the closing time of the Auction to notify the buyer of the cancellation of the transaction 

as a result of software or system failure. The Auctioneer acknowledges and warrants he will provide a 
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full refund with any buyers premium on any bid cancelled by the Auctioneer as a result of software or system malfunction. 
  
2. REGISTRATION  
 
a. You must be able to form a legally binding contract (ie over 18 years of age or over, not an undischarged bankrupt, etc)  
 
b. Registration with us is required to use our service. To do so you must provide your name, address, email, password and 
phone number.  
 
(i). You must not provide false or misleading personal information  
 
(ii). You will endeavour to maintain your personal information as accurate.  
 
(iii). You undertake to keep your login details and password secret to avoid any un-authorised use of our service.  
 
c. Your personal information provided during the registration process will only be used in the manner stipulated in our Privacy 
Statement.  
 
d. If we disable your account, you may not register again. 
  
  
3. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS  
 

a. Prior to placing a bid it is your responsibility to make yourself aware of the specific sales conditions surrounding each item, 
especially, but not limited to, the currency specified, the location of the item, its condition, payment options and the time in 
which it must be collected.  
 
b. A Bid placed at auction, either online, by absentee or in person, is an Offer to Purchase. Once a bid has been accepted by the 
auctioneer there is a binding contract between you and the auctioneer to purchase the item at the final bid amount plus any 
additional fees and charges associated with that item.  
 
c. Although all care and attention is paid when we describe and photograph items for sale, these are proved as guidance only 
and you should avail yourself of the inspection times to assure yourself of the exact nature and condition of the item you are 
bidding on.  
 
d. When you place a maximum bid, higher than the next bid increment your offer is for the Maximum bid amount.  
 
e. Engaging in any activity, either solely in concert with another aimed at manipulating the final bid price or corrupting the 
bidding process will result in immediate termination of your bidding privileges. To this end a bid cannot be withdrawn or 
amended once placed.  
 
f. If you are a successful bidder you are obligated to pay the final bid price plus the fees and charges associated with that 
purchase in the time limited specified from auction to auction and lot to lot. Failure to do so will entitle us to take what measures 
necessary to attempt to recover the monies owing, including, but not limited to, selling the item(s) to the under-bidder at their 
final bid amount. You will still be liable for any shortfall or loss resulting.  
 
g. Interest on the purchase of moneys outstanding from time to time on and from the date / time the payment is due will 
accrue, at the corporate overdraft reference rate for the time being charged by the Commonwealth Banking Corporation. 
 
h. No servant or agent of the Company is authorised to waive, add to or vary these conditions without written authority of the 
Company’s Manager. 
 
i. It is a site option or preference to receive outbid notices and successful bid notices. These are provided for your information 
only, they are automatically generated and failure to receive such notices in no way impacts your obligations under the terms 
and conditions of this User Agreement. 
  
j. The Auctioneer states that all or any items may have reserve prices. The reserve price is not met unless an email is sent 
confirming a successful purchase. If the bidding has not reached reserve the Auctioneer will refer the highest bid to the Vendor, 
the highest bidder shall have first right of refusal in any referred bids. Once the bidder has refused any counter offers or 
negotiations then the Auctioneer shall declare the goods open for negotiations with other potential purchasers. 
  

k. Subject to any reserve price, the highest bidder shall be the Purchaser and in the event of any dispute 
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arising, the lot may be reoffered. The Auctioneer shall be the sole arbitrator and his decision shall be final in all matters relating 
to the Auction.  
 
l. The Purchaser shall complete the “Conditions of Sale” as set out in the Company’s written policy. In default of these conditions 
the Auctioneer reserves the right to immediately resell such lots as he deems fit.  
 
m. Lloyds Auctioneers & Valuers (Lloyds) warns buyers that all plant & equipment offered for sale at Auction may not be fit for 
use in any workplace and that the buyer is responsible to ensure compliance with all necessary requirements under the Act and 
Regulations and that the plant and equipment is fit for its intended use in the workplace prior to being used for its intended 
purpose. Plant MUST be given a safety inspection prior to operation when it’s purchased at auction. (Please refer to the Electrical 
Safety Guide for more information).  
 
 
4. THE AUCTION PROCESS  
4.1 The Auction Process 
  
a. You must register with us to enable you to bid on any auction. Various auctions may require a registration fee which must be 
paid before any bids can be placed on that particular auction.  
 
b. Implicit in placing a bid on any item is acceptance of the specific terms and conditions of that particular auction and that 
particular item.  
 
c. Every auction has a specified auction Date and Starting time.  

 
d. There are various auction Types and it is important to be aware of them as they will impact the way bids can be lodged and 
accepted.  
 
No Online Bidding – these are traditional live auctions, which are typically being held in remote locations or have special 
conditions which prevent us from being able to offer online bidding. The information provided is there to help you in assessing 
the lots prior to the live auction.  
 
Internet & Absentee Bidding Only – these are online auctions where there will be no traditional live auction. The only way to 
bid will be online. You will be able to follow the online auction as each lot is sold, one by one. You do not have to wait for your 
lot to be offered as you can leave a proxy (or maximum) bid on any lot at any time.  
 
Live with Pre-Absentee Bids Accepted – this will essentially be a traditional live auction. You will be able to place an 
absentee bid via the web site, however the online bidding will close prior to the commencement of the live auction. This means 
you may be outbid at the live auction.  
 
Complete with All Bidding Options – these auctions are traditional live auctions. You can bid in person at the live auction or 
bid remotely via this website during the live auction. The web site will follow the live auction as it progresses lot by lot; allowing 
you to watch and bid on each lot as it is being sold.  
 
e. Bids placed on the web site can either be at one bid increment above the current bid amount or at a greater amount.  
 
f. We reserve the right to set a Starting bid at any level, in the absence of such a minimum price being placed, the minimum will 
be $1.  
 
g. A multiple lot is one where the Quantity (In The Quantity field) is greater than one (1). On a multiple lot the bidding is per 
unit. ie 12 x Dining Chair, a bid of $10 for a quantity of 8 will obligate the bidder (if successful) to pay $10x8 ($80) plus any 
associated charges.  
 
h. The Purchaser acknowledges that any software included in sales of computer equipment may be under licence to the Vendor 
and that the terms and conditions of the License may restrict the use and transfer of the software. The Purchaser acknowledges 
that the company does not offer title to such software and it may or may not remain the property of the Vendor.  
 
i. We may, at our absolute discretion, cancel an auction, close it early, postpone an auction or reschedule an auction, for any 
reason. Such a decision would not be taken lightly and maybe as a result of vendor instruction, legal requirements or technical 
failings.  
 
j. An individual lot may be withdrawn from a particular auction or moved from one auction to another at our absolute discretion.  
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k. Bids will be ordered according to the following determinates:  
 
(i) the $ bid amount  
 
(ii) bid quantity bid amount (Multiple Lot only)  
 
(iii) the time the bid was lodged 
 
l. Upon becoming the successful bidder, the Purchaser shall be responsible for guarding and securing any lots. The Auctioneer 
accepts no responsibility after the fall of the hammer for safeguarding of any lots. Ownership and title shall not pass to the 
Purchaser until all lots are paid for in full. Lots will not be available for removal upon part payment. 
 
4.2 Auction Closure  
 
a. The auction closes at the end of the time specified for that lot and where there are no new successful bids in the closing time 
of the auction. This is typically the last 15 seconds of the sale, but may vary from auction to auction and will be specified on the 
Lot Details page if there is any variation. If there are any successful bids on a particular lot within the hot time, the countdown 
timer will be reset. When an auction is live the Auction Detail page will refresh the current bid amount and estimated closing 
time every few seconds. Some variation in the “Closing time” will be experienced. This may due to your connection to our server 
and consequently we accept no responsibility any consequences resulting from this variation. We highly recommend not 
attempting to place a bid at the last second. 
 
b. If in your preferences you have selected the option to receive successful bid notices, one will be emailed to you upon your bid 

being accepted. This is a provided as a courtesy only. 
  
  
4.3 Collection of Goods 
  
a. All lots purchased must be paid for and removed by the date / time specified in the conditions of sale. No purchases may be 
removed from gated or secured areas until goods have been paid for and a collection slip has been obtained and a staff member 
marks off the goods as they are collected.  
  
b. The purchaser acknowledges that he is responsible for the safe collection of all equipment or goods purchased. The items are 
the property of the purchaser upon settlement and it is the sole responsibility of the purchaser to provide adequate & 
appropriate equipment and labour to safely collect any goods purchased. 
  
c. Auction staff are provided to assist in identifying purchasers goods - they are not responsible for loading or safely securing 
goods onto purchasers transport.  
 
4.4 Time Zones  
 
The starting time for an auction is specified in the Time Zone of the hosting auctioneer. As you may be in a different time zone, 
every lot has an estimated time until sale. 
  
5. RETURNS  
 
5.1 Return of goods  
 
a. Goods purchased at auction may not be returned. No allowances, refunds or warranties are offered with any lot whatsoever 
whether express or implied.  
 
b. If however, we have, by our description or representation of a lot, misled you and a physical inspection of the goods was not 
permitted or would not have revealed true nature of the goods they may be returned.  
 
c. If you need to return a lot, we must be notified in writing within 5 days of the auction date. As the proceeds of sale are 
remitted to the respective vendors approx. 5 days after the date of sale, the goods must also be returned to us within 2 days. 
  
6. GST  
 
The Auction Detail Page and Lot Detail Page will state whether the bid amount, the buyer’s premium and any other fees are 
inclusive of GST (GST Inclusive) or exclusive of GST (GST exclusive). 
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7. DEFINITIONS  
 
Buyers Premium = percentage of the Winner's Bid Amount as identified on the Lot Detail Page. The Buyer's Premium is payable 
in addition to and at the same time as the Bid Amount, and will form part of the total Invoice Amount to be paid. The GST 
component of your purchase will be clearly displayed on your invoice.  
 
Lot Detail Page is the page on the web site that contains all the information about a particular lot.  
 
Privacy Statement is the statement so named and available from the page menu at the base of the Home Page.  
 
Auction Detail Page is the page on the web site containing the specific information regarding a particular auction.  
 
This Users Agreement is governed by and will be construed according to the law of Australia and its States and Territories. The 
auctioneer and you are subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of Australia and its States and Territories.  
 
We may, from time to time, be required by law, industry standard or company policy to update and amend our User Agreement. 
These changes with take effect from the time of publication of this User Agreement, so we suggest you re-acquaint yourself with 
it on an annual basis.  
 
Date of last revision: 10th June 2015  
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Key Codes: 

 

(SH)  Second Hand 

(S)    Seconds 

 
 

10am Mega Musical Instruments Online Auction 

 
452 Acoustic guitar, Tanglewood, 12 string Evo Dread, solid cedar top, model TW28/12CSN, # 799, RRP$579, inspection 

recommended (item is factory second) 

453 Acoustic guitar, Luna Fauna, model LUFAUBTFLY, # 824, Butterfly AE, RRP$949, inspection recommended (item is 
factory second) 

454 Acoustic guitar, Tanglewood Evo , model TW28SLBL-CE, Fishman pre amp black, RRP$499, inspection recommended 
(item is factory second) 

455 Acoustic guitar, Tanglewood Discovery, model TW28DIS-CETB, # 822, Tobacco burst, RRP$359, inspection 
recommended (item is factory second) 

456 Acoustic guitar, Kayne Dreadnought, model KADS39CE-BK, CE black, 3 band active, RRP$249, inspection recommended 
(item is factory second) 

457 Acoustic guitar, Luna Flora, model LUFLOPFQM, # 825, Passionflower parlour trans purple CE, RRP$699, inspection 
recommended (item is factory second) 

458 Acoustic guitar, Luna Safari Henna traveller, model LUSAFHEN, RRP$339, inspection recommended (item is factory 
second) 

459 Acoustic guitar, Tanglewood Evo Dread, solid, model TW28CSN-CE, # 777, cedar top mahogany B & S, Fishman, 
RRP$579, inspection recommended (item is factory second) 

460 Ukulele, Tanglewood TU4 tenor, model TWU4W, # 820, RRP$149, inspection recommended (item is factory second) 

461 Acoustic guitar, Tanglewood Grand Reserve, model TWRD12-CE, # 823, 12 string natural, RRP$849, inspection 
recommended (item is factory second) 

462 Roadster bass, Tanglewood, model # TWRBE, bass Frett, RRP$499, sold as is, inspection recommended (S) 

463 Acoustic guitar, Tanglewood, model # TWRD-VSE, Grand Reserve Dreadnought, solid spruce Rosewood B & S, B-Band, 
RRP$799, sold as is, inspection recommended (S) 

464 Acoustic Guitar - Tanglewood Nashville Dreadnought, HT, mod# TWND-CE, damaged face, RRP $499 (all items sold as 
is, factory seconds, inspection recommended) (S) 

465 Acoustic Guitar - (725) Tanglewood EVO Dread Solid, Cedar Top, Damaged Neck, mod#TW28CSN-CE, RRP $499 (all 
items sold as is, inspection recommended, factory seconds) (S) 

466 Roadster bass, Tanglewood Frett ED electric, TWRBE, model # TWRBE, RRP$499, sold as is, inspection recommended 
(S) 

467 Guitar amplifier, Kustom # 834, model DOUBLECROSS, USA made all valve, 3 channel head, new in box, RRP$3995, 
inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

468 Amplifier, Badcat Cougar 15, model BCCOUGAR15, 15 watts all tube power, vintage 30 speaker 12", new in box, 
RRP$1395, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

469 Amplifier, Badcat Cougar 50 Head, model BCCOUGAR50H, 50 watts, # 831, new in box, RRP$1295, inspection 
recommended (All items are as new condition) 

470 Guitar amplifier, Kustom, Double Cross, model DOUBLECROSS, # 832, all valve 3 channel amp head, new in box, 
RRP$3995, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

471 Guitar amplifier, Badcat Cougar series, model BCCOUGAR15, # 833, 15 watts all tube power, 12", new in box, RRP$1395, 
inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

472 Amplifier, Guitar, Tomsline TM05, 10W, (787), RRP$229, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

473 Amplifier, Guitar, Tomsline TM05, 10W, (791), RRP$229, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

474 Amplifier, Guitar, Tomsline TM05, 10W, (786), RRP$229, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 
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475 Amplifier, Guitar, Tomsline TM05, 10W, (785), RRP$229, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

476 Amplifier, Guitar, Tomsline TM05, 10W, (788), RRP$229, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

477 Amplifier, Guitar, Tomsline TM05, 10W, (790), RRP$229, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

478 Qty 10 x Foot switch, Kustom, dual with LED EFF/MVT for profile sys 1, KPM8420, KPM 7250, (All items are as new 
condition) (sold per each) (Online Viewing & nationwide shipping only) 

479 Qty 10 x Foot switch, Kustom,KACFS101M tap/toggle for HV series, RRP$89, inspection recommended (All items are as 
new condition) (sold per each) 

480 Qty 10 x Foot switch, Kustom,KACFS301 to suit HV series, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) (sold 
per each) 

481 Qty 8 x Foot switch, Kustom, dual, CHN/EFF for KG, quad, dual, HV30, RRP$89, (All items are as new condition) (sold per 
each) (Online Viewing & nationwide shipping only) 

482 Qty 20 x Guitar stand for electric guitar, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) (sold per each) 

483 Base head, Kustom, Class D, 500W, base head, (795) RRP$799, inspection recommended (All items are as new 
condition) 

484 Base head, Kustom, Class D, 500W base head, (796), RRP$799, inspection recommended (All items are as new 
condition) 

485 Amplifier, Kustom, 600W, rack mountable, base guitar head (808), RRP$599, inspection recommended (All items are as 
new condition) 

486 Head case, Kustom,KGROOVEH/CASE 1200 case (794), RRP$215, inspection recommended (All items are as new 
condition)  

487 Amplifier, Guitar, vintage 100W, 1 x 12 combo (803), RRP$2195, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

488 Guitar head, Kustom, 100W amplifier, (807), RRP$599, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

489 Amplifier, Guitar, vintage 100W, 1 x 12 combo (803), RRP$2195, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

490 Amplifier, Kustom vintage 50W, 1 x 20 combo, RRP$1319, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) (sold 
per each) 

491 Guitar head, Kustom, 100W, W/FX includes 4 x 12 cabinet, RRP$899, inspection recommended (All items are as new 
condition)  

492 Guitar head, Kustom, 100W with FX, includes 4 x 12 cabinet, (805), RRP$899, inspection recommended (All items are as 
new condition) 

493 Guitar head, Kustom, SW Head W1 x 12 cabinet, (800), RRP$500, inspection recommended (All items are as new 
condition) 

494 Guitar head, Kustom, SW Head W1 x 12 cabinet, (801), RRP$500, inspection recommended (All items are as new 
condition) 

495 Guitar head, Kustom, 5W head, W1 x 12 cab, RRP$500 (799), inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 
(sold per each) 

496 Qty 10 x Stand, guitar, A frame electric, RRP$26, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) (sold per 
each) 

497 Qty 5 x Stand, guitar, 3 unit multiple tree stand, RRP$50, (All items are as new condition) (sold per each) (Online Viewing 
& nationwide shipping only) 

498 Speaker, Kustom, 12"speaker monitor, RRP$249, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

499 Speakers, Kustom, 12", RRP$249, inspection recommended (All items are as new condition) 

500 Violin, Montari, model # MV0145, Outfit, satin finish in case, RRP$339, sold as is, inspection recommended (S) 

501 Amplifier, Kustom defender, 5H all tube, RRP$150, sold as is, inspection recommended (S) 

502 Violin, Montari 1/4, model # MV14S, Violi outfit, satin finish in case, RRP$259, sold as is, inspection recommended (S) 

503 PA Head, Kustom 200, 2 x watt powered mixer, 8 channel mixer, mod #KPM8420, approx RRP $1099, untested, 
inspection recommended (S) 
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2pm Super Sunday Online Auction 

 
2002 Qty 6 x Outdoor setting, "Tradewinds", 9 piece, Homestead table with 8 x Homestead mid back chairs with navy cushions, 

FSC Eucalyptus, 2100 x 900 x 25mm (sold price per each to 5 x boxes- assembly required), inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2003 Qty 8 x Sun lounge, "Tradewinds", including Homestead lounge with navy cushion (sold price per each to box- assembly 
required), inspection recommended (SH) 

2004 Outdoor setting "Fraser" 7 piece 1820 x 910mm table, cream wicker frame, frosted glass top with 6 x black cushioned tub 
chairs, sold price per setting RRP $1300 (Inspection recommended) (S) 

2005 Outdoor setting "Fraser" 7 piece 1820 x 910mm table, cream wicker frame, frosted glass top with 6 x black cushioned tub 
chairs, sold price per setting RRP $1300 (Inspection recommended) (S) 

2006 Outdoor setting "Fraser" 9 piece 2050 x 900mm table, cream wicker frame, frosted glass top with 8 x black cushioned tub 
chairs, sold price per setting RRP $1700 (Inspection recommended) (S) 

2007 Outdoor setting "Fraser" 9 piece 2050 x 900mm table, cream wicker frame, frosted glass top with 8 x black cushioned tub 
chairs, sold price per setting RRP $1700 (Inspection recommended) (S) 

2008 Shade umbrella, "Balinese style" designer finish, 2.5m span, cream shade with gold trim & timber slat support, note: stand 
not included, inspection recommended (SH) 

2009 Bed frame, queen, Luxury sized head board, timber, heavily carved with a gloss varnish finish, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2010 Dining suite, "Samsara", 9 piece, dark stained timber, thatched chairs, inspection recommended (SH) 

2011 Canvas print, "Rainbow Lion", approx 150 x 100cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2012 Canvas print, "Michael Jordan", The Bulls, inspection recommended (SH) 

2013 Canvas print, "Arnold Schwarzenegger", inspiration branded, Conquer, inspection recommended (SH) 

2014 Canvas print, "Moraine Lake, Canada", approx 160 x 90cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2015 Wall plaque, "Balinese style", timber, painted silver heavily carved floral design, inspection recommended (SH) 

2016 Wall plaque, "Balinese style", timber, painted silver heavily carved floral design, inspection recommended (SH) 

2017 Bar stools, qty x 3, "Los Rios", rattan tops, timber legs, some damage, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2018 Canvas print, "Time Square", 7 AU, approx 2000 x 1100, custom built backing frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2019 Mattress Size Single Description Slumber sleep pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended 

2020 Mattress Size Single Description Slumber sleep pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended 

2021 Mattress Size Single Description Slumber sleep pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended 

2022 Mattress Size Single Description Slumber sleep pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended 

2023 Mattress, "Prestige", single (sold price per each), inspection recommended (SH) 

2024 Mattress, "Prestige", single (sold price per each), inspection recommended (SH) 

2025 Mattress, "Prestige", single (sold price per each), inspection recommended (SH) 

2026 Mattress, "Prestige", single (sold price per each), inspection recommended (SH) 

2027 Mattress, "Prestige", single (sold price per each), inspection recommended (SH) 

2028 Mattress Size Double Description Slumber sleep pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended  

2029 Mattress Size Double Description Slumber sleep pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended  

2030 Mattress Size Double Description Slumber sleep pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended  

2031 Mattress Size Queen Description Slumber Sleep, pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended  

2032 Mattress Size Queen Description Slumber Sleep, pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended  

2033 Mattress Size Queen Description Slumber Sleep, pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended  

2034 Mattress Size Queen Description Slumber Sleep, pillow top Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended  
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2035 Mattress, queen, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 152 x 40cm, 
sold price per each (inspection recommended)  

2036 Mattress, queen, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 152 x 40cm, 
sold price per each (inspection recommended)  

2037 Mattress, queen, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 152 x 40cm, 
sold price per each (inspection recommended)  

2038 Mattress, queen, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 152 x 40cm, 
sold price per each (inspection recommended)  

2039 Mattress, queen, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 152 x 40cm, 
sold price per each (inspection recommended)  

2040 Mattress, queen, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 152 x 40cm, 
sold price per each (inspection recommended)  

2041 Mattress, queen, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 152 x 40cm, 
sold price per each (inspection recommended)  

2042 Mattress, King size, inner spring, Slumber sleep with pillow top, inspection recommended (note: visible marks on corners) 

2043 Mattress, King size, inner spring, Slumber sleep with pillow top, inspection recommended (note: visible marks on corners) 

2044 Mattress, King size, inner spring, Slumber sleep with pillow top, inspection recommended (note: visible marks on corners) 

2045 Mattress, King, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 183 x 40cm 
(sold price per each)(inspection recommended)(S) 

2046 Mattress, King, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 183 x 40cm 
(sold price per each)(inspection recommended)(S) 

2047 Mattress, King, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 183 x 40cm 
(sold price per each)(inspection recommended)(S) 

2048 Mattress, King, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 183 x 40cm 
(sold price per each)(inspection recommended)(S) 

2049 Mattress, King, Indulgence, high grade luxury fabric with 3cm gel memory foam, 1 ml pocket coil, size 203 x 183 x 40cm 
(sold price per each)(inspection recommended)(S) 

2050 Qty 8 x Bedframe, queen, black PU, sold to 2 x boxes, assembly required (sold price per each), inspection recommended 
(S) 

2051 Qty 4 x Duck quilt set, Royal Comfort, king size, white, new to packet, inspection recommended (sold price per each) 

2052 Qty 3 x Duck quilt set, Royal Comfort, queen, white, new to packet, inspection recommended (sold price per each) 

2053 Qty 5 x Duvet cover set, 100% Egyptian cotton, Royal Comfort, queen, white, new to packet, inspection recommended 
(sold price per each) 

2054 Qty 6 x Quilt cover set, 100% Egyptian cotton, Royal Comfort, 1000 thread count, king size, ivory, new, inspection 
recommended (sold price per each) 

2055 Qty 5 x Towel set, 100% Egyptian cotton, new to packet, Royal Comfort, 6 pieces, grape, inspection recommended (sold 
price per each) 

2056 Qty 6 x Towel set, 100% Egyptian cotton, new to packet, Royal Comfort, 6 pieces, white, inspection recommended (sold 
price per each) 

2057 Qty 2 x Quilt cover set, "Little Feet", single, including 1 x cover & 1 x pillow case, to packet, (sold per each), must take 2, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

2058 Single sheet set, "Abercrombie & Ross", 400 thread count, to packet, chocolate, inspection recommended (SH) 

2059 Single sheet set, "Abercrombie & Ross", 400 thread count, to packet, maroon, inspection recommended (SH) 

2060 Mattress protector, In Your Dreams, single, fitted to packet, inspection recommended (SH) 

2061 Pillowcases, qty x 2, blue/white/silver to packets, inspection recommended (SH) 

2062 Fitted sheets, qty x 4, assorted, single, to packets (sold as lot), inspection recommended (SH) 

2063 Qty 3 x Shaver, Remington XR1370AU, RRP$149, Hyperflex Precision Ultra, wet/dry, untested, (S) (sold per each)(Online 
Viewing & nationwide shipping only) 
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2064 Qty 3 x Shaver, Remington FR500AU, RRP$149, Triple action flex shaver, cordless, washable, untested, (S) (sold per 
each) (Online Viewing & nationwide shipping only) 

2065 Qty 120 x Luminess Airbrush DIY Tanning Kit Includes: 1 x Airbrush Tanning System Airbrush system 1.5m 240v AC 
power cord 2 x medium tanning solution bottles Full instructions & DVD Patent storage bag (SOLD PRICE PER EACH, 
MUST TAKE 6 and MULTIPLES OF 6) Inspection recommended  

2066 Qty 40 x Snake Repellers, RRP $89.00 Sold per Box 2 x Units Inclusive qty 2 solar powered, frequency range 400hz-
1000hz, sold as pr, 7 day return to store warranty, inspection recommended.  

2067 Dining suite, "Nevada", 7 piece dark timber, orange padded chairs (1 x broken chair leg), inspection recommended (SH) 

2068 Lounge chair, "Deluca", 3 seater with cup holders, side recliners, cafe fabric, inspection recommended (S) 

2069 Lounge suite, "Monet", 3+2+ottoman, natural fabric, inspection recommended (SH) 

2070 Arm chair, charcoal fabric, inspection recommended (SH) 

2071 Arm chair, lime fabric, inspection recommended (SH) 

2072 Arm chair, grey fabric, inspection recommended (SH) 

2073 Dining chairs, "Oyster Bay", qty x 2, ash timber, choc PU (VO-003), inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2074 Outdoor setting "Fraser" 9 piece 2050 x 900mm table, cream wicker frame, frosted glass top with 8 x black cushioned tub 
chairs, sold price per setting RRP $1700 (Inspection recommended) (S) 

2075 Outdoor setting "Fraser" 9 piece 2050 x 900mm table, cream wicker frame, frosted glass top with 8 x black cushioned tub 
chairs, sold price per setting RRP $1700 (Inspection recommended) (S) 

2076 Outdoor setting "Fraser" 7 piece 1820 x 910mm table, cream wicker frame, frosted glass top with 6 x black cushioned tub 
chairs, sold price per setting RRP $1300 (Inspection recommended) (S) 

2077 Outdoor setting "Fraser" 7 piece 1820 x 910mm table, cream wicker frame, frosted glass top with 6 x black cushioned tub 
chairs, sold price per setting RRP $1300 (Inspection recommended) (S) 

2078 Qty 4 x Outdoor setting, "Tradewinds", 9 piece, Homestead table with 8 x Homestead mid back chairs with navy cushions, 
FSC Eucalyptus, 2100 x 900 x 25mm (sold price per each to 5 x boxes- assembly required), inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2079 Qty 6 x Sun lounge, "Tradewinds", including Homestead lounge with navy cushion (sold price per each to box- assembly 
required), inspection recommended (SH) 

2080 Display unit, "Toscana", 4 door (2 x glass), natural timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2081 Side by side fridge freezer, "Whirlpool", 575 litre, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2082 Side by side fridge freezer, "Samsung", model SRS537NW, 539 litre, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2083 Side by side fridge freezer, "Westinghouse", model RS643T14, stainless steel, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2084 George Foreman grill, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2085 Range hood, "Think Appliances", model GEH 6016, to box (Untested, inspection recommended) (SH) 

2086 Microwave, "Whirlpool", unknown model, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2087 Range hood qty x 2 Think Appliances mod GEH 6014C (Untested, inspection recommended) (SH) 

2088 Bar fridge, "GVA", GVABFH70, 70 litres, 240 volt, white, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2089 Dessiccator, chemistry, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2091 Microwave, "Sharp", carousel, stainless front, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2093 Oven/stove, "Belair", unknown make/model, please note that this item is a return warranty item and as such may require 
repair, items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly recommended (SH) 

2094 Overlocker, "Huskyloc" 560 EDT, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2095 Microwave, "Philips", ME31, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2096 Washing machine, "Samsung", model WF1104XAC, 10kg (117), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2097 Dryer, "Admiral", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2098 Freezer, "Kelvinator", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2099 Fridge freezer, "Samsung", model SR319MW, please note that this item is a return warranty item and as such may require 
repair, items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly recommended (SH) 
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2100 Laundry cabinet, 1 door, white/stainless, 575 x 470 x 920mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2102 Side by side fridge freezer, "Westinghouse", model WSE6100WF, please note that this item is a return warranty item and 
as such may require repair, items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly 
recommended (SH) 

2103 Washing machine, "Whirlpool", model 6AWTW5700XW, please note that this item is a return warranty item and as such 
may require repair, items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly recommended (SH) 

2104 Washing machine, "Whirlpool", model 6AWTW5700XW, please note that this item is a return warranty item and as such 
may require repair, items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly recommended (SH) 

2105 Fridge freezer, "LG", model GN515GW, please note that this item is a return warranty item and as such may require repair, 
items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly recommended (SH) 

2106 Fridge freezer, "Westinghouse", model WTM5200WBR, please note that this item is a return warranty item and as such 
may require repair, items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly recommended (SH) 

2107 Side by side fridge freezer, "Kelvinator", model KSM6100WF, 606 litre (103), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2108 5 Burner range, "Glem", model IT965GGE1, stainless steel, missing pieces, please note that this item is a return warranty 
item and as such may require repair, items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly 
recommended (SH) 

2110 Misting fan, "Moretti", commercial size, mobile on casters, black, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2111 Fridge, "Kelvinator", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2112 Fridge/freezer, "Fisher & Paykel", E381T, white, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2113 Fridge/freezer, "Electrolux", Kelvinator model NB430J-L, 430L, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2114 Fridge/freezer, "Whirlpool", 6WMV43NW, white, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2115 Fridge/freezer, "Fisher & Paykel", E442B, 440L, stainless front finish, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2116 Washing machine, "Samsung", model WF1752WPC, 7.5kg (Please note that this item is a warranty return and as such 
may need repair. Item is sold untested, as is, No warranty is implied nor expressed) 

2117 Washing machine, "Euromaid", model WM5, 5kg, please note that this item is a return warranty item and as such may 
require repair, items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly recommended (SH) 

2118 Water cooler, "Mezzo", PW-SC16/F3C, 90 watts, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2119 Portable cooler fan, "Advanced Air Treatment System", unknown model, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2120 Wet & dry vacuum, "Aqua Vac", Quiet Deluxe, to damaged box, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2121 Washing machine, "Haier", model HWMP95TL, 9.5kg, please note that this item is a return warranty item and as such may 
require repair, items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly recommended (SH) 

2122 Dryer, "Hoover", 3.5kg, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2123 Washing machine, "Ariston", model ARF105, please note that this item is a return warranty item and as such may require 
repair, items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly recommended (SH) 

2124 Dishwasher, "Smeg", model DWA157X, please note that this item is a return warranty item and as such may require repair, 
items sold untested, as is, no warranty is implied nor expressed, inspection highly recommended (SH) 

2125 Ceiling fans, qty 2, unknown make & model, note: assembly required, sold as is, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2126 Mini wine fridge, "Stirling", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2127 Coffee machine, "Breville", 800 class, model: 800ES, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2128 Washing machine, "Admiral", 5kg, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2129 Dryer, "Simpson", Maxidry 367, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2130 Frozen yogurt, sorbet & ice cream maker, "Cuisinart", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2131 Juice maker, "Breville", juice fountain, approx. 950 watts, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2132 Clothes dryer, "Electrolux", 6kg, model: EDV605, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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2133 Boardroom table, cherrywood coloured timber, dismantled, rounded edges, some small marks, approx 2450 x 1100mm 
with 8 black leather chairs with cherrywood coloured frames (Inspection recommended) (SH) 

2134 Coffee table, solid timber, hand made, 2 x tier, inspection recommended (SH) 

2135 Patio setting, 3 piece wrought iron, mosaic table top, bronze coloured, inspection recommended (SH) 

2136 Vibration Platform Features 220V, 17 Speeds, 5 Preset, Oscillating Dimensions 82(L) x 89(W) x 112(H), maximum weight 
120kg New in box Warranty 7 day return to store Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended 

2137 Vibration Platform Features 220V, 17 Speeds, 5 Preset, Oscillating Dimensions 82(L) x 89(W) x 112(H), maximum weight 
120kg New in box Warranty 7 day return to store Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended 

2138 Cane baskets, assorted size & style, qty x 3, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2139 Portable air conditioner, "Blueway", SP-819Mc, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2140 Bar table, designer, white metal legs with a lightly varnished timber top, bid per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

2141 Bar table, designer, white metal legs with a lightly varnished timber top, bid per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

2142 Coffee table, rectangle timber, claw feet on castors, green insert top, inspection recommended (SH) 

2143 Buffet, 3 door, 2 drawer, twin pedestal legs, claw feet, dark polished timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2144 Whatnot, 4 tier, dark timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2145 Floor lamp, gold coloured stem, cream shade, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2146 Painting easel, large, timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2147 Candle holder, black metal, holds 4 x candles & hanger, inspection recommended (SH) 

2148 Bed side, 3 drawer, dark timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2149 Garden ornament, plastic cast, owl, inspection recommended (SH) 

2150 Coffee table, metal cast base, painted gold with a bevelled marble top, inspection recommended (SH) 

2151 Ski boots, "KRNBY", pair of, inspection recommended (SH) 

2152 Wine rack, timber salt finish, rustic designer, holds 72 bottles (adjustable), inspection recommended (SH) 

2153 Serving dish XL, approx. 1200 x 500, hammer crafted glass, inspection recommended (SH) 

2154 Bed frame, single, poster bed, white metal, with heart carved metal finish, inspection recommended (SH) 

2155 Small fruit/serving bowl, qty x 2, sold as pair, inspection recommended (SH) 

2156 Qty 2 x Aquarium light, "Atman", AT100A, to damaged box, bid per each, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2157 Lamp table, 1 drawer, round timber, claw feet on castors, green, insert top, inspection recommended (SH) 

2158 Bed side, 3 drawer, ball feet, dark polished timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2159 Bar stools, qty x 2, stained timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2160 Dining suite, 7 piece, round dark timber table, pedestal base, claw feet, maroon floral chairs, marked top, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

2161 Outdoor setting, 7 piece, octagonal table, cream PVC, inspection recommended (SH) 

2162 Platter trays, cane weaved, seaside themed, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2163 Portable cooler fridge, "Chillstar", in fabric travel bag, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2164 Waterfall chamfering, 500mm, gold, to box, inspection recommended (SH) 

2165 Treadmill Brand GoFit Silver Series Features 1.5HP, 15km/hr, 15 Levels, 148cm x 50cm, 12 preset, Max 145kg New in 
box Warranty 7 day return to store Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended 

2166 Treadmill Brand GoFit Silver Series Features 1.5HP, 15km/hr, 15 Levels, 148cm x 50cm, 12 preset, Max 145kg New in 
box Warranty 7 day return to store Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended 

2167 Treadmill Brand GoFit Silver Series Features 1.5HP, 15km/hr, 15 Levels, 148cm x 50cm, 12 preset, Max 145kg New in 
box Warranty 7 day return to store Sold per each Onsite inspection recommended 

2168 Mirror, large, shabby chic style, approx. 1200 x 1200, cream timber frame, with bevelled edges, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2169 Mirror, cream timber frame, 1680 x 770mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2170 Cane basket, wicker weaved, with lid, inspection recommended (SH) 

2171 Bed side table, single drawer, single door, timber with bevelled edges and a dark oil varnish, qty x 2, sold as lot, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 
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2172 Framed print, young love, "The Awakening of Adonis" timber frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2173 Child seat for bike, "Cyclops", unknown model, inspection recommended (SH) 

2174 Mannequin, "small boy" (blue boy) fully clothed, inspection recommended (SH) 

2175 Vintage school/study desk, 2 x seater, silky oak with hinged storage & ink wells, inspection recommended (SH) 

2176 Qty 11 x Bedside table, Blackwood, 3 drawer, sold new to box, sold price per each table, inspection recommended (S) 

2177 Side table, white wicker weaved with magazine rack, inspection recommended (SH) 

2178 Bar table setting, 3 piece, timber slat work, with oil varnish, inspection recommended (SH) 

2179 Ornamental garden decoration, "Asian styled" painted white, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2180 Garden light, ornamental Asian themed, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2181 BBQ, "Turbo" by Barbecues Galore, 4 x burner, with cooking utensils, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2182 Assorted artwork, including blue abstract & "The Lig Lag Railway", by Conrad Martins 1873, inspection recommended (SH) 

2183 Spring stilts, 2 piece, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2184 Ottoman, wicker weaved, with an oil varnish, inspection recommended (SH) 

2185 Make up stand, 4 x tier, glass shelving, designer, inspection recommended (SH) 

2186 BBQ, 2 burner, with hood, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2187 Dresser, 4 drawer, ball feet, dark polished, inspection recommended (SH) 

2188 Tall boy, "Samsara", 5 x drawer, solid timber with a dark oil varnish, inspection recommended (SH) 

2189 Framed artwork, Leaves on Branches, beech timber frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2190 Plant pot, white ceramic, grape vines print, inspection recommended (SH) 

2191 Tall boy, "Elsa from Frozen", 6 x drawer, inspection recommended (SH) 

2192 Elephant statue, resin crafted, high detail, inspection recommended (SH) 

2193 Coffee table, steel frame glass top, inspection recommended (SH) 

2194 Assorted cane basket, including picnic & small bow basket, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2195 Bamboo privacy screen, unknown size, in carry bag, inspection recommended (SH) 

2196 Table, artistically painted blue, low, inspection recommended (SH) 

2197 Feature dish, red, ceramic on stand, inspection recommended (SH) 

2198 Cube cupboard, roller, wheels, laminate choc, inspection recommended (SH) 

2199 Lamp table, 2 tier, cream metal, glass insert top, inspection recommended (SH) 

2200 Arm chair, white cane with cushions, inspection recommended (SH) 

2201 Privacy screen, 3 x panel, "African Tribesman", inspection recommended (SH) 

2202 Photo frame mural, approx. 1260 x 650mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2203 Nursery mural, 3D teddy bears, inspection recommended (SH) 

2204 Canvas print, The Eye, inspection recommended (SH) 

2205 Framed print, Nude, inspection recommended (SH) 

2206 Catering trolley, solid timber, 2 x tier, with drink holders, inspection recommended (SH) 

2207 Ottoman, large gold floral, inspection recommended (SH) 

2208 Decorative basket/vase, black metal, designer, inspection recommended (SH) 

2209 Queenslander window blanket box/coffee table, custom made, inspection recommended (SH) 

2210 Foot stool, teak base, black leather top, inspection recommended (SH) 

2211 Fibreglass planter, Egyptian themed, inspection recommended (SH) 

2212 Bar stools, chrome like frame, with plastic wicker seating, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2213 Bedsides, qty x 2, 1 drawer, teak (sold as pair), inspection recommended (SH) 

2214 Chest of drawers, "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles", 6 x drawers, inspection recommended (SH) 

2215 Assorted ornamental goods including mother & child in one & tea light holder, black, inspection recommended (SH) 
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2216 Recliner chairs, qty x 2, beige fabric (sold as pair), inspection recommended (SH) 

2217 Italian jardini?re, blue floral with lid, inspection recommended (SH) 

2218 Mirror, oval silver frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2219 Dining table, teak, stretcher base, inspection recommended (SH) 

2220 Italian canister set, 5 piece, terracotta with cork lids, inspection recommended (SH) 

2221 Coffee table, white wicker weaved, 2 x tier, inspection recommended (SH) 

2222 Pool vacuum head, Pat/APL, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2223 Crystal pendant chandelier, chrome, "ALI", item no. 5798/4, to box, inspection recommended (SH) 

2224 Shaggy rug, grey, 3m x 3, inspection recommended (SH) 

2225 Carved bowl, teak with shell necklaces, inspection recommended (SH) 

2226 Entertainment unit, laminate, choc, 2 drawers, inspection recommended (SH) 

2227 Leather holder, Javanese hand carved, inspection recommended (SH) 

2228 TV unit, 4 x drawer, 2 cube shelf, timber with oil varnish, inspection recommended (SH) 

2229 Cookie jar, devil inscription with lid, inspection recommended (SH) 

2230 Bendigo pot, 2 tone ceramic, inspection recommended (SH) 

2231 Lamp shades, qty x 10, pearl white, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2232 Hand made desk lamp, terracotta, signed, no shade, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2233 Canvas print, "Sunset Palms", approx. 940 x 400mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2234 Canvas print, "Gentile Rapids", approx. 940 x 400mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2235 Canvas print, "Forest Sunrise", approx. 955 x 500mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2236 Canvas print, "Paris", approx. 500 x 955mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2237 Canvas print, "Purple Roses", approx. 385 x 540mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2238 Canvas print, "Buddha", approx. 385 x 540mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2239 Canvas print, "Sunset Bush Track", approx. 330 x 525mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2240 Canvas print, "Beach Entrance", approx. 385 x 540mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2241 Canvas print, "Vintage Holden's", approx. 1150 x 385mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2242 Canvas print, "Lonely Island", approx. 970 x 575mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2243 Canvas print, "Beach Sunrise", approx. 385 x 540mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2244 Canvas print, "Paradise Cliffs", approx. 330 x 525mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2245 Canvas print, "Surfing With Dolphins", approx. 385 x 540mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2246 Canvas print, "Marilyn, Playboy Cover", approx. 385 x 540mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2247 Canvas print, "The Perfect Wave", approx. 900 x 600mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2248 Canvas print, "Sunrise in Paris", approx. 900 x 600mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2249 Canvas print, "Vintage Car Sketch", approx. 900 x 600mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2250 Qty 7 x Tiger grass, bid per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

2251 Qty 10 x Bromeliads Aechmea, 20cm pots, bid per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

2252 Outdoor setting, 9 piece, white PVC, blue striped cushions, inspection recommended (SH) 

2253 Sun lounge, "Hartman", fold up, white plastic on wheels, inspection recommended (SH) 

2254 Head board, cane weaved, queen, inspection recommended (SH) 

2255 Projector screen, Kodak, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2256 Planter pots, ceramic designer, assorted sizes & colours, qty x 5, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2257 Double bed frame, "Persian", note: assembly required, sold as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2258 Punching bag, "Madison", blue/red, inspection recommended (SH) 

2259 Ornamental timber carved owl set, 3 piece, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 
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2260 Dining suite, 9 piece, glass top table, stainless steel frame, chairs stainless steel frame, stained timber back & grey fabric 
seat, as is, inspection recommended, as new 

2261 Framed artwork, Lily pond, beech timber frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2262 Bed mattress & base, "Sealy Posturepedic", king size, inspection recommended (SH) 

2263 King mattress, Osteo Supreme (Inspection recommended) (SH) 

2264 Single bed frame, "Persian" style, note: assembly required, sold as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2265 Bed frame, queen, "Kenze", note: assembly required, sold as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2266 Queen base, "King Koil", inspection recommended (SH) 

2267 Mattress, double, "Spring Air", back supporter, inspection recommended (SH) 

2268 Mattress, king, single, "Sleepeezee Commercial", inspection recommended (SH) 

2269 Bedframe, single, white slatted timber with trundle base, inspection recommended (SH) 

2270 Framed artwork, Mediterranean Street, beech timber frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2271 Wall art, "Wooden Gecko", large, inspection recommended (SH) 

2272 Sofa bed, 3 seater, taupe leather, inspection recommended (SH) 

2273 CD rack, timber carved, tribal themed, holds qty x 15, inspection recommended (SH) 

2274 Canvas print, "Croatian Beach", approx. 1200 x 500mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2275 Canvas print, "Palm Tree View", approx. 1340 x 500mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2276 Canvas print, "Rough Seas", approx. 975 x 575mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2277 Blanket box, "Brandon", choc PU (sold price per each), inspection recommended (SH) 

2278 Elephant plant stand, glazed terracotta, inspection recommended (SH) 

2279 Mood light, designer, floral shell design, painted pearl white, inspection recommended (SH) 

2280 Fish tank, 550 litre tank on timber stand, 5' x 2' x 2', Aqua One 2000lph impellor, 2 x Fluro lights, 300 Watt heater, 20KG 
fine white gravel, inspection recommended (SH) 

2281 Folding camp table, green top, inspection recommended (SH) 

2282 Mattress, "Elegance", double, to plastic, inspection recommended (S) 

2283 Bed base, queen, no castors, to plastic, inspection recommended (S) 

2284 Mattress, "Coco", double, to plastic, inspection recommended (S) 

2285 Mattress, "Coco", double, to plastic, inspection recommended (S) 

2286 Qty 26 x Bed side, "Brandon", 2 drawer, choc PU (sold price per each), inspection recommended (SH) 

2287 Vase, choc cane with artificial branches, inspection recommended (SH) 

2288 Chair bean bags, qty x 2, purple canvas, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2289 Bed head, queen size, stained timber frame & fabric, inspection recommended (SH) 

2290 Single base, "Sealy", inspection recommended (SH) 

2291 Bed head, queen size, laminate white, inspection recommended (SH) 

2292 Framed print, "Cafe Terrace at Night", inspection recommended (SH) 

2293 Tall boy, 5 x drawer, wenge stained timber, with stainless handles, inspection recommended (SH) 

2294 Lamp, stainless steel base, designer with frosted glass shade, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2295 Lamp, designer timber base & cream shade, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2296 Storage chest, cane with lid, inspection recommended (SH) 

2297 Kids play kitchen, beech white timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2298 King bed frame, with bolts & fittings, inspection recommended (SH) 

2299 Bed frame, queen, timber design, note: assembly required, sold as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2300 Planter pots, XL, sea blue, glaze and artificial floral display, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2301 Planter pots, set of 3, artificial, inspection recommended (SH) 

2302 Folding massage table, blue canvas, inspection recommended (SH) 

2303 Decorative plate, mosaic white stripe, with stand, inspection recommended (SH) 
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2304 Boat book case, blue/yellow timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2305 Dining chairs, qty x 6, stained timber frame, leather like black, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2306 Framed prints, qty x 2, Egyptian themed (sold as pair), inspection recommended (SH) 

2307 Display cabinet, "Urban", 2 x glass doors, 3 shelf, cappuccino timber, 2 piece (sold price per each), inspection 
recommended (SH) 

2308 Chairs, qty x 2, Government House, turned spindle legs, carved features, 1 x tear (sold as pair), inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2309 Artificial plants, qty x 2, black pots (sold as pair), inspection recommended (SH) 

2310 Artificial ornament, crocodile head, moulded, inspection recommended (SH) 

2311 Qty 3 x Desk, Bliss, 3 drawer, white timber, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

2312 Qty 4 x Hutch top only, Bliss, white timber, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

2313 Cane baskets, qty x 2, assorted, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2314 Qty 2 x Tallboy, Avignon, 5 drawer, antique white timber, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

2315 Bedside lamps, qty x 2, stainless bases, timber stems, cream shades (sold as pair), untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2316 Framed wall art, Egyptian theme, gold frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2317 Qty 4 x Bedside, Bliss, 2 drawer, white timber, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

2318 Qty 5 x Tallboy, Mirage, 5 drawer, smoky ash timber, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

2319 Candle holder, birdcage style, red metal, inspection recommended (SH) 

2320 Bed frame, Mirage, queen, smoky ash, 3 pieces, inspection recommended (S)  

2321 Mirror, oval, gold frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2322 Mirror, oval top, gold gilded frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2323 Qty 2 x Bed frame, Bliss, king single, mega drawer, white timber, 4 pieces per frame, inspection recommended (S) (sold 
per each) 

2324 Exercise machine, "Ab Wave", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2325 Large abstract painting canvas, "Peaceful", approx 1200mm x 1000mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2326 Hand painted original artwork, framed, "Yin Yang", by Chen, approx 440mm x 440mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2327 Canvas artwork, set of 2, silver leaves, black background, inspection recommended (SH) 

2328 Desert Studios N.T. hand painted original artwork, framed "Crocodile and Kangaroo Dreaming", by Jimmy Bundaja, approx 
730mm x 500mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2329 Canvas artwork, terracotta pots, inspection recommended (SH) 

2330 Large hand painted original work, "Aztec Bird on Orange", by Cuga, approx 670mm x 570mm, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2331 Entertainment unit, low line, 2 x drawer, 2 x shelf, white 2pac, designer, inspection recommended (SH) 

2332 TV stand, 1 drawer, swivel base, pull out shelf, white 2pac (146), inspection recommended (SH) 

2333 Privacy screen, 3 panel, trees, inspection recommended (SH) 

2334 Arm chairs, wicker weaved, qty x 4, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2335 Recliner chair, choc fabric, inspection recommended (SH) 

2336 Focus pads and gloves combo "Spalding", inspection recommended (SH) 

2337 Shelter "Beach Hut", pop up, model no. 27595, unknown condition, inspection recommended (SH) 

2338 Mirror, round, choc surround with leather strap, inspection recommended (SH) 

2339 Dining table, white 2pac, gold trim, top not attached (155), inspection recommended (SH) 

2340 Dartboard case, raw timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2341 Wall clock, "Le Langage Des Fleurs Essence Concentree", inspection recommended (SH) 

2342 Picnic basket, including dinnerware & ball, inspection recommended (SH) 

2343 Large hand painted original work, "Aztec Bird on Blue", by Cuga, approx 690mm x 1000mm, inspection recommended 
(SH) 
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2344 Qty 2 x Tallboy, Bliss, 5 drawer, white timber, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

2345 Lamp, small with flower themed shade, inspection recommended (SH) 

2346 Lamp, small blue shade with resin and brass forged base, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2347 Buffet, 3 drawer, 3 door, white 2pac, gold trim (4), inspection recommended (SH) 

2348 Lamp, large bulb like ceramic base, with beige shade, inspection recommended (SH) 

2349 Stools, timber with spindle turned legs, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2350 Pram & mobile bed, "Emmal Junga", inspection recommended (SH) 

2351 Director chairs, assorted colours, qty x 6, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2352 Framed print, "Van Gogh, The Cafe Terrace", inspection recommended (SH) 

2353 Dining chair "Parker" qty x 6, Danish rattan back, dark timber, commissioned pieces, sold as lot (Inspection recommended) 
(SH) 

2354 Display cabinet, 2 door, 3 drawer, white timber, floating glass top (23), inspection recommended (SH) 

2355 Candle holder, resin casted, Indonesian styling, inspection recommended (SH) 

2356 Animal cage, "Pet One", adjustable components, inspection recommended (SH) 

2357 Picnic basket, cane, basket only, inspection recommended (SH) 

2358 Classic photography collection by "John Heighes" assorted photographs taken on a Hasselblad camera, including 
landscapes, close ups, water falls, mountain blooms, approx. 63 prints, to box, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2359 Cane chair, with pillows and foot stool, as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2360 Office chair, swivel, red mesh with arms, inspection recommended (SH) 

2361 Kids sparring bag, on stand, inspection recommended (SH) 

2362 Barrel, oak, 400mm x 350mm, approx. 33 litre, approx. on stand, inspection recommended (SH) 

2363 Rocking chair, timber crafted, spindle turned finishings with beige fabric seating, inspection recommended (SH) 

2364 Lamp table, black carved timber, gold trim, inspection recommended (SH) 

2365 Paper cutter/guillotine, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2366 Cookie jar, charcoal porcelain with lid, inspection recommended (SH) 

2367 Dining suite, 5 piece, choc timber table, 4 x choc upholstered chairs, approx 1500 x 1000mm, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2368 Crystal pendant chandelier, chrome, "ALI", item no. 329/3, to box, inspection recommended (SH) 

2369 Laundry basket, green cane (Inspection recommended) (SH) 

2370 Rocking horse, beige, inspection recommended (SH) 

2371 Fire pit, gold metal with black mesh lid, inspection recommended (SH) 

2372 BBQ "Weber" with hood on stand (Untested, inspection recommended) (SH) 

2373 Folding deck chairs, qty x 3, slatted timber, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2374 Coffee table, brushed alloy frame, with a black tempered glass top, designer, inspection recommended (SH) 

2375 Wall plaque, "Bundaberg Rum", timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2376 Wall fan, Goldair, 40cm, qty x 2, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2377 Rocking chair, white cane, inspection recommended (SH) 

2378 Outdoor chairs, qty x 2, slatted timber, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2379 Lamp, red & white, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2380 Framed print, "Egyptian Themed", inspection recommended (SH) 

2381 Floor lamp, cane stem, black/cream, floral shade, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2382 Miniature pool table, pine laminate, high quality, with balls, 2 cues, brush & triangle, sold as lot, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2383 Side table, round white 2pac, gold trim (158), inspection recommended (SH) 

2384 Vase, large cross shaped vase in orange glaze, 40cm, inspection recommended (SH) 
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2385 Oil painting of English Pointer by W. Hansen, inspection recommended (SH) 

2386 Single bed frame, metal, peach pink with brass like finishings, inspection recommended (SH) 

2387 Painting in acrylic of Winter Homestead by A. Wennerberg, 67cm x 98cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2388 Framed art, qty x 3 of Circa 1920's male workers by artist Nemo, inspection recommended (SH) 

2389 Canvas, black orchid on red background, Kelly Lane print, 70cm x 70cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2390 Canvas print, Les Folies, showgirl, Paris, inspection recommended (SH) 

2391 Mirror, wall mounted, with high degree bevelled edges, inspection recommended (SH) 

2392 Chest of drawers, 6 drawers, pine laminate, bevelled edges, inspection recommended (SH) 

2393 Lamp, designer, glass blown base, with red shade, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2394 Bedside, 3 drawer, pine laminate, inspection recommended (SH) 

2395 Lamp base, brass & marble, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2396 Tall boy, 6 drawers, pine laminate, inspection recommended (SH) 

2397 Ornamental mounted art, Asian style, black metal, inspection recommended (SH) 

2398 Ornamental dish, timber, 1 piece, heavily carved, inspection recommended (SH) 

2399 Chandelier, candle holder, small, holds x 6, inspection recommended (SH) 

2400 Water features, qty x 2, half circle, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2401 Bead calculator & timber storage box, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2402 Dish/fruit bowl, black metal with red bowl, inspection recommended (SH) 

2403 Assorted canvas artwork, including "Beach Shores" & 5 piece red abstract art, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2404 Picnic table and bench setting, inspection recommended (SH) 

2405 Tall boy, 8 drawers, timber with metal designer handles, inspection recommended (SH) 

2406 Bedside, 3 drawer, timber, metal designer handles, inspection recommended (SH) 

2407 Fruit bowl, wicker weaved, with dark staining, inspection recommended (SH) 

2408 Fish tank, small with coloured pebbles, inspection recommended (SH) 

2409 Dresser, 6 drawer, choc timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2410 Lamps, large Greek styling base with cream shade, qty 2, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2411 Overlocker, "Mezzo", to box with assorted accessories (199), inspection recommended (SH) 

2412 Stools, small, white & red, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2413 Stools, high back, black resin, chrome swivel lift base, qty x 2, inspection recommended (SH) 

2414 Stool, timber, "Cat Design", inspection recommended (SH) 

2415 Designer bar stool, "In My Home", to carton damaged box, inspection recommended (SH) 

2416 Assorted goods including small mosaic mirror & tribal mask, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2417 Dolls house, as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2418 Ice bucket, with stand, 2 x tier, inspection recommended (SH) 

2419 Medium laundry hamper, cane with lid, inspection recommended (SH) 

2420 Rebounder, blue/black, inspection recommended (SH) 

2421 Coffee table, timber with bevelled edges and an oiled varnish finish, inspection recommended (SH) 

2422 Wall clock, "Imperial clock Works", Birmingham est. 1792, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2423 Lamps, chrome like base, with designer colourful shade, qty x 2, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2424 Plant stand, black metal with decorative wire, inspection recommended (SH) 

2425 Suitcases, qty x 2, assorted, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2426 Retro stools, qty x 2, cane bases, teal vinyl tops (sold as pair), inspection recommended (SH) 

2427 Jacket chair, brown leather, thatched back, inspection recommended (SH) 

2428 Bird box, slatted timber, inspection recommended (SH) 
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2429 Violin case, unknown make & model, black, inspection recommended (SH) 

2430 Hall table, black metal frame, rectangle glass top, inspection recommended (SH) 

2431 Framed artwork, Night Time Seagull by Manny (62), inspection recommended (SH) 

2432 Coffee table, rounded edges, gold trim, white 2pac (158), inspection recommended (SH) 

2433 Decorative vase, brass style, inspection recommended (SH) 

2434 Decorative urn with designer artificial floral display, inspection recommended (SH) 

2435 Cabinet shelf, cane, inspection recommended (SH) 

2436 Retro desk fan, laminate surround, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2437 Exercise bike, with adjustable speed, inspection recommended (SH) 

2438 Dog house, grey with purple roof, inspection recommended (SH) 

2439 Timber statue, cat, inspection recommended (SH) 

2440 Kids bike, "Tike", plywood, inspection recommended (SH) 

2441 Bar stools, designer, cream PU leather, low back, gas lift, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2442 Leather lounge, 3 seater, inspection recommended (SH) 

2443 Painting, large, by Kylie Bruce, inspection recommended (SH) 

2444 Lounge chair, 2 seater, beech cane, multi coloured cushions, inspection recommended (SH) 

2445 Food tray, mirror base, inspection recommended (SH) 

2447 Cupboard, 2 drawer, 2 door, Asian themed, thatched finish (Inspection recommended) (SH)  

2448 Triangle drawer stack, timber with bears, inspection recommended (SH) 

2449 Office chairs, qty x 2, black sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2450 Timber candle holder, missing glass cups, inspection recommended (SH) 

2451 Baby bike seat, "Polisport", inspection recommended (SH) 

2452 Painting, "Smell of a Rose", inspection recommended (SH) 

2453 Timber chairs, high standing, qty x 3, stained timber, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2454 Play chair, for toddler, red PVC, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2455 Sewing machine, "Memory Craft", in case, with beech laminate sewing cabinet (58), inspection recommended (SH) 

2456 Cooker, warmer, steam boat, with utensils, brass, inspection recommended (SH) 

2457 High tea stand, 4 tier, black metal, inspection recommended (SH) 

2458 Mirror, white engraved edges, inspection recommended (SH) 

2459 Crystal pendant chandelier, chrome, "ALI", item no. 5519/3, to box, inspection recommended (SH) 

2460 Cat scratcher, cream, carpeted, inspection recommended (SH) 

2461 Evaporative cooler, "Mistral", 8 litre water capacity, model MEC1 R, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2462 Metal vase, inspection recommended (SH) 

2463 Buffet, 2 door, black timber, gold trim, inspection recommended (SH) 

2464 Outdoor setting, mosaic and black metal, 3 piece, inspection recommended (SH) 

2465 Ornament, female torso, coated, inspection recommended (SH) 

2466 Planter pot, black ceramic, inspection recommended (SH) 

2467 Assorted urns, vases, terracotta, qty x 3, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2468 Dartboard and cabinet set, "Legend Sports", inspection recommended (SH) 

2469 Tent, unknown size, unknown make & model, sold as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2470 Fire bucket, bent plate and wire, painted bronze, inspection recommended (SH) 

2471 Rustic timber high chair with liftable table, inspection recommended (SH) 

2472 Cane chair, painted white wash, inspection recommended (SH) 

2473 Vibration machine, "Trojan", Power Vibe 250, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2474 Exercise bike, "Health Stream", gold series, GS4000B star, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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2475 Patio heater, on wheels, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2476 Bed side, 3 drawer, stained timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2477 Coffee machine, "Lavazza" Espresso point, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2478 Bed side tables, 2 drawer, wenge, qty x 2, sold as a pair, inspection recommended (SH) 

2479 Lolly dispenser, on metal base, no key, as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2480 Baby booster seat, Safe N Sound, inspection recommended (SH) 

2481 Photo frame divider screen, 3 panel, wenge timber, inspection recommended (SH) 

2482 Speakers, qty x 2, unknown brand, indicates 8000 watt, as is, untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2483 Kids bike, red, with guide handle, inspection recommended (SH) 

2484 Large disk case/large qty of CD storage, inspection recommended (SH) 

2485 Suit case, retro, as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2486 Waterfall chamfering, 500mm, chrome, to box, inspection recommended (SH) 

2487 Clock, oval timber frame, Moments in Time, inspection recommended (SH) 

2488 Bed side table, painted white with cane drawers, inspection recommended (SH) 

2489 Mirror, gold gilded frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2490 A frame shop sign branded, "The Rocky Road Chicks", inspection recommended (SH) 

2491 Fire buckets, painted metal, qty x 2, sold in pair, inspection recommended (SH) 

2492 Plastic storage drawers, 1 x grey drawer, 1 x black 5 drawer (sold as lot), inspection recommended (SH) 

2493 Storage box, timber, single draw with hinged up lid, inspection recommended (SH) 

2494 Pram, "Love N Care", inspection recommended (SH) 

2495 Click clack lounge, 3 seater, green/choc fabric, inspection recommended (SH) 

2496 Ornamental shelf, pine timber, with oil varnish, inspection recommended (SH) 

2497 Room divider, 4 panel timber with inserts, inspection recommended (SH) 

2498 Qty 2 x Dining table "Tina" warm oak, 1500 x 900mm (sold price per each to box) (Inspection recommended) (SH) 

2499 Pilates Power Gym, inspection recommended (SH) 

2500 Framed prints, assorted by "John Heighes", including Mt. Ngauruhoe New Zealand, "Fishing Man" & fence post, qty x 3, 
sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2501 Large planter box, tin painted black, inspection recommended (SH) 

2502 Umbrella stand, Chinese style, painted gold, inspection recommended (SH) 

2503 Ornamental cane plant holder, inspection recommended (SH) 

2504 Picture frame, white washed heat, inspection recommended (SH) 

2505 Bed side tables, qty x 2, 3 drawer, stained timber (sold as pair), inspection recommended (SH) 

2506 Tray, timber, black, high gloss, inspection recommended (SH) 

2507 Wall mounted tribal mask, inspection recommended (SH) 

2508 Laundry basket, cane with liner, inspection recommended (SH) 

2509 Tent, "Oztrail", "Breeze", 3V Dome, sleeps 3, in bag note: broken zip, sold as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2510 Large metal blanket box, rustic painted green/yellow, inspection recommended (SH) 

2511 Assorted lamps, including large terracotta base, chrome like stand, qty 3, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2512 Coffee table, bamboo frame, with black stained glass top, inspection recommended (SH) 

2513 Arm chair, cane weaved, with an oiled varnish & sea side themed fabric seating, 2 piece with ottoman, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

2514 Glass box for pets, inspection recommended (SH) 

2515 Timber masks, tub qty assorted, inspection recommended (SH) 

2516 CPR dummy, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2517 Bedsides, qty x 2, laminate, colour white, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 
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2518 VU board, "Seeing Believing", yellow, inspection recommended (SH) 

2519 Mirror with floral carved frame, bevelled edges, inspection recommended (SH) 

2520 Stuffed horse, large, brown with saddle, inspection recommended (SH) 

2521 Dining suite, 7 piece, stained timber, table & chairs, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2522 Framed prints, qty x 4, racing horses to timber frames (sold as lot) (Inspection recommended) (SH) 

2523 Lamps, XL, terracotta base with gold trim & XL cream shade, qty 2, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2524 Cabinet, 7 drawers, cane, colour white with glass top, inspection recommended (SH) 

2525 Mobile filer, 3 drawer, grey metal, no key, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

2526 Knee board, "Tunnel Board", inspection recommended (SH) 

2527 Office chair, designer, PU leather, gas lift, high back, on casters, inspection recommended (SH) 

2528 Egg chair, for child, "Ikea", blue, with white cover, inspection recommended (SH) 

2529 Yoga mat/camping bedding, assorted, qty x 5, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2530 Office chair, non mobile, black vinyl seating, gas lift, inspection recommended (SH) 

2531 Ice box "Coleman", large grey, inspection recommended (SH) 

2532 Lounge chair, 2 seater, choc fabric, inspection recommended (SH) 

2533 Tribal mask, wall mounted, timber with shell & sea grass finishes, inspection recommended (SH) 

2534 Mirror, oval bevelled edges, with gold timber floral carved frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

2535 Ab Lounge XL, sold as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

2536 Dog house, beige PVC casted, large, "Sherlock", inspection recommended (SH) 

2537 Camping mat, assorted sizes, with insulation, qty to box, sold as box lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2538 Assorted sleeping bags, "Oztrail", qty to box, sold as box lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2539 Twin rubbish bin, stainless, inspection recommended (SH) 

2540 Bar stool, green metal, inspection recommended (SH) 

2541 Drawers, cane, 5 drawer, inspection recommended (SH) 

2542 Spin bike, Trainer, "Jet Black", pure cycling, inspection recommended (SH) 

2543 Lamps, box qty assorted, untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

2544 Assorted lamp & shades, approx qty 12, to box, sold as box lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2545 Dining chairs, outdoor, stackable, white PVC, qty x 5, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2546 Rug/hall runner, designer, olive green & brown, approx. 120 x 170, inspection recommended (SH) 

2547 Dining chairs, outdoor, stackable, white PVC, qty x 5, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2548 Dining chairs, qty x 4, raw timber, wrapped, no covered cushions provided, as is (sold as lot), inspection recommended 
(SH) 

2549 Spring loaded playground toy, duck, yellow/blue metal, inspection recommended (SH) 

2550 Spring loaded playground toy, pony, green/yellow metal, inspection recommended (SH) 

2551 BBQ, "Barbecues Galore", 4 x burner, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2552 Camping chair, fold out, green, qty x 4, sold as box lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2553 Shaggy rug, teal, inspection recommended (SH) 

2554 Standing shoe rack, 4 compartments, inspection recommended (SH) 

2555 Urn, terracotta, handcrafted, assorted sizes with black metal stand, inspection recommended (SH) 

2556 Camping table, fold out, green PVC, inspection recommended (SH) 

2557 Suitcase, "Qantas", mobile, choc brown fabric with reinforced designer zips, inspection recommended (SH) 

2558 Assorted cane baskets, assorted size & style, qty x 6, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

2559 Ammunition box, large, rustic designer, inspection recommended (SH) 

2560 Futon bed, fitted slats, timber, inspection recommended (SH) 
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2561 Assorted framed artwork, including stitch work clown, & painted clown copy by Sol, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

2562 Teal light wall mount, metal, holds 10 tea light candles in glass cups (Inspection recommended) (SH) 

2563 Pinot barrel, qty x 3, (sold as lot), approx 30 x 45 x 45cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

2564 Chandelier lights, pendants, assorted sizes, qty x 4, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

2565 Mattress, "Coco", to plastic, inspection recommended (S) 

2566 Bed base, single, no castors, to plastic, inspection recommended (S) 

2567 Portable air con, "Mistral", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

 

2pm Appliances, Electronics, Sporting & Leisure Online Auction 

 
1001 Apple iPhone 5 mobile with charger & headphones, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1002 Apple iPhone 5 mobile with cracked screen, no charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1003 Qty 30 x Mini PC , no inbuilt storage in box, new RRP $425, 3 months warranty "Samsung" includes accessories, sold per 
each, inspection recommended 

1004 Octopus solar powered hands free car kit, adjustable LCD screen, boxed, inspection recommended (SH) 

1005 Bluetooth telephone retro style hand sets, qty x 2, colour blue, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1006 Qty 6 x 3D glasses, black frame, with cleaning cloth, model SSG-3100GB (sold price per each), untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1007 Night scope binocular, plastic, inspection recommended (SH) 

1008 GPS, model C520 with suction bracket & charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1009 Navman with charger & bracket, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1010 TomTom with charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1011 Navm8, window mount vehicle navigator, no charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1012 Netgear A6100 Wi-Fi USB mini adapter in sealed box, inspection recommended (SH) 

1014 Netgear cable gateway, inspection recommended (SH) 

1015 GPS, GPSmart, hand held, Fortuna, yellow, no charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1016 Home cell, Optus, with cords, inspection recommended (SH) 

1017 Radios, qty x 2, Oricom, red & black, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

1018 Headphones, "Beats", white, inspection recommended (SH) 

1019 Headphones, "Beats", orange, inspection recommended (SH) 

1020 Laptop, Acer Aspire 5310 series, model JDW50, with charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1021 Laptop, Toshiba, Satellite, M300, model PSMDCA-06F00R, no battery, with charger, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1022 Laptop, Vaio, Sony, model PCG-7F7P, with charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1023 Computer system, Acer, 3.2GHz, 1GB RAM, 80GB HDD, monitor, keyboard & mouse, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1024 Computer system, Dell, Pentium 4, with Compaq monitor, keyboard & mouse, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1025 Entertainment system PC, HP Pavilion, Dragon HDX9000, Intel Core, 300GB HDD, with charger, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1026 Car camcorder, China, wide angle, full HD 1080 camcorder, 148 degree wide angle lens, MPEG compression format, 2.7" 
screen, seamless video, loop recording, parking mode, inspection recommended (SH) 

1027 Car DVR, HD driving recorder with reverse vision also, boxed, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1028 Digital camera, Nikon, Coolpix, with charger, 14.0 megapixels, wide 5x zoom in case, sold as lot, inspection recommended 
(SH) 
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1029 Polaroid instant camera, black colour, in box, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1030 Binoculars, with case, "Kohiyama", inspection recommended (SH) 

1031 Scope ring pack, PG Vecar optics gun scope rings, inspection recommended (SH) 

1032 Mini DVD sports camera with waterproof case, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1033 Qty 5 x Action sports camera, All Sports Cam, 720P, high def 1.5inch LCD screen, new to box, inspection recommended 
(sold price per each) 

1034 Qty 4 x Digital breath alcohol tester, digital LCD display, sensor fault self checking, new to box, inspection recommended 
(sold price per each) 

1035 Qty 4 x Bluetooth Connector, Pure jongo A2 wireless device wi-fi,bluetooth rrp$199 7 day return to store warranty, 
inspection recommended. 

1036 Qty 2 x Speaker, Jamo IC102 in ceiling speaker white rrp$229 7 day return to store warranty, inspection recommended. 

1037 Camera, Pentax, Z-70 SLR 35mm with case, with flash unit Achiever 630AF dedicated & Sunpack flash unit 1600A, 
untested, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1038 Video camera, JVC, in bag, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1039 Binoculars, night vision, in black case, inspection recommended (SH) 

1040 Easyshare digital camera, Kodak, C-300, 37mm lens, equivalent, untested, with carry bag, inspection recommended (SH) 

1041 Pocket digital camera, Traveller DC140, 3 x optical zoom, untested, with carry case, inspection recommended (SH) 

1042 Camera, Nikon Coolpix L120 red SLR camera, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1043 Camera, Sony Cybershot, 3.2 megapixel with battery charger and computer cable, untested, sold as lot, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1044 Palm PC with charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1045 Bag of older phones and chargers, Nokia & Samsung, untested, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1046 Calculators for the mathematicians, qty x 4, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1047 "Bling" Hyundai chrome & "Diamond" car air freshener & refill, inspection recommended (SH) 

1048 "Bling" Mazda chrome & "Diamond" car air freshener & refill, inspection recommended (SH) 

1049 Chrome valve caps & key ring, Jeep, (key ring also acts as spanner for caps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1050 Chrome valve caps & key ring, G.M., (key ring also acts as spanner for caps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1051 Chrome valve caps & key ring, Hyundai, (key ring also acts as spanner for caps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1052 Chrome valve caps & key ring, Subaru, (key ring also acts as spanner for caps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1053 Chrome valve caps & key ring, Mazda, (key ring also acts as spanner for caps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1054 Chrome valve caps & key ring, Nissan, (key ring also acts as spanner for caps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1055 Chrome valve caps & key ring, Toyota, (key ring also acts as spanner for caps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1056 Leather, Mazda, logo key wallet, inspection recommended (SH) 

1057 Chrome key ring, Volkswagen, inspection recommended (SH) 

1058 LED trailer adaptor with LED inbuilt tester, 7 pin small round socket (at car end) to 7 pin flat plug (at trailer end), includes 
LED tester, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1059 LED trailer adaptor with LED inbuilt tester, 7 pin small round socket (at car end) to 7 pin large round plug (at trailer end), 
includes LED tester, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1060 LED trailer plug with inbuilt LED circuit tester, 7 pin flat trailer plug with easy installation instructions and wiring guide, 
includes push button LED tester, inspection recommended (SH) 

1061 Home security system, i-Hawk, all in one, 500GB hard drive, new to box, inspection recommended (sold price per each) 

1062 Professional Surveillance System, AvertX, 8 channel, DVR, night vision/motion detection, water proof cameras, Hi Def 
network recorder, model HD801RM-NV160/P2B, home or commercial, untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per 
each) 

1063 Easyshare, Kodak, M853, 8.2 megapixel, 3 x optical zoom camera, boxed, untested,inspection recommended (SH) 

1064 Care alert smart dialler, model No. CA-0813, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1065 Gadget geek VHS to DVD maker, boxed, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1066 Cordless headset, Jabra, BT135, boxed, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1067 Underwater camera, Sea& Sea, model YS-40A, 2 piece, inspection recommended (SH) 

1068 Flip phone with charger in box, Samsung, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1069 Bluetooth headset, Nokia, BH-105, boxed, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1070 PlayStation 2, PS2, with controllers & games, Ace Racers, Buzz & Dance Party, no hard drive (as is), untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1071 Sankyo Dualux 1000 Super 8 projector & Raynox movie editor & film reels & cans, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1072 Qty 50 x HDMI Titanium cable 'Voxson' CELHDMI18, 1.8 metre, 24 k gold plated contacts, (Sold as price per each, must 
take 5) inspection recommended) (S) 

1073 Canon VC-10 colour video camera & Canon 4 head portable video recorder, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1074 Battery cell recharger, Eveready, AAA, AA, C or D, or two 9 volt to fit, boxed, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1075 CD player for car, JVC & CB radio & car seat cover, black for rear seat, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1076 Sony PS3 console with charger with 7 x PS3 games, inspection recommended (SH) 

1077 PS3 Console with 1 controller & 3 games, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1078 Game guitars, 2 x, for PlayStation, various designs, inspection recommended (SH) 

1079 RC Simulator, Real Flight, G2 lite, inspection recommended (SH) 

1080 Computer game, PC, Precision Simulator, 744, Aerowinx, inspection recommended (SH) 

1081 CD's, heavy metal, qty x 11, assorted titles (sold as lot), to wrapping, inspection recommended (SH) 

1083 CD's, heavy metal, qty x 10, assorted titles (sold as lot), to wrapping, inspection recommended (SH) 

1084 CD's, heavy metal, qty x 10, assorted titles (sold as lot), to wrapping, inspection recommended (SH) 

1085 CD's, heavy metal, qty x 28, assorted titles (sold as lot), to wrapping, inspection recommended (SH) 

1086 CD's, heavy metal, qty x 10, assorted titles (sold as lot), to wrapping, inspection recommended (SH) 

1087 CD's, heavy metal, qty x 10, assorted titles (sold as lot), to wrapping, inspection recommended (SH) 

1088 CD's, heavy metal, qty x 10, assorted titles (sold as lot), to wrapping, inspection recommended (SH) 

1089 CD's, heavy metal, qty x 10, assorted titles (sold as lot), to wrapping, inspection recommended (SH) 

1090 DVD's, qty 13, assorted, rated MA/M15+/PG, i.e. Transformers, Red Water, Deep End of the Ocean, Happy Feet, Fox Fire, 
sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1091 PS2 games, qty x 7, Singstar Party/Crazy Frog 2/Desert Storm II, inspection recommended (SH) 

1092 PS2 games, qty x 7, Pacman/Medal of Honor, Destroy all humans, inspection recommended (SH) 

1093 DVD's, qty x 8, kids titles, Goofy/Labou/Thomas/Octonauts, inspection recommended (SH) 

1094 DVD's, qty x 8, kids titles, Dog/Wiggly TV/Diego saves Xmas, inspection recommended (SH) 

1095 Remote controlled drone helicopter, 50 metre range and 360 degree flips, inspection recommended (SH) 

1096 Transistor radio, National Panasonic, the original "wireless", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1097 Yesteryear original wireless, timber finish, "Healing Solid State", golden voice (dial- station find), untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1098 Micro Hi-Fi system, LG, model XA63, with remote, unit only, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1099 Home surround system, AWA, 5:1, model HT-520A, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1100 Projector & mount, Benq, HDMI Texas Instruments, DPL picture, in bag, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1101 Speaker, universal remotes & sensor bar, assorted pieces, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1102 Shaver, Remington FR500AU, RRP$149, Triple action flex shaver, cordless, washable, untested, (S) (sold per each) 
(Online Viewing & nationwide shipping only) 

1103 Shaver, Remington XR1370AU, RRP$149, Hyperflex Precision Ultra, wet/dry, untested, (S) (sold per each)(Online Viewing 
& nationwide shipping only) 

1104 Qty 2 x Speakers, JBL, qty x 2, small, boxed, 2 sets, bid per set, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1105 Portable music loudspeaker, JBL, for iPod & iPhone, boxed, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1106 Watches, 3 x with straps, 2 x without straps, various designs, untested, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1107 Qty 50 x Luminess Airbrush DIY Tanning Kit Includes: 1 x Airbrush Tanning System Airbrush system 1.5m 240v AC power 
cord 2 x medium tanning solution bottles Full instructions & DVD Patent storage bag (SOLD PRICE PER EACH, MUST 
TAKE 6 and MULTIPLES OF 6) Inspection recommended  

1108 Acme Sunburst star ball, DJ, rotating lighting effect, inspection recommended (SH) 

1109 DJ lighting effect rotational wild fascination stage coloured lighting, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1110 Digital bass pod & pedal, Rhythm VX, Ashton, inspection recommended (SH) 

1111 Record player, LP's, "Optimus", fully automatic turntable, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1112 Bass speaker, LG, for home cinema, model FA-3000AWE, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1113 Car amplifier, Blaupunkt, 340 watt, bridgeable, 7-6-5-4 channel, with cables, untested, inspection recommended (SH)  

1114 Asus motherboard, extreme 4, i7 chip, graphic card, GTX770 & keyboard, face plate & fan, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1115 Microphone 600 Ohm, UDM 525, low impedance dynamic, in box & instrument stand, sold as lot, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1116 Light, large light bulb in ceramic bracket on very long lead (NB: lead needs new plug), untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1117 Car stereo, JBS-552 great condition, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1118 Harmonica, Kaine Z, professional G, inspection recommended (SH) 

1119 Car stereo, Alpine, CDA-9807, with speaker, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1121 Surround sound speakers, 5:1, DTX, amp built into sub, model DTX7, studio, Acoustic, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1122 Diamond tester with battery & manual, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1123 Gun thermometer, non contact, infrared, minus 50C to 330C, with battery, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1124 Gun thermometer, non-contact, infrared, minus 50C to 330C, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1125 Magnifying watch repair glasses, inspection recommended (SH) 

1126 Professional digital scale, 100g x 0.01g with battery, inspection recommended (SH) 

1127 Pocket scale, Manlloro, 500g x 0.1g sealed with battery/manual, inspection recommended (SH) 

1128 Illuminated jewellery LED loupe 40x magnification, inspection recommended (SH) 

1129 Digital thermometer, "TenMars", model TM-82N, with calibration certificate, inspection recommended (SH) 

1130 Guitar stand, Casio extreme stands, heavy duty, soft foam instrument protection, neck safety lock, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1131 MP3 docking stations, 4 pieces, various designs, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1132 MP3 docking stations & mini stereo, 3 pieces, various designs, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1133 Tripod, Nikon, sold with Nikon carry bag, inspection recommended (SH) 

1134 Docking station, Logitech with power supply, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1136 Boxed lot, CCTV camera, approx. qty x 8, Samsung SCB-3000 CCTV cameras with mounts, plus 3 power supplies, sold 
as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1137 Box of jigsaw puzzles, game, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1138 Jim Beam BBQ set with Jack Daniels mug logo man cave collectors, still in box, sold as lot, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1139 Emergency red/orange flashing light plugs into cigarette lighter (car), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1140 Hair laser, LaserGain XL, with charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1141 Batteries, 10 packs of, Hearing Life, for hearing aids, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1142 Wine watch, electronic wine thermometer, 4 x, Final Touch, inspection recommended (SH) 

1143 Water filter, 3 pack, Fresha, inspection recommended (SH) 

1144 iPhone 6 cases, qty x 7, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1145 Qty 3 x Audio lead, 1.5m RCA to RCA male plugs both ends & CD cleaning kit- cleaning fluid and disposable wipes & 2 x 
DVD/CD cases, clear, all packaged items, bid per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

1146 Qty 2 x Leads and cleaning cloth kit (3 piece), stereo audio 2 RCA to 2 RCA (male) lead 1.5m, phono lead to 2 RCA 
(female) plugs, 1.5m, CD/DVD cleaning cloth, bid per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

1147 Qty 2 x Fairy light replacement globes, 2.5 volt, 0.5 watt, multi coloured fancy globe with green cap, 5 packs of 4 globes = 
20 globes, bid per each bag (of 5 packs), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1148 Fairy light replacement globes- blue, 2.4 volt, 0.144 watt, blue globes with white cap, 5 packs of 6 globes = 30 globes, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1149 Qty 2 x Fairy light replacement globes, 2.5 volt, 0.5 watt, clear fancy globes with green cap, 5 packs of 4 globes = 20 
globes, bid per each bag (of 5 packs), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1150 Halogen lamp, 1000hrs, 2V, 35W, MR16 25555 x 20, packaged, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1151 Circa 1950 vanguard industrial stapler machines no 6, with staples, inspection recommended (SH) 

1152 Heuselite home carpet bowls set, inspection recommended (SH) 

1153 Fury defender axe knife with cover, in box, inspection recommended (SH) 

1154 Machete knife, camouflage case, inspection recommended (SH) 

1155 Buck knife with cover in box, made in USA, inspection recommended (SH) 

1156 Target shooting game, learn to draw, gun & targets, inspection recommended (SH) 

1157 Toddler size cricket ball & ball set, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1158 Phantom comic books, qty x 10, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1159 Pirateology game, inspection recommended (SH) 

1160 RC helicopter, swift infrared control charger in box, metal body, "Gyroscopes Systems", inspection recommended (SH) 

1161 Super glue, blister pack, qty x 10, 3ml tube, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1162 Game set, glass deluxe, 6 in one limited edition comprising Backgammon, Checkers, Dominoes, Chess, Poker Dice and 
Playing Cards, inspection recommended (SH) 

1163 Tin, tube style black, "Charlie Chaplin" (some dings in tin) approx 24cm tall (inspection recommended) (SH) 

1164 Jack Daniels can framed, "In Case of Emergency", 8 x 10, inspection recommended (SH) 

1165 Sword, pair of wall mounted Asian display swords, stainless blade, length 47cm & 28cm respectively, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1166 Mini jewellery boxes, box qty, silver colour, inspection recommended (SH) 

1167 Barbie dolls, 3 x collector Barbie dolls, 1999 movie star Barbie, 1996 blue starlight Barbie & 1966 101 Dalmatians Barbie 
doll, in original boxes, inspection recommended (SH) 

1168 Star Wars figurine Obi Wan Kenobi, inspection recommended (SH) 

1169 Duracell bunny, "Drummer", inspection recommended (SH) 

1170 Moshi pack, KidzSafe ear buds, volume restricted kids earphones & Moshi suede CD/DVD & games holder, holds 24 
discs, all packaged items, bid per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

1171 Pouch, Nintendo DS Lite soft pouch, red and black zip up & 4 pack game cases to suit Nintendo DS games, bid per each, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1172 Various iPad, Samsung, Apple dummy display phones/iPads, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1173 90's Stewart Little remote control car, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1174 Remote control plane, SDM, Dragon Fly, some damage, inspection recommended (SH) 

1175 Kids thongs, box of various colours, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1176 Batteries, 12 pack, AA, blister packs, Eco, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1177 Disco ball & water fountain, Bonsai, glass front, inspection recommended (SH) 

1178 Fish tank with oxygen & filter, fitted with ornaments dive mask & weeds, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1179 Assorted die cast cars, approx. qty x 138, inspection recommended (SH) 

1180 Assorted die cast cars, approx. qty x 106, inspection recommended (SH) 

1181 Saddle, Keiffer Jumping Saddle, black German leather, 16" seat size, medium gullet, includes stirrups and girth (SH) 
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1182 TV, Samsung, LA40B5, with remote, flat screen, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1183 TV, LG, 50 inch, model 50PG20D, no remote or stand, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1184 TV, Plasma, Samsung, 43 inch, model PS43D450A2MXXY, no remote or stand, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1185 TV, LG, 42 inch, model 42PC1DG, no remote or stand, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1186 TV, LCD, Sony, 46 inch, model KDL46NX720, no remote, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1187 TV, LCD, Sony, 40 inch, model KDL40EX720, no remote, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1188 TV, Samsung, PS42, with remote, HDTV, silver frame, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1189 TV, 42", LG, plasma, no remote, no cords, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1190 TV/PC monitor, Acer, 32 inch, silver, cords, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1191 TV LCD, Toshiba, 26 inch, model 26AV600A, no remote, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1192 TV, AOC, 22 inch, on stand, no remote, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1193 TV wall bracket for flat screen, inspection recommended (SH) 

1194 Organ with stand, MK 939S, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1195 Keyboard, Yamaha, model PSR-350, with power supply, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1196 Keyboard, Meika, model MK-931, 100 Rhythm, no power supply, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1197 Game drums, PlayStation, 6 piece, with sticks, inspection recommended (SH) 

1198 Drum kit, SX, 8 piece, black, silver & gold (Untested, inspection recommended) (SH) 

1199 Digital drum kit, legacy 505, rack mounted, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1201 Acoustic guitar, Karrera, salmon colour, inspection recommended (SH) 

1202 Acoustic guitar, kids, pink Barbie, in bag, inspection recommended (SH) 

1203 Kids acoustic guitar, CB Sky, timber colour, inspection recommended (SH) 

1204 Kids electric guitar, Livingstone, red 2pac body, inspection recommended (SH) 

1205 Memorabilia, Chequered Bikini 2006 Bartercard Miss Indy- Sarah Buller, timber & glass box, inspection recommended 
(SH)  

1206 1960's bank of N.S. Wales cash bag, framed, inspection recommended (SH) 

1207 Coca Cola bar mirror framed, approx 40cm x 30cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

1208 Autographed picture, Sonny Bill Williams, approx 30cm x 26cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

1209 Peg-Perego orange/black pram with cover & padding liner & Royale Safe N Sound toddler car seat, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1210 Telescope, Explorer, blue, timber tripod, inspection recommended (SH) 

1211 Christmas lights, balls, ferry, box of, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1212 Qty 5 x Training straps, TRX, training pole rib, black & yellow, sold price per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

1213 Qty 6 x Training straps, TRX, Suspension Trainer, total body, sold price per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

1215 Seat massager, Homedics, with remote, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1216 Amplifier for guitar, "Epiphone", black, Studio 10, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1217 Walking sticks, crutches, 4 pieces, alloy, inspection recommended (SH) 

1218 Pop up goal, "Porta Gol", price per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

1219 Boogie board with strap, "Zaxon", watermelon pink, inspection recommended (SH) 

1220 Boogie boards, "Raw", with ankle straps, qty x 2, with cover carry case "Bugaboo", sold as lot, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1221 Surfboard, red fibre glass, approx 5'7", no fins, inspection recommended (SH) 

1222 Surfboard, Mini Mal, Series 2000, single fin, inspection recommended (SH) 

1223 Surf fishing rod with reel (Alvey Rod) Melaluka reel, inspection recommended (SH) 

1225 Fishing reel, "Penn", 320GT, inspection recommended (SH) 

1226 Fishing reel hand, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1227 Fishing reel, "Penn", 220 GTO, chrome case, inspection recommended (SH) 

1228 Fibreglass hand fishing reel, inspection recommended (SH) 

1229 Fishing tackle box, Alvey, with metal ring Bakelite, with 6 lures, inspection recommended (SH) 

1230 Fishing lures, 2 x containers of assorted pieces, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1231 Fishing rods & reels, various pieces, 4 rods, 3 reels, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

1232 Fishing rods & reels, qty x 3, various pieces, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

1233 Golf clubs & bag, Brosnan, white bag, inspection recommended (SH) 

1234 Golf clubs & bag, Slazenger, white bag, inspection recommended (SH) 

1235 Golf bags, qty x 2, PGF and Cobra, with golf clubs, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1236 Golf bag & clubs, Cobra golf bag black with King cobra club set, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1237 Golf clubs, PGF, assorted with caddy, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1238 Golf clubs, 2 x bags, various irons, inspection recommended (SH) 

1239 Golf clubs, qty x 11, left handed, Spalding & Greg Norman, inspection recommended (SH) 

1240 Full size kick/punch bag, "Sting", inspection recommended (SH) 

1241 Motor cycle helmet, THH, yellow/black/silver, inspection recommended (SH) 

1242 Helmet motorbike, black, "THH", inspection recommended (SH) 

1243 Helmet, WLT, black, inspection recommended (SH) 

1244 Snow ski gloves, qty x 3 sets, inspection recommended (SH) 

1245 Football, Rugby Union "Umbro", price per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

1247 Model car, F1, Martian red, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1248 Large box Lego, inspection recommended (SH) 

1249 King ring, Koalas, I love Australia design, 40 packs of 12 pieces (sold as lot), inspection recommended (SH) 

1251 Box of envelopes, books, inserts, invoice books, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1252 Hand held vacuum, Lumina, model DV-588, with attachments, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1254 Steam mop, Kenwood, model 2000, yellow, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1255 Cordless vac, Electrolux, Super Combo, with charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1256 Cordless vac, Vax, model -Mach, orange & grey, with charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1260 SMS projector, CLF2300 includes uni, as is, untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) NOTE: Mount only 

1261 Qty 30 x Bio Bubble Aquatic, premium base, dome, cap, aquatic filtration kit, black onyx, inspection recommended  

1262 Qty 30 x Bio Bubble, Wonder bubble premium, base, dome, cap & mesh riser, black onyx, inspection recommended  

1263 Qty 20 x Bio Bubble Terra, Terra Bose, Dome, Cap, 8" Bio Riser, bedding tray with food & water cup, bio clips, emerald 
green, inspection recommended  

1264 Sandals, qty x 14, Roxy designer sandals, size 10, price per each (sold as lot), inspection recommended (SH) 

1265 Bed wrap for base, "Single", approx 91cm x 190cm x 35cm, black colour, inspection recommended (SH) 

1266 Bed wrap, MyHouse, single, black, inspection recommended (SH) 

1267 Sleeveless jacket, Cotton On, white, large, ladies, inspection recommended (SH) 

1268 Thong Airmat, Anaconda, orange plastic, 158 x 69 x 42cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

1269 Wigs, Attitudes by Hair Trix wigs by Eva Gabor International, assorted styles & colours, approx. qty x 20 wigs, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1270 Wigs, Attitudes by Hair Trix Wigs by Eva Gabor International assorted styles & colours, approx. qty x 15 wigs, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1271 Wigs, Attitudes by Hair Trix Wigs by Eva Gabor International assorted styles & colours, approximate qty 22 wigs, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1272 Wigs, Boxed Hollywood collection wigs, assorted styles, Bobbi, qty x 9, inspection recommended (SH) 

1273 Wigs, Boxed Hollywood collection wigs, assorted styles, Chrissi, qty x 12, inspection recommended (SH) 

1274 Wigs, Boxed Hollywood collection wigs, assorted styles, qty x 10, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1275 Wigs, qty x 160 assorted, wigs, hair extensions/clip hair, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1276 Kids toys, Spiderman, bows, aeroplanes, box of assorted pieces, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

1277 Boogie boards, qty x 2, blue, no straps, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

1278 Diving gear, "Coltri Sub", buoyancy vest & Coltri Sub regulator and wet suit, in carry bag, sold as lot, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1279 Kids ride on Renault racing lotus car, for kids less than 25kg, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1281 Scooter, "Attitude", sky blue, mini scooter, inspection recommended (SH) 

1282 4W drive, inspection recommended (SH) 

1283 Qty 20 x Mini Skateboard, as new, various colours, plastic wrapped with original boxes, sold per each (untested, 
inspection recommended) 

1284 Scooter, Razor Powerwing, inspection recommended (SH) 

1285 Electric scooter & charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1286 Razor trike, orange, inspection recommended (SH) 

1287 Electric bike, with charger, silver, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1288 Electric bike, "Synergy", silver frame, with key & charger (key with store person), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1289 Bike, 20", made in USA Cruiser, rear front suspension wire wall tires, pale blue & chrome, "Micargi", untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1290 Push bike, beach cruiser, single speed, black frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1291 Push bike, Malvern Star, Octane, 18 speed, black & silver frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1292 Push bike, Haro, Vector V1, 21 speed, red frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1293 Push bike, Challenge, Montage, 18 speed, purple & aqua frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1294 Push bike, Southern Star, Kodiak, 18 speed, black frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1295 Push bike, Huffy, HXS 800, 24 speed, red & black frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1296 Push bike, Bianchi, 270ASX, 18 speed, silver frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1297 Push bike, Dunlop, Fierce, 18 speed, dark grey frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1298 Push bike, BMX, Crusty Demons, single speed, white frame, black toughs, inspection recommended (SH) 

1299 Push bike, BRC, Backroads, 18 speed, green frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1300 Push bike, BMX, Huffy, Trauma, single speed, grey frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1301 Push bike, Southern Star, NR20, 7 speed, dual shock, white & purple frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1302 Push bike kids, Magna, Rattlesnake, single speed, blue frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1303 Push bike, stunt bike, Harley bars, single speed, blue frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

1304 Surf ski paddle "Top Flyte", inspection recommended (SH) 

1305 Racing car with USB charger, Off-Road Land King R/C vehicle, -Electric Powered -Full Function Radio Control -Detailed 
Paint Job -Rubber Tires -Hobby Body Top -Scale 1:10 ORP $139.00 Bid per each (Online viewing & nationwide shipping 
only) 

1306 Radio control car, Mercedes Benz SLS toy car, -Black Mercedes Benz SLS AMG with full function -Radio control -All 
independent spring suspension for the best ride -Working head lights -Dimensions : 13"L x 5.5"W x 4"H -Scale 1:14 ORP 
$99.00 Bid per each (Online viewing & nationwide shipping only) 

1307 Pads, Slazenger Armour Pads, Size: Youth ORP $89 (Staff Note: Located Pallet No. 8, Container 2), All goods are offered 
as new, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Personal shoppers and cricket clubs welcome, sorry No 
wholesale sales. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every bat purchased (whilst stocks last).  

1308 Pads, Kookaburra Brad haddin 200 wk pads, Size: Mens, All goods are offered as new, OEM images are indicative of the 
style only, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Personal shoppers and cricket clubs welcome, sorry 
No wholesale sales. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every bat purchased (whilst stocks last).  
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1309 Pads, Kookaburra Kahuna 200 Pads, Size: Youth, ORP: $89 (Staff Note: Located Pallet No. 1, Container 1, Pallet No. 17, 
Pallet No. 15, Pallet No.21), All goods are offered as new, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. 
Personal shoppers and cricket clubs welcome, sorry No wholesale sales. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free 
bat cover with every bat purchased (whilst stocks last).  

1310 Pads, Kookaburra Kahuna 400 Pads , Size: Youth, ORP: $89 (Staff Note: Located Pallet No. 1, Container 1, Pallet No. 11, 
Pallet No.21), All goods are offered as new, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Personal shoppers 
and cricket clubs welcome, sorry No wholesale sales. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every 
bat purchased (whilst stocks last). 

1311 Cricket bat, Kookaburra Blade Risk bat, Size: SH, All goods are offered as new, ORP$195. OEM images are indicative of 
the style only, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Personal shoppers and cricket clubs welcome, 
sorry No wholesale sales. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every bat purchased (whilst stocks 
last).  

1312 Cricket Bat, Kookaburra Wild Beast Bat, Size: H, Assorted Colours, ORP: $179, All goods are offered as new, Inspection 
welcomed. (Online Viewing & nationwide shipping only) Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every 
bat purchase (whilst stocks last).  

1313 Cricket Bat, Kookaburra Kahuna 400 Bat, Size: SH , ORP: $399 (Staff Note: Located Pallet No: 27), All goods are offered 
as new, OEM images are indicative of the style only, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Bulk 
enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every bat purchased (whilst stocks last).  

1314 Emjoi BodyBare Ultimate Epilator (AP98R) Features: 30 minutes cordless use for complete mobility Dual epilation head for 
faster hair removal 24 carat gold tweezers for non-irritating hair removal Removes hair as short as 0.5mm for up to 6 
weeks of smooth skin Ideal for use on face, legs, underarms and bikini line Contoured to the shape of the body for ease of 
use 2 speed settings for fine or thicker hair 30 tweezers Includes a storage pouch and cleaning brush Mains rechargeable 
RRP $109.95 (Items are Unopened in Original Packaging) (Online Viewing & nationwide shipping only) 

1315 Emjoi Body Bare eMagine Dual Head Epilator and Shaver (AP18S) Features: Removes hair as short as 0.5mm for up to 6 
weeks of smooth skin Ideal for use on legs, underarms and bikini line Dual epilation head for faster hair removal Centre 
lifting comb lifts flat and short hair for efficient hair removal 72 tweezers for faster hair removal 2 speed settings for fine or 
thicker hair Skin 'Glide Technology' lifts hair from the root making epilation more comfortable Silver Ion technology 
provides antimicrobial protection Includes a shaver head for use on sensitive areas or as a touch up Storage pouch 
included Cleaning brush included Mains operated RRP $ 109 (Items are Unopened in Original Packaging) (Online Viewing 
& nationwide shipping only) 

1316 Emjoi Bodybare Go (AP9GAR) Features: Use on face, legs, underarms and bikini line Contoured to the shape of the body 
Cordless (40 mins cordless use) Massaging heads 24 carat gold tweezers 2 speed settings Mains rechargeable RRP $149 
(Items are Unopened in Original Packaging) (Online Viewing & nationwide shipping only)  

1317 Emjoi Pedismooth Plus (AP3MP) Features: Micro-mineral stone rollers spin 360 degrees at 30 times a second Will not cut 
or damage skin Safer than metal scrapers and more effective than pumice stone Dual speed control Detachable head for 
easy cleaning Ergonomically designed handle makes it easy to use in either hand Safety catch activates if pressure is 
applied on skin Bonus roller included for less coarse skin Battery operated - 3 x AAA - not included RRP $44.95 (Items are 
Unopened in Original Packaging) (Online Viewing & nationwide shipping only) 

1318 Balls, Kookaburra CB375 readers club cricket ball, Size: One Size, All goods are offered as new, ORP$89. OEM images 
are indicative of the style only, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Personal shoppers and cricket 
clubs welcome, sorry No wholesale sales. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every bat 
purchased (whilst stocks last).  

1319 Gloves, Kookaburra Brad Haddin Colt Wk Gloves, Size: Youth ORP$59 (Staff Note: Located Pallet No. 7, Container 2), All 
goods are offered as new, OEM images are indicative of the style only, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia 
wide. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every bat purchased (whilst stocks last). 

1320 Cricket Bat, Kookaburra Wild Beast Bat, Size: H, Assorted Colours, ORP: $179, All goods are offered as new, Inspection 
welcomed. (Online Viewing & nationwide shipping only) Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every 
bat purchase (whilst stocks last).  

1321 Pads, Kookaburra Kahuna punta pads, Size: S/Boys, All goods are offered as new, OEM images are indicative of the style 
only, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Personal shoppers and cricket clubs welcome, sorry No 
wholesale sales. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every bat purchased (whilst stocks last).  
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1322 Cricket Bat, Slazenger Hyper Blade Classic 4000, Size: Harrow ORP $179 (Staff Note: On Display), All goods are offered 
as new, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover 
with every bat purchased (whilst stocks last). 

1323 Cricket Bat, Slazenger Oz Blade Pup, Size: H ORP $299 (Staff Note: Located Pallet No. 8, Container 2), All goods are 
offered as new, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat 
cover with every bat purchased (whilst stocks last).  

1324 Protection, Kookaburra genesis 2000 arm guard, Size: Mens, All goods are offered as new, OEM images are indicative of 
the style only, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Personal shoppers and cricket clubs welcome, 
sorry No wholesale sales. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every bat purchased (whilst stocks 
last).  

1325 Helmet, Kookaburra Pro 400 Helmet Navy, Size: Large, ORP: $99 (Staff Note: Located Pallet No. 4, Container 1), All 
goods are offered as new, OEM images are indicative of the style only, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia 
wide. Personal shoppers and cricket clubs welcome, sorry No wholesale sales. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. 
Free bat cover with every bat purchased (whilst stocks last).  

1326 Clothing, Kookaburra Short Sleeve Stay Dry Shirt (Large Emblem), Size: Med ORP $39 (Staff Note: Located Pallet No. 
19), All goods are offered as new, Inspection welcomed. Shipping available Australia wide. Personal shoppers and cricket 
clubs welcome, sorry No wholesale sales. Bulk enquiries please call 0455 365 827. Free bat cover with every bat 
purchased (whilst stocks last). 

1327 Nickelodeon Sponge Bob Square Pants Mega Blocks, Assorted One SpongeBob micro action figure Buildable wacky 
purple bed with flipping action Combine with other Mega Bloks SpongeBob SquarePants playsets to build your own wacky 
world of fun in Bikini Bottom. Ages 5+ New Product, Sold as Box of 6 x Assorted Styles (Online Viewing & Nationwide 
Shipping Only)  

1328 Angry Birds Intro Building Sets Assorted styles Features Super Red Bird, Fire Bomb Bird, Lazer Bird and Lightning Bird 
Includes 1 bird, 1 pig, buildable launcher and bricks to stack Includes bonus Space item Box includes elements from the 
game and can be used as part of play For Ages 5+ New Product, Sold as Box of 4 x Assorted Styles (Online Viewing & 
Nationwide Shipping Only)  

1329 Bratz Fasion Accessories With Paper Dolls, Assorted 4 Bratz Paper Dolls with all Clothing and Accessories All clothing fits 
standard Bratz dolls Comes with: Bratz Just Hangin' Out Set, Bratz Polka Dot Pretty Set, Bratz Summer party Set, and 
Bratz Picnic at the Park Set Assorted Ages 6+ New Product, Sold as Box of 8 x Assorted Styles (Online Viewing & 
Nationwide Shipping Only)  

1330 Nerf Pk3 Super Soaker Bottle Blitz Slide the pump handle forward to load and then slide it backward to blast a stream of 
water that goes up to 25 feet! Want even more ammo? With its variable capacity tank, this blaster lets you use the included 
bottle or use a larger plastic bottle from home - and you can always carry more filled bottles with you to outlast your 
opponents. When the water battle goes down, you'll be ready to go the distance! Awesome pump handle water blaster 
features a variable capacity tank. Blaster comes with one plastic bottle. Ages 6+ New Product, Sold as 4 x packs of 3 
(Online Viewing & Nationwide Shipping Only)  

1331 Luggage, Adesso Navigator Luggage set, 3pc, Colour: Red ORP $499.00 New product, Sold as set of 3x descending size 
cases. 

1332 Luggage, Adesso Navigator Luggage set, 3pc, Colour: Blue ORP $499.00 New product, Sold as set of 3x descending size 
cases. 

1333 Luggage, Adesso Navigator Luggage set, 3pc, Colour: Black ORP $499.00 New product, Sold as set of 3x descending 
size cases. 
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6pm Trustee, Pawnbrokers, Jewellery & Collectables 

Online Auction 

 
1501S 9ct Y/G ring set, (2 piece) set with diamonds, with a valuation provided by the vendor at $1700, untested, inspection 

recommended (SH) 

1502S Sterling Silver Ring set with cubic zirconia and featuring lemon quartz in the centre, with a valuation provided by the vendor 
at $200, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1503S 18ct Y/G cluster style engagement ring set with diamonds,(0.35cts total estimated weight) valuation provided by vendor 
$3000, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1504S 9ct Y/G ring set with a single diamond, with a valuation provided by the vendor at $1800, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1505S 18ct W/G Jade and diamond ring, with a valuation provided by the vendor at $3300 untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1506S 18ct Y/G ring with diamond set flower design, with a valuation provided by vendor at $3500, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1507S 9ct Y/G Ring, free form, set with carved coral, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1508S 9ct W/G ring set with diamonds, in a square cluster style, valuation provided by vendor $1340 untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1509S 9ct Y/G diamond bridal ring set, valuation provided by vendor at $3025, untested, inspection recommended SH 

1510S 9 ct Y/G heavy band ring set with cushion cut blue topaz and diamonds surrounding, valuation provided by vendor $2900, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1511S 18ct Y/G diamond set wedder, with valuation provided by vendor at $2400 untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1512S 14ct W/G ring set with sapphires and diamonds, untested, inspection recommended, valuation provided by vendor at 
$5275 (SH) 

1513S 9ct Y/G Gents ring set with a single diamond at 0.51cts, untested, inspection recommended, valuation provided by vendor 
at $5200 (SH) 

1514S 18ct W/G Pearl and Diamond ring , valuation provided vendor $2300 untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1515S 18ct Y/G Ladies dress ring multi set with princess cut diamonds, untested, inspection recommended, valuation provided by 
vendor at $4200 (SH) 

1516S Ring, 18ct Y/G , diamond set with valuation provided by vendor at $1950 untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1517S Silver ring, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1518S 18ct Y/G engagement ring set with a single diamond, 1.03cts total weight, untested, inspection recommended, valuation 
provided by vendor at $5600 (SH) 

1519S 18 ct Y/G Solitaire diamond ring , 0.30cts est. diamond weight, valuation provided by vendor$2690 untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1520S 9ct Y/G ring with single blue stone, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1521S 9ct Y/G ring in a simple open band style, set with diamonds, with an estimated weight of 0.20cts, untested, inspection 
recommended, valuation provided by vendor at $1700,(SH) 

1522S 18ct w/g ring set with single pearl and diamonds on shoulders, valuation by vendor $2400, untested, inspection 
recommended,(SH) 

1523S 18ct W/G claw setting with diamonds and rubies, untested, inspection recommended, valuation provided by vendor at 
$6000 (SH) 

1524S 18ct Y/G and Platinum ladies vintage ring set with 2 diamonds, valuation provided by vendor at $4000, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 
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1525S 9ct Yellow and white gold diamond bar link bracelet, 2.40cts est diamond weight, untested, inspection recommended, 
valuation provided by vendor at $6600 (SH) 

1526S 5.08cts total weight of unset diamonds, varying colours, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1527S 1.03cts total weight of unset diamonds , various colours, brilliant cut, untested, inspection recommended ( SH) 

1528S 0.41cts single light Champagne unset diamond , untested, inspection recommended, valuation provided by vendor at 
$1200 (SH) 

1529S 3.00cts TW of unset diamonds, varying colours untested, inspection recommended ( SH) 

1530S 1.00cts of unset Diamond, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1531S 17.63cts of natural black diamond, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1532S 1.13cts Diamonds, unset, champagne/cognac in colour, with valuation provided by vendor at $2250, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1533S 0.63ct of natural black opal, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1534S 1.18cts of natural garnet, perfect for earrings! untested, inspection recommended, retail each at $ 70(SH) 

1535S 1.73ct of Party Sapphire, unset, inspection recommended, untested (SH) 

1536S 1.35cts of unset Sapphire, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1537S Sapphire, dark blue, 1.32cts, tapered cut, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1538S Unset light green sapphire, 1.00ct, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1539S Unset Amethyst, 1.58cts, retails at $126, untested, inspection recommended(SH) 

1540S Large natural Zircon, 11.13cts , unset, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1541S 0.94cts of Natural unset Amethyst, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1542S 2.03cts 0f Natural Lightning Ridge Opal, unset, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1543S 9.23cts of natural Zircon, in an oval cut, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1544S Gemstones, 0.54cts of natural ruby, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1545S Lightning Ridge Solid Black Opal, approx 7.34 carat, 14.5 x 14mm ,N3, B4, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1546S Uncut Australian natural sapphire, 1.52ct, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1547S 18ct Yellow gold earrings, beautifully set with diamond and Tahitian pearl, with a valuation provided by the vendor at 
$5800, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1548S 18ct W/G Jade and diamond earrings, untested, inspection recommended, with a valuation provided by vendor at $6500 
,(SH) 

1549S 9ct Y/G earrings, studs with three wire design, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1550S 14ct Y/G earring, set with a single diamond , untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1551S 18ct W/G Diamond and Pearl pendant, untested, inspection recommended, valuation provided by vendor at $2400 (SH) 

1552S Grey Pearl earrings, set on sterling silver posts, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1553S Black Pearl earrings on sterling silver posts, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1554S 18ct W/G diamond and pearl set earrings, with a valuation provided by vendor at $3500, untested, inspection 
recommended,(SH) 

1555S Pearl ring, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1556S Pearl necklace with sterling silver clasp, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1557S Black natural pearl bracelet, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1558S Natural golden pearl bracelet, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1559S Fancy pearl dress ring, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1560S Fancy pearl dress ring, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1561S Pearl necklace, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1562S Strand of white pearls, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1563S Triple strand of white pearls, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1564S Natural blister pearl, untested inspection recommended (SH) 
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1565S Small strand of white pearls, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1566S Natural Grey pearl earrings on sterling silver posts, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1567S Large blister pearl, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1568S Natural black pearl, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1569S Natural grey pearl, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1570S Bag of white pearls unset untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1571S Pair of black pearl drops, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1572S Natural pink pearl, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1573S Natural white pearl, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1574S Pair of white pearl drops, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1575S Natural Black pearl earrings on sterling silver posts, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1576S Pair of pearl studs, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1577S Solid 18K Y/G Coober Pedy Crystal Opal Pendant 15 x 7mm, RRP:1850, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1578S "Najo" sterling silver mesh link bracelet, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1579S "Najo" pink sterling silver mesh link necklace, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1580S 9ct Y/G heart pendant untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1581S Tricolour ball/rope three strand sterling silver chain, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1582S Sterling Silver pendant in the shape of a kangaroo with opal set, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1583S 9ct Y/G pendant, heart shaped, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1584S Bag of assorted silver jewellery, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1585S 9ct Y/G delicate pendant set with pear shaped Amethyst, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1586S 18ct W/G pendant set with Amethyst and diamonds, valuation provided by vendor $3500 untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1587S Yellow Gold pendant/charm, in an Eiffel Tower replica , untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1588S Yellow Gold belcher link style bracelet, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1589S Bag of mixed jewellery, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1590S Seiko Gold Ladies watch authentic untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1591S Bag of mixed jewellery findings, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1592S Genuine Gents Watch, (Rolex) untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1593S Genuine Gents Watch (Versace), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1594S Lightning Ridge Solid Semi Black Opal, approx 2.94 carat, 14 x 11mm ,N5, B3, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1595S Lightning Ridge Solid Semi Black Opal, approx 1.8 carat, 9.5 x 8.5mm ,N6, B2, RRP: 420, authenticity unknown, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1596S Lightning Ridge Solid Semi Black Opal, approx 5 carat, 15.5 x 11.5mm ,N5, B4, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1597S Silver Pendant with Solid Lightning Ridge Semi Black Opal 16 x 8mm, RRP:650, authenticity unknown, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1598S Lightning Ridge Solid Semi Black Opal, approx 0.67 carat, 7.5 x 5.5mm ,N6, B2, authenticity unknown, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1599S Lightning Ridge Solid Light Opal, approx 1.08 carat, 8.5 x 7mm ,N8, B3, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1600S Lightning Ridge Solid Semi Black Opal, approx 0.5 carat, 6.5 x 5mm ,N6, B2, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1601S Lightning Ridge Solid Crystal Opal, approx 0.71 carat, 9.5 x 6.5mm ,N7, B2, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1602S 9ct Y/G looped design cross, untested, inspection recommended,(SH) 
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1603S Pale Pink Pearl earrings, set on sterling silver posts, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1604 Watch, ladies labelled "Nixon", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1605 Men's watches, qty x 3, extra large faced silver colour no band, stainless steel orient watch, stainless steel square faced, 
watch band needs attention, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1606 Watch, gents Fossil stainless steel watch, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1607 Clock labelled "Rhythm", alarm, cast brass, "Japan", circa 1950, inspection recommended (SH) 

1608 Watch, S-Shock watch, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1609 Watch, ladies gold Guess watch, Japanese movement, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1610 Watch, ladies silver Citizen watch, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1611 Watch, Seilex, women's, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1612 Watch, military style, blue insert, military strap, battery fitted, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1613 Watch, Swiss made, working, black string band, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1614 Watch, Paris themed, crystal embellished red leather strap, battery fitted, Quartz, authenticity unknown, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1615 Watch, Fossil ladies watch, white dial, gold tone/glass strap, water resistant 50m, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1616 Watch, Guess, ladies watch with bracelet strap, silver dial, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1617 Watch, working, ladies, silver band, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1618 Watch, Anne Klein ladies watch, bracelet strap, white oval dial, white stone dial, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1619 Pocket stop watch, Swiss made, yesterday, inspection recommended (SH) 

1620 Watch, Mickey Mouse child's wrist watch in gift box, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1621 Watch, Citizen, working, men's, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1622 Watch, Fossil men's watch, brown/orange dial, date display, 2 tone strap, water resistant 100m, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1623 International watch, working, with visible mechanism, black band, unisex watch, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1624 Watch, Ascot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1625 Lion head, brass, 4 piece, ornamental, inspection recommended (SH) 

1626 Watch, Novena, working, men's, black band, large face, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1627 Watch, Ripcurl men's surf watch, steel strap, black face, water resistant 100m, deployment clasp, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1628 Technomarine Ladies Watch (Bezel Set) In Working Order in Wooden Box (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

1629 Watches, 3 x Swatch, blue, clear & black bands, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1631 Watch, Swiss, Wenger, red band, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1632 Jewellery fashion, in timber box, watch, pendant with chain, Louis Philippe, gold colour, authenticity unknown, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1633 Watch, Geneva set in box, silver/gold colour, men's/ladies set, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1634 Watches, qty x 2, Louis Philippe, silver/gold colour, sold as lot, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1635 Jewellery set, in black box, earrings, watch, necklace, sold as lot, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1636 Jewellery fashion set, in pink box, classique, watch, necklace, bracelet, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1637 Watch, "Infantry Military", men's quartz, analogue, red face, sport night vision, red nylon canvas band, authenticity 
unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1638 Watch, Seilex, working, gents, stainless steel band, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1639 Watch, "Gaga", white band, large numbers, white pearl faced, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1640 Watches, qty x 3, Dvine, Cardini & Marie Claire, various gold & silver designs, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1641 Watch, men's, Ripcurl, date display, water resistant 100m, silver dial, stainless steel strap with deployment clasp, 
authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1642 Watch, unisex, red leather band, "Alfa Romeo", plus fashion chain large link gold colour & compact doze alert (boxed), sold 
as lot, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1643 Watch, Invicta Pro diver chronograph men's watch, large gold tone face, Swiss parts, water resistant 200m, quartz, 
deployment clasp, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1644 Watch, Ted Lapidus Paris, ladies watch, quartz, Roman Numerals, date display, water resistant 5ATM, authenticity 
unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1645 Watch, Pulse, working, gents, gold/silver coloured band, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1646 Watch, men's, Citizen, yellow plated, cream face, 100 metre water resistant, battery required, authenticity unknown, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1647 Wristwatch, "Aunty Jack", white with bumble bee print, white leather band, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1648 Watches, Bellini, Quartz, black face & straps, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1649 Watch, Seilex, working, packaged, (gents), authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1650 Antique gold watch band CV 20.6 grams, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1651 Watch, Ted Lapidus Paris, men's titanium watch, date display, quartz, water resistant 5 ATM, authenticity unknown, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1652 Watches, qty x 2, SHSHD, blue & silver, kabana silver colour & blue face, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1653 Watches, qty x 4, gold colour, Pierre Cardin, red heart & assorted designs, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1654 Watch, Titanium, gents, pewter and soft gold colour, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1655 Watch, GM, working, men's tan leather band, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1656 Watch, Ice Black, working, ladies diamante heart on face, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1657 Bird bath display, blue glaze, inspection recommended (SH) 

1658 Ladies watches, qty 2, bracelet style both silver coloured, 1 white face, 1 blue face, sold as lot, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1659 Wrist watches, qty 2, men's, GM & Elite, untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

1660 Watch, Blue Sister ladies bangle style watch with Swarovski crystals, quartz, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1661 Watch, "Zeiger", men's Army Military quartz, digital analogue, black, big tough sports, chronograph, alarm, el light, day & 
date, stopwatch, dual time zone, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1662 Watch, men's labelled "Nixon", "The Rotolog", authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1663 Gents Seiko stainless steel band, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1664 Bella & Rose watch, pen & business card holder set in box, inspection recommended (SH) 

1665 Watch, men's labelled "Luck Dog", in original box, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1666 Watch gift box set, Paul Jardin, inspection recommended (SH) 

1667 Gold coloured FOB watch & chain (dragon), inspection recommended (SH) 

1668 Gold coloured FOB watch & chain (wolves), inspection recommended (SH) 

1669 Watch, Qbos, stolen hearts, ladies, in blue box, with coin purse, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1670 Jewellery in aqua box, "Qbos", watch, necklace, key ring, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1671 Jewellery, fashion, "Qbos", set in box, 1 x wallet, 5 x necklaces, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1672 Jewellery set, in box, Qbos sensation pink (earrings, necklace), sold as lot, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1673 Watch, gents, "Michelangelo", gold coloured, in box, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1674 Watch, ladies, "Michelangelo", silver coloured, in box, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1675 24k gold rose in gift box & gift bag, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1676 Red box of sterling silver and silver coloured jewellery, rings, chains, bangles mostly stamped 925, or silver, approx. 180 
grams, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1677 Watch, "Zeiger", men's quartz digital analogue, black big tough sports, chronograph, alarm, el light, day & date, stop watch, 
dual time zone, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1678 Banknotes, coins & costume jewellery, timber box of assorted pieces, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1679 Necklace rose gold coloured & hoop earrings, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1680 Dress ring, ladies fashion with Ruby and Topaz, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1681 Dress ring, ladies fashion with green Peridot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1682 Ring, men's, St. George Illawarra 1998, Football design, stamped 925, in gold colour box, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1683 Fashion dress ring, rose gold colour Cubic Zirconia, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1684 Brooch, ladies photo locket, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1685 Fashion dress bracelet, three rows carved rectangular, ladies, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1686 Fashion dress ring, ladies, Mystic Topaz & diamante, stamped 925, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1687 Fashion dress ring, yellow gold stamped 375 with approx 6.15ct octagon cut natural amethyst & diamond, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1688 Fashion dress ring, ladies with black topaz, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1689 Fashion dress ring, rose gold colour, Cubic Zirconia, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1690 Dress ring, ladies fashion, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1691 Fashion dress ring, wave band design tiny Cubic Zirconia pave, approx 0.75 carat, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1692 Ring, fashion dress ring, size 8, simulated Ruby, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1693 Sterling silver ring, necklace & drop earrings, hallmark 925, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1694 Fashion dress ring, bowknot design ring with micro paved bow, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1695 White gold filled solid ring & earrings, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1696 Bolo-tie for neckerchief, shaped like tusk, expandable ring, inspection recommended (SH) 

1697 Rings, 2 x men's sterling silver rings, 1 x ladies filigree silver ring, hallmark 925, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1698 Ring, white gold mark 850, 5 Diamond ring, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1699 Necklace, solid gold 375 chain & pendant yellow gold, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1700 Necklace, solid yellow gold 375 chain & pendant, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1701 Pendant, white gold, 375, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1702 Ring, white gold mark 850, 5 Diamond ring, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1703 Fashion dress brooch, ladies, with different gemstones, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1704 Pin with green gemstone, ladies, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1705 Necklace, solid gold 14 carat yellow gold chain & pendant 9 carat, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1706 Pendant, 375 white gold solid pendant, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1707 Earring, white, 375 solid gold earring, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1708 Pendant with charms, yellow gold, 375, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1709 Necklace, white gold 9 carat 3 big Diamond Amethyst chain & pendant, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1710 Earring, solid 375 gold earring, yellow gold, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1711 Necklace, yellow gold 375 chain & duck pendant, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1712 Necklace, 585 solid white gold chain & 925 silver key pendant diamond, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1713 Necklace, ladies sterling silver with pendant with dark green and Zirconia stones, both stamped 925, boxed, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1714 Necklace, 375 yellow gold chain & solid Opal pendant, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1715 Ring, 375 solid yellow gold ring & pearl & greens stones, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1716 Ring, ladies sterling silver high setting with Amethyst stones stamped 925, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1717 Fashion earrings, ladies gold coloured hoop, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1718 Brooch, ladies gold coloured Christmas Tree design with coloured gemstones, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1719 Medal, 1937 English silver, Coronation "Their Majesties", Australian medal, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1720 Fashion dress ring, ladies gold coloured spiral design with dark green stones, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1721 Fashion dress ring, ladies with Emerald coloured stone stamped 10kt, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1722 Ring, ladies gold coloured with single white Sapphire stone, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1723 Fashion dress ring, ladies silver coloured with Ruby stone, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1724 Fashion dress necklace, chain heavy unisex gold coloured natural link no clip, not hallmarked, approx. 48 cm, 123 grams, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1725 Necklace & earrings set "CC", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1726 Fashion dress jewellery, necklace, ladies, religious cross, gold colour, beads, chain, 24.4, 3mm, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1727 Pendant, white gold filled Opal pendant, tear drop shaped, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1728 Bracelet, gold colour, chunky, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1729 Fashion dress earrings, pair, red & black gemstone, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1730 Pendant, solid boulder pendant, 60 carat, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1731 Necklace, cross with Amethyst stones pendant, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1732 Fashion bracelet, ladies gold coloured hoop links, boxed, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1733 Opal and Diamond like stone pendant, on a chain, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1734 Amber set 15.9 grams earrings and pendant, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1735 King George V, 1911 Coronation badge, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1736 Pendant, blue turquoise, 15 grams from Nevada, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1737 Costume jewellery, qty x 4 assorted, gold & silver colour, necklaces & bracelets, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1738 Bracelet, yellow gold coloured men's bracelet solid curb link chain hallmarked 187 grams, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1739 Pendant, solid tied cross, 53mm in gold coloured finish, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1740 Fashion dress jewellery, necklace, men's Cuban curb link chain, yellow colour, 23.6, 60cm 8mm, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1741 Cameo, lades head on pink background, gold colour chain, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1742 Brooch, flower design with gold, green and red stones, 65mm diameter, inspection recommended (SH) 

1743 Fashion dress jewellery, necklace, men's Cuban curb chain men's necklace, 19.7", 6mm wide, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1744 Fashion dress necklace, Korean doll design & majestic bracelet, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1745 Bangle, 60mm, jade stone, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1746 Amulet 95mm, Chinese zodiac chart, "Horse", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1747 Buddha amulet, small jade stone carving, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1748 Jewellery set, bracelet, "Niviso", silver colour, clear stones, earrings, "Niviso", silver colour with gift box, ring, "Niviso", rope 
style with gift box, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1749 Player cards, gold colour, 54 cards, with black wooden storage box, , inspection recommended (SH) 
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1750 Fashion dress bracelets, qty x 4, gold & silver colours, various designs, in red bags, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1751 Box jewellery bracelet, charms, gems, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1752 Red box Fob watch, coins, jewellery, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1753 Music jewellery box with gold coloured coins, watches, bangles, rings, chains, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1754 Necklace, gold colour, beaded, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1755 Necklace, Indian silver necklace, beaded, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1756 Bracelet, ladies, silver colour, hallmarked Italy 925, approx 19cm L & 2.18 grams W, link chain, 3 heart charms, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1757 Tin of coins, pennies, notes, watches, rings, chains, boxed items, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1758 Tin full of watches, fashion jewellery, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

1759 Fashion jewellery large bag filled with assortment, sold as lot, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1760 Large bag of costume jewellery, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1761 Watches, gold coloured with diamantes, assorted bracelet, plus 2 x kids watches, giraffe & monkey & 3 rings, sold as lot, 
authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1762 Box of jewellery, mixed fashion pieces, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1763 19th century Capodimonte porcelain box, gilt brass, inspection recommended (SH) 

1764 Limoges, hinged porcelain egg trinket box, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1765 Rare size Limoges hand painted porcelain dresser box, authenticity unknown, inspection recommended (SH) 

1766 Japanese silver mid century Japanese lacquer with powder box, whale bone, untested, authenticity unknown, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1767 Sunglasses, Vogue, made in Italy, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1768 Sunglasses, Alex Perry, black, in case, inspection recommended (SH) 

1769 Opal, solid Lightning Ridge Opal, 15 x 11mm, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1770 Opal, Lightning Ridge Opal doublet, 11 x 8, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1771 Opal, solid Opal 15 x 7mm from Lightning Ridge, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1772 Opal, Lightning Ridge black Opal doublet, 14 x 11, red stone, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1773 Opal, solid Lightning Ridge Opal, 11 x 7mm, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1777 Emerald, qty x 4 piece rough Emerald, 15grams, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1778 Moissanite Diamond, approx 2.20 carat, green, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1779 Ruby, approx 33.80ct, octagon cut, red, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1780 Alexandrite, approx 13.30ct, colour changing, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1781 Amethyst, approx 58.95ct, pear cut with gemstone lab certificate, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1782 Emerald, green, 65grams, rough, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1783 Citrine, approx 13.85ct, pear shape, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1784 Opal, approx 2.55ct solid golden, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1785 Madagascar blue natural sapphire, approx 21.20ct, octagon cut, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1786 Moissanite diamond, approx 4.850ct, round, jet black, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1787 Emerald, approx 43.20ct natural, octagon cut, green, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1788 Pendant, approx 2.1 grams 18 carat white gold pendant, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1789 Emerald like stone, 286 carats green Emerald heart shape, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1790 Fossil (leaves in a rock), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1791 Ring, 5 Diamond ring like stones, 925 sterling silver, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1792 Emerald like stone, 15 carats green emerald, qty x 2, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1793 Emerald like stone, 8 carats green oval cut green Emerald, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1794 Assorted stones, fashion colours, "unknown", sold as lot, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1795 Crystal Amethyst, plus quartz crystal and iron pyrite (fool's gold), sold as lot, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1796 Citrine like stone, 5 carat oval cut, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1797 Citrine like stone, 10.5 carats oval cut Citrine, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1798 Sapphire like stone, 3 carats round cut yellow Sapphire, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1799S 1972 Cook Island Coin Set, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1800S Decimal Coin Set uncirculated NZ 1967 Special Edition untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1801S Australian Proof Coin Set 1988, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1802S Special edition coin, 1993 uncirculated, $1, "Landcare Australia" untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1803S 1982 Brisbane Commonwealth Games uncirculated coin set, untested, inspection recommended,(SH) 

1804S Republic of Finland coin set, uncirculated, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1805S All nations coin set, Caicos Island, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1806S All nations coin set, Czechoslovakia, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1807S Set of New Zealand coins, various dates, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1808S United States of America Golden $1 coin, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1809S Two x 1941 NZ Half Pennies, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1810S 1906 English Half Crown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1811S 1967 NZ Shilling, untested, inspection recommended (SH)  

1812S 1967 New Zealand decimal currency commemorative dollar untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1813S New Zealand Florin 1943, untested inspection recommended (SH) 

1814S 1948 NZ Half Crown untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1815S Turko 1979 coin,25 Markkaa mark, Suomi Finland, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1816S 1950 and 1952 NZ Penny, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1817S United States of America Silver Half Dollar coin, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1818S United States of America Silver $1 Coin, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1819S New Zealand Special Edition Commemorative Coin, "NEW ZEALAND DAY" 1974 uncirculated, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1820S United States of America Golden $1coin, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1821S Special edition coin, 1997 uncirculated $1, Sir Charles Kingsford Smith, the worlds' greatest aviator, 1897-1935 , untested, 
inspection recommended, (SH) 

1822S New Zealand rare round 50c piece, 1967, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1823S Pair of New Zealand 1/2 penny, 1958 and 1960, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1824S 1941 New Zealand extremely rare one florin, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1825S 1946 NZ Sixpence, extremely rare, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1826S Pair of NZ one penny, 1941 and 1943, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1827S 1967 NZ One Shilling, extremely rare piece, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1828S 1943 and 1963 Australian Three Pence, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1829S 1937 NZ 1/2 crown coin, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1830S Australian 1950 and 1962 Penny, extremely rare, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1831S United States of America Special edition Half Dollar, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1832S MM1982 50 Markkaa coin, Suomi Finland, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1833S Australian Special edition Donald Bradman 20c coin, 1908-2001, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1834S 50c NZ coin 1981 special endeavour edition, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1835S United States of America half dollar coin 1971, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1836S Set of mixed world coins, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1837S 2013 1 ounce silver $1 Australian Koala coin, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1838S New Zealand Endeavour 50c coin 1967, untested inspection recommended (SH) 

1839S 2008 Australian 50 cent coin, special edition, year of the scout, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1840S 1951 and 1952 Australian Penny, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1841S 1937 NZ One Shilling untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1842S 1960 and 1948 Australian Half Penny, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1843S 1948 and 1953 NZ Threepence, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1844S 1942 and 1944 Australian Three Pence, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1845S Set of US coins, one cent, quarter dollar, dime and five cents untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1846S New Zealand 10c piece,1987 edition, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1847S 1958 and 1962 Australian Six Pence, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1848S Set of United States of America coins, untested inspection recommended (SH) 

1849S Bag of world coins, untested, inspection recommended, (SH) 

1850S Two Australian Half Penny 1951 and 1953, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1851 Coin, 1642 Augsburg City View, Thaler, Ferdinand III, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1852 Coin, 1520 Count Jachymov Schlick, Thaler coin, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1853 Coin, 1919 S, standing Liberty quarter dollar, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1854 Coin, 1820, Capped Bust quarter dollar, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1855 Coin, 1824, Capped Bust quarter dollar, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1856 Coin, 1712 John Ernest VIII, Duke of Saxe, Saalfeld Thaler coin, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1857 Coin, 1723 Saxony Thaler German coin, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1858 Coin, 1856 flying Eagle cent, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1859 Coin, 1800, Draped Bust half cent, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1860 Coin, 1794, Liberty Cap large cent, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1861 Coin, 1916 P, standing Liberty quarter dollar, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1862 Coin, 1901 O, Barber quarter dollar, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1863 Coin, 1896 S, Barber quarter dollar, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1864 Coin, 1815, Capped Bust quarter dollar, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1865 Coin, 1878 seated Liberty quarter dollar, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1866 Coin, 1793, Liberty Cap large cent, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1867 Coin, 1918/7 S, standing Liberty quarter dollar, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1868 Coin, 1792, silver centre cent, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1869 Coin, 1827, Capped Bust quarter dollar, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1870 Medal, Australian Arthur Phillip, 150 year Anniversary of New South Wales, 1788-1938, authenticity unknown, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1871 Coin, 2015 red poppy Australian uncirculated 2 dollar red coloured "100 Years of ANZAC", limited edition, authenticity 
unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1872 Coin, English crown Queen Elizabeth silver Jubilee 1952-1977, uncirculated in original case, authenticity unknown, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1873 Coin, 1943 uncirculated Australian sterling silver florin, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1874 Coin, Queen Victoria English half penny, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1875 Coin, big United States Eisenhower dollar 1977, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1876 Coin, Royal Australian mint uncirculated stat $10 silver coin in original folder, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1877 Coin, 1988 proof $5 with certificate RAM, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1878 Coins, assorted, Netherlands, Portugal, 1980 round 50c endeavour, 1840 rupee, one pound coin 1983, sold as lot, 
authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1879 Coins, RAM $10 bird with certificate, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1880 Coin, 1892 United States of America $1 coin, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1881 Coin, 1984 the first $1 dollar proof coin with certificate in original box, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1882 Coin, 2015 Australian Kookaburra $1 coin, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1883 Coins, qty x 6, various pennies, plus 1 half crown 1949, New Zealand (King George VI), sold as lot, authenticity unknown, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1884 Coins, qty x 9, assorted, 1966 round 50c piece Australia/New Zealand coins/Philippines/Hong Kong, etc, sold as lot, 
authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1885 Medal, Victory, 1919, silver colour, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1886 Coin, 1/2 Sovereign, 1914, gold colour, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1887 Coin, Royal Australian mint $10 silver proof stat coin with certificate in original box, authenticity unknown, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1888 Coin, 2015 Australian Koala $1 coin, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1889 Coins, scarce Australian uncirculated coin set of silver florin, shilling and three pence and copper penny and half penny in 
original blue folder, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1890 Coin, 2015 Melbourne Mint Ned Kelly commemorative coin in original issued folder, authenticity unknown, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1891 Coin, 2015 Australian Wedge-tailed Eagle $1 coin, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1892 Coin, Australian florin, 1954, silver colour, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1893 Coins, Royal Canadian mint, seven uncirculated proof coin set in original issued leather box, authenticity unknown, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1894 Coins, Koala, Kookaburra and Eagle silver $1 coins, qty x 3, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1895 Coins, qty 3 x 1954 uncirculated Australian silver sixpences, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

1896 Coin, 1937 crown, silver colour (not legal tender), authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1897 Coins, US silver dollars, 1800's, qty x 2, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1898 Coin, 1988 Australian Commemorative $5 coin, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1899 Coin, 1938 crown, silver colour (not legal tender), authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1900 Coin, 1797 Britannia, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1901 Coins, 1986 Australian mint uncirculated seven coin collection sets, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1902 Coin, 2003 Australian one dollar "Vietnam" uncirculated in Royal Australian mint folder, authenticity unknown, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1904 Coin albums, Australian shilling, qty x 3, Hendo, Dansco and Hawthorn press with no coins, authenticity unknown, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1905 Coins, Australian commemorative four florin coins collection with certificate in original folder, authenticity unknown, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1906 Jar with Commonwealth of Australia 10 shilling banknote, pennies, foreign coins, rings, watch, pearls, authenticity 
unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1907 Jar containing Australian & world coins, banknotes, ten shilling, penny, half penny & ingot, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1908 Jar with ten pound note, world coins, pennies, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1909 Coin, large 1905 French 5 francs, cased, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1910 Coins, pre decimal uncirculated coin set, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1911 Coins, 1986 uncirculated coin set, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1912 Coins, qty x 10, Chinese coins, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1913 Coins, 1988 uncirculated coin set, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1914 Coins, 1987 uncirculated coin set, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1915 Coin, Australian 1915 full penny, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1916 Banknote, Australian 1953 one pound banknote signed by Coombs and Wilson, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1917 Banknote, 5 pound British arm, uncirculated note, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1918 Banknote, US Confederate note, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1919 Banknotes, qty x 3, $2 uncirculated, consecutive, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1920 Banknotes, South Africa/Iraq/Arabic, sold as lot, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1921 Banknote, qty x 5, uncirculated consecutive banknote signed by Johnston and Fraser, authenticity unknown, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

1922 Banknotes, Greek 1000 Drachmas (American Banknote Co.) & Allied Military Currency 1943 issued in Italy, sold as lot, 
authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1923 Banknotes, Indian rupee qty x 2, Singapore two dollar note, sold as lot, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1924 Banknotes, U.S.A. one dollar & Bank of England one pound note, sold as lot, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

1925S Malaysian one ringgit, untested, inspection recommended untested (SH) 

1926S Malaysian one ringgit, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1927S Thailand Twenty Baht, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1928S Indonesian Rupiah,5000 untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1929S 10 Baht Thailand untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1930S Malaysian ten ringgit, untested, inspection recommended untested (SH) 

1931S Australian $5 paper note, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1932S Special edition $1 dollar note/coin untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1933S Solomon Island Five Dollars, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1934S Bank Of NZ One Dollar Note, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1935S Hong Kong 20 Dollars, untested, inspection recommended(SH) 

1936S Australian $2 paper note, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1937S Australian One Dollar note untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1938S Thailand Twenty Baht note, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1939S Australian $2 paper note, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1940S 20 Baht (Thailand) untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1941S US $1 note extremely rare, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1942S Australian $1 paper note, very rare, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1943S United States of America paper $1 note, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1944S Australian One Pound note, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1945S Banknotes of all nations, 1979, Swiss bank, uncirculated, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1946 Stamp albums, qty x 3, Australia Post Year Books Illustrated 1987, 1991 and 1992, no stamps included, authenticity 
unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

1947 Stamps, box of world stamps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1948 Stamps, page stamps, high value, inspection recommended (SH) 

1949 Stamps, 4 pages French colonies stamps, inspection recommended (SH) 
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1950 Stamps, NSW postmark collection, inspection recommended (SH) 

1951 Stamps, Commonwealth- 5 pages mint stamps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1952 Stamps, Australia 50+ stamps covers circa 1940-1950's, inspection recommended (SH) 

1953 Postcards, WW I Patriotic postcards, qty x 6, inspection recommended (SH) 

1954 Stamps, Australia 2 pages KGV stamps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1955 Coca Cola collector cards, qty x 18, inspection recommended (SH) 

1956 Stamps, NSW 2 pages stamps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1957 Stamps, U.K. 2 pages stamps, etc., inspection recommended (SH) 

1958 Stamps, Commonwealth- 11 pages stamps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1959 Stamps, Tasmania, 100 2d pictorial stamps, inspection recommended (SH) 

1960 Stamps, Australia 1988 Sydpex stamp cover set, qty x 16, inspection recommended (SH) 

1961 Australia, qty x 16, decimal stamp F.D.C., inspection recommended (SH) 

1962 Greeting cards, Circa 1910 greeting cards, qty x 8, inspection recommended (SH) 

1963 World bank notes, qty x 18, authenticity unknown, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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10am Commercial Catering Online Auction 

 
2 Function chiller unit display reach in deli style, beta style stainless cold plate, approx 402 x 88 x 150cm, untested, 

inspection recommended (SH) 

3 Underbar, 3 door display, Williams, model Cameo C650CU-OAR, fixed leg (pub beer fridge), untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

4 Underbar, 3 door display, Williams, model Cameo C650CU-OAR, fixed leg (pub beer fridge), untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

5 Ice flaker, Scotsman, model AIRE1 Q200, ice queen 175/200 V17, single phase, 10 amp, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH)  

6 Pizza conveyor oven, Lincoln Enodis, model 1456-V00-B-K1801, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

7 Underbar, 3 door rear access, with above salad display, Williams Jade 4J3PC-BA000, mobile (note: needs new casters), 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

8 Fan forced oven, Bakbar, turbo fan 35, serial no 303617, model E35M-CGN (no insert rack) 3 phase hardwired, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

9 Fan forced oven, Bakbar turbo fan 35, serial no 305789, model E35M-CGN (no insert rack), 3 phase hardwired, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

10 Fan forced oven, Bakbar turbo fan 35, serial no 304098, model E35M-CGN (no insert rack), 3 phase hardwired, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

11 Fan forced oven, Bakbar turbo fan 35, serial no 305398, model E35M-CGN (no insert rack), 3 phase hardwired, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

12 Fan forced oven, Bakbar, turbo fan 35, serial no 303620, model E35M-CGN (no insert rack), 3 phase hardwired, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

13 Alcohol, Sherry, "McWilliams", cream apera, 7 x 2 litre bottles (sold as lot) (132), inspection recommended (SH) 

14 "Seagrams", 500ml, "Creme de Menthe", inspection recommended (SH) 

15 1x Bottle of Vintage Port, America's Cup Classic, 1978, (Kookaburra III) Vintaged from McLaren Vale Shiraz grapes grown 
at the historic McLaren Vale Estate and oak matured for 12 motnhs. It should reach its peak of maturity in 10-12 years. 
Made in Australia. 750ml Bottled by the makers Thomas Hardy & Sons Pty Ltd, Reynell Road Reynella South Australia 

16 2x Botles of Centenary Vintage Port, 1976 England vs Australia 1880 Includes: 1x 750 ml Centenary Vintage Port, 1976, 
George Eugene Palmer "Medium-Pade Off Spin" and 1x 750 ml Centenary Vintage Port, 1976, Alexander Chalmers 
Bannerman "A Stonewall Batsman" inclosed in original box. From the cellars of Rhine Castle Wines Wine of Australia. 

17 1x Bottle of boxed America's Cup Scotch Whisky (1987), White Horse, Limited edition special blend 750ml Bottled in 
Scotland. 

18 Bottle of Contari Natural Dessert Romagricola Romania, 600ml 

19 Bottle of Kaiser Stuhl 1973 Vintage Port, 738ml  
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20 Bottle of Tyrrel's Wines, Long Flat Red, 1996 Long Flat Red was first released in 1966 and since then has earned an 
international reputation for consistent quality and character. The wine was named after our Long Flat Vineyard, which has 
produced wines with full flavour and soft fruit for over 100 years. Grapes: Shiraz, Cabernet and Malbec Style: Lifted 
Cabernet aromas on the nose, richness and generosity of Shiraz on the palate and the softness and fruit sweetness of 
Malbec on the finish. Serving: 15-18 Degrees C. Ideal with all red meats, pasta and Mediterranean dishes. Keeping: Ready 
for immediate drinking but will futher soften and develop until 1999. 750ml  

21 Bottle of Hardys Nottage Hill Vintage 1998 Cabernet Shiraz, This medium bodied dry red wine shows rich cassis and spicy 
plum flavours with the added complexity of soft vanilla oak characters. It is a well rounded and smooth wine with fine 
tannins and a good persistent finish. 750ml 

22 Bottle of Drayton's Bellevue Burgundy, Vintage 1998, 750ml, The 1998 Drayton's Bellevue Burgundy is a flavoursome wine 
produced from a blend of premium grape varieties, where fresh ripe berry fruit characters combine with pleasant lingering 
oak to give a soft, mellow red wine to enjoy now rather than cellar. 

23 Bottle of Bethany, Old Quarry Barossa - Fronti, 750ml Made in a tawny style from a blend of White Frontignac and 
Muscadelle fortified with brandy spirit, aged in old oak to produce a balanced, fruity versatile wine. 

24 1x Bottle of Vintage Port, America's Cup Classic, 1978, (Australia II) Vintaged from McLaren Vale Shiraz grapes grown at 
the historic McLaren Vale Estate and oak matured for 12 motnhs. It should reach its peak of maturity in 10-12 years. Made 
in Australia. 750ml Bottled by the makers Thomas Hardy & Sons Pty Ltd, Reynell Road Reynella South Australia 

25 1x Bottle of Yalumba Testimonial Tawny Port Series 'Dennis Keith Lillee' 750ml Product of Australia 

26 Bottle of Wickham Hill Shiraz, 750ml, This well balanced, easy drinking wine displays a smooth, flavoursome palate and 
generous rounded finish. Made in Australia. 

27 Bottle of Pimm's No. 1 Cup, To one ounce of Pimm's add ice, a slice of lemon and lemonade, dry ginger or soda water can 
be added if preferred. Pimm's is also an excellent mixer base. 740ml Produce of Australia 

28 Bottle of Galway Hermitage Vintage Shiraz, 1997, This vintage release of Galway is another outstanding wine, showing 
both intense Shiraz flavour and complex american oak characters. 750ml, Fine Wine of Australia 

29 Bottle of Banrock Station Shiraz Cabernet, 750ml 

30 Bottle of Old Dolcetto '45, 1945, The angston Distric has been recognised for many years as a fine port producing area. In 
this wine the ages tawny colour, full rancio bouquet, overlaying brandy, provides a foreword to the full and generous 
flavour; the ending is near dry. Vintaged in 1945, this is an old Dolcetto of the classic style. 738ml 

31 Bottle of Petternella Valpolicella, 1966,  

32 Qty 8 x Catering service cart, model J6165, 850 x 450 x 850mm (inspection recommended) 

33 Qty 41 x Anti Slip Rubber Mat, 1500 x 900mm, inspection recommended (sold per each)  

34 Qty 2 x Triple pot sink, free stand, full stainless steel, (Unused) inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

35 Qty 31 x Rope fence, J6142, crowd control barrier poles, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

36 Qty 80 x Commercial cafe chair, PC07, white moulded, 1 pce, inspection recommended (sold per each) 

37 Qty 5 x Mobile bench with under shelf & 10cm splash back, full stainless steel, approx 1200 x 900 x 800mm, inspection 
recommended, sold per each 

38 Dining table, 60cm round timber slat top, alloy leg frame, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

39 Qty 9 x Boiler pots graduating sets of 5 sizes, inspection recommended (Qty of 5 pots per set)(sold per set) 

40 Qty 27 x Kitchen knife set 7 piece with orange detail Mod: HJ-0162, inspection recommended  

41 Qty 25 x Kitchen knife set 7 piece with black detail Mod: HJ-0162, inspection recommended 

42 Qty 4 x Vodka, carton of "Siberian Monarch" vodka (12 x 700ml bottles) sold per carton 

43 Qty 3 x Whisky, carton of "Castle Keeper" whisky (12 x 700ml bottles) sold per carton 

44 Qty 5 x Die cast frypan, Stone Chef, set of 3, aluminium, blue, new to box, inspection recommended (sold price per each) 

45 Qty 4 x Ceramic stone coated pot set, Stone Chef, 6 pieces, black, new to box, inspection recommended (sold price per 
each) 

46 Qty 5 x Marble stone pot set, Stone Chef, 6 pieces, yellow, new to box, inspection recommended (sold price per each) 
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47 Qty 4 x Ceramic stone coated pot set, Stone Chef, 6 pieces, red, new to box, inspection recommended (sold price per 
each) 

48 Qty 6 x Die cast frypan, Stone Chef, set of 3, aluminium, black, new to box, inspection recommended (sold price per each) 

49 Qty 4 x Marble stone pot set, Stone Chef, 6 pieces, grey, new to box, inspection recommended (sold price per each) 

50 Qty 2 x Ornate style mirror, Venetian Camino, wall hung oval (note: chip 1 mirror), 62 x 110cm, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

51 Ornate style mirror, Camino wall hung Venetian, 120 x 74cm (note 2 x cracks, 1 x chip), inspection recommended (SH) 

52 Qty 4 x Dry bar table, 60cm square, beige laminex timber top, black steel leg frame, sold price per each (Inspection 
recommended) (SH) 

53 Qty 15 x Dry bar table, 70cm square, beige laminex timber top, black steel leg frame, sold price per each (Inspection 
recommended) (SH) 

54 Underbar 2 slide door display, 2 way, Orford series model OBBR330A, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

55 Microwave, Panasonic, model NNST25-3W (note: no plate) untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

56 P.O.S. touch screen, IBM, model NOM018, P/N 4100157, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

57 IT counter goods, qty assorted 1 x PSC scanning scales model 382, 2 x assorted hand held scanner, modem router, 
Ethernet switch, power back up, display boom, inspection recommended (SH) 

58 Cash register, Uniwell, model EX-570F (keys with storeman), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

59 Set scales, Meto pricing scales, minimum capacity 1kg maximum capacity 15kg, inspection recommended (SH) 

60 Microwave, qty x 2, Samsung, model MU832, Sharp model MGT3 (note: Samsung model no plate) untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

61 Microwave, Sharp, model R350E untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

62 Qty 2 x P.O.S Senor Model P508 (touchscreen, software, Micro POS), Untested, sold per each, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

63 Pastry warmer, Roband, model 810A (buyer note: badly kinked casing) untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

64 4 Burner range with R-H/side griddle, Comcater, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

65 Chiller display, 2 tier bench top, Anvil, model DGVO-540, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

66 Dessert bowl, dip bowl, qty x 18 dessert bowls, 13 x dip platters, inspection recommended (SH) 

67 Gelato freezer display, Franke Italy, 166 x 70 x 120cm, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

68 Qty 3 x Single door fridge, Polar Refrigeration, model CD612A, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

69 Single door fridge, Polar Refrigeration, model CD612A, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

70 Stand food stuffs mixer, 10 speed, 4.7 litre with accessories, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

71 Milk shake maker, double, National kitchen equipment, model KYH-902, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

72 Food stuffs mixer Teddy type AR005, Denmark with whisk & paddle, approx. 4 litre, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

73 Food stuffs mixer Teddy type AR005, Denmark with whisk, approx. 4 litre, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

74 Centrifugal juicer, Canal, model CJ 3000-1, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

75 Food stuffs mixing bowl suit, Teddy type AR005 mixer, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

76 Qty 2 x Mandolin grater, small, type 44595, Matfer, bid per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

77 Mandolin grater, large, Acier Inox, inspection recommended (SH) 

78 Bain Marie, bench top, 3 pan display, Roband, model E23, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

79 Pizza oven, single deck bench top F.E.D., 3 phase hardwired, with pizza paddle, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

80 6 slice toaster, Woodson, model TC65A untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

81 Under bench dishwasher, Fagor, model FI-48BA with soaper machine, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

82 Deep fryer, single pot, free stand with 2 x baskets, Gasmax, model ZH-RF-2, nat gas, inspection recommended (SH) 

83 Rice cooker, LP gas, 9 litre, never installed, Chinese, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

84 Fairy Floss maker, Snak Cotton, model Mini Pro 600, 100% Chef, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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85 Pizza-salad bar counter ready, 2 door rear access, Williams Jade, model HJ2PC-BA000 with glass sneeze barrier, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

86 Fan forced oven, bench top, Wiesheu, type minimat, IS-500MIT, single phase, 15 amp, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

87 Coffee machine, Delonghi, auto cappuccino system, Titanium, model ESAM-5500-T, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

88 Chiller cabinet, single tier display Orford, model KK1225C (front door access hinge broken L-H/side), 123 x 73 x 120cm, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

89 Sushi bar, chiller, bench top, 4 pan display, Polar Refrigeration, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

90 Qty 13 x Electroblitz, 2 x 20W, untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

91 Coffee machine, auto Tigerbase, model 2M4L Thermoplan Switzerland, single phase 15amp, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

92 Dish, 1/1 65mm Oblong chafer, untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

93 Qty 11 x Cast iron skillet, Inox Chef, small, untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

94 Cartons bicchiere tumbler, 18 1/4oz., Bormioli (6 piece per carton), sold per carton, inspection recommended (SH) 

96 Qty 6 x Cast iron skillet, Inox Chef, medium, untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

97 Hot dog spike, Roband, model M3 I, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

98 Plastic takeaway food containers, "Home Range", box qty approx. 100, sealed, inspection recommended (SH) 

99 Plastic serving platters, box qty assorted, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

100 China & glass ware, qty x 2 cartons, inspection recommended (SH) 

101 Assorted stand, pamphlet stand, qty clear Perspex & black plastic, inspection recommended (SH) 

102 Fry pan, qty x 2, alloy, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

103 Crate qty assorted China & glass ware with 21 assorted main course plate, inspection recommended (SH) 

104 Baking dishes, box qty assorted, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

105 Crate cast iron serving bowls, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

106 Qty 40 x Stainless steel tray J6013, inspection recommended (sold per each) 

107 Glass, Stella Artois icon marked, qty x 22, inspection recommended (SH) 

108 Meat slicer, Sunbeam, caf? series (missing manual feeder), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

109 Glass ware, qty assorted x 4 cartons, inspection recommended (SH) 

110 Stainless steel ware & warmer, qty assorted stainless steel ware, 2 x bench top warmers Cookwell, model XJ10104, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

111 Trolley/service cart, stainless steel, inspection recommended (sold per each) 

112 Pass through dishwasher, Hobart, unknown model, 3 phase hard wired & damaged L-H/side front leg, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

112A Qty 52 x Function chairs foldaway, black plastic, black moulded leg frame, sold price per each, inspection recommended  

113 Bread slicer, Commercial Paramount, model SM302NS, single phase, 10 amp, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

114 Teppanyaki griddle (never installed), Electrolux 2 burner model QR-GT 2C, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

115 Pass through dishwasher, Hobart, Ecomax 600, 15 amp, single phase, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

116 Deep fryer, free stand, split pot Fri Fri Franke, type basic 422, model YF42200, Switzerland, 3 phase electric, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

117 Deep fryer, freestand, single pot, with 2 chip baskets, American Range, unknown model, LPG, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

118 Deep fryer, freestand, single pot, with 2 chip baskets, Frymaster, model GF14SD, nat gas, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

119 Warmer display, 2 tier display FPG, model IL-H4-CU-1200TD, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

120 Oil filtration machine, model LU-400 with accessory filter frames, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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121 Cake display chiller bench top, 2 tier, custom, approx 68 x 45 x 67cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

122 Crn prep bench with 15cm splashback, full stainless steel, approx 82 x 86 x 87cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

123 Juicer dispenser chiller, 2 well, bench top, model KS-12AX2J (no catch trays), 24 litres (manual with storeman), untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

124 Juicer dispenser chiller, 3 well, bench top, model KS-12AX3J (no catch trays), 36 litres, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

125 Fan forced oven with 4 tray rack insert on 6 tray rack stand, Bakbar turbo fan, model E35, 20amp, single phase hard wired 
with 9 shelves, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

126 Bar fridge, Westinghouse, model RA141S, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

127 Bar freezer, Westinghouse, model WFM-0900WG, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

128 Deep freezer, "Fisher & Paykel", model H-510, 500 litre, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

129 Cake showcase display, FED, model GCT20FA, 2 tier, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

130 Fridge counter top, small bar GVA, model BF 69 (note: no shelving), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

131 Fridge counter top, Haier, model HBF55W, (note: no shelving), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

132 Pastry warmer cabinet, Roband, model PC-50, 3 tier display, inspection recommended (SH) 

133 Bar fridge, Whirlpool, model WRO-1255 (note: no shelves), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

134 Bucket stainless steel, approx. 10 litre, inspection recommended (SH) 

135 Under bench, glass washer, Norris Elite series, model BT 160 GD, (note: loose leg), untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

136 Qty 13 x Cafe tables, 80cm square choc laminate timber top, alloy leg frame, sold price per each, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

137 Qty 9 x Cafe tables, 70 x 80cm rectangular choc laminex timber top, alloy leg frame, sold price per each, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

138 Under bar, 3 door, custom fixed leg, approx 136 x 70 x 82cm, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

139 Food portion cutting wire machine Payoni with 2 x wire stencil accessories, suit slices, cheese, pasta, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

140 Griddle-salamander, Woodson, model WGDT75 (note: slight carton damage), inspection recommended (SH) 

141 Dining chairs, qty x 4, brown vinyl (buyer note: 2 chairs in poor condition, sold as lot), inspection recommended (SH) 

142 Fridge, single door, stainless steel cabinet, Orford, model SR20E, item FISR20ESB, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

143 Fridge, 2 door display, Skope, model 5K1000XL-CK, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

144 Fridge, single door display, Orford, model BM20ED, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

145 Fridge, single door display, Skope, model B550-2-C, V48SA (never installed), year manufactured 2014, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

146 Reach in chiller, Skope, model OD1100-D-011CN (never installed) year manufactured 2007, 1100mm wide, mobile, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

147 Qty 23 x Dining chairs, brown leather, choc timber leg frame, sold price per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

148 Framed stainless steel menu board, approx 61 x 97cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

149 Heat tunnel shrink labeller, model BSS-1538B, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

150 Qty 22 x Black rubber mat, 90 x 150, untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

151 Qty 2 x Plastic strip hang curtains, 90cm wide, approx 200cm drop, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

152 Qty 34 x Cafe chairs, designer pressed timber, chrome leg frame, (note: in kit form), inspection recommended (SH) 

153 Qty 8 x Cafe chairs, designer pressed timber black, brown vinyl padded seat, chrome steel leg frame, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

154 Dough mixer accessories, qty suit 30 litre Hobart bowl paddle, whisk, inspection recommended (SH) 

155 Fridge, single door display, Sanyo, model SRM-Cd 620-DAUWS, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

156 Qty 31 x Wine bucket J6036 1 litre, in box, sold per each, inspection recommended (S) 

157 Qty 25 x Wine bucket with hinged lid J6037 180mm new 
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158 Qty 26 x Wine bucket J6035 Large unused 

159 Main course plate, small, qty 23cm diametre x 32, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

160 Caterers goods, qty 2 x half size Bain pan & qty chafer lid holders, inspection recommended (SH) 

161 Qty 4 x Chafer dish pans, rectangle, sold price per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

162 Meat ball production machine with accessories custom, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

163 Ice machine, Castelmac Icematic model N301M (untested, inspection recommended) (SH) 

164 Small blender, Homemaker, model B-2B, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

165 Warmer display cabinet, Anvil, model DHV0730, mobile, approx 90 x 66 x 120cm, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

166 Griddle, 2 burner, LUUS, model BCH-6P, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

167 Griddle, 2 burner, LUUS, model GTS-6, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

168 Chiller plate counter sunk compressor type on frame, Roband, model CR-24, approx 135 x 62 x 137cm, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

169 Pizza prep chiller unit parts only, (no shelves), approx 91 x 70 x 86cm, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

170 Pizza prep chiller unit parts only, (no shelves), approx 91 x 70 x 86cm, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

171 Pastry warmer, Roband, model PS50, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

172 6 burner range, Electrolux, model QCF-G3H, serial 81100004, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

173 6 burner range, Electrolux, model QCF-G3H, serial 84500004, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

174 Dishwasher, Hobart, model SM1004, pass-through, 3 phase hard wired, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

175 Shelf unit, stainless steel, approx. 1500 x 300 x 700mm high, 2 shelf, inspection recommended (SH) 

176 Deep fryer, freestand, single pot with 2 chip baskets, Pitco, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

177 Chip dump deep fryer, link up stainless steel, 41 x 72cm rectangle, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

178 Deep fryer, freestand, single pot, with 2 chip baskets, Dean, model SR42GN, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

179 Char grill, 3 burner, Garland, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

180 Ice machine, ITV mod NG-GALA-DP- 30-A, single phase, 10 amp (Untested, inspection recommended) (SH) 

181 Soup thermos, qty x 12, stainless steel look, approx. 1.5 litre, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

182 4 slice toaster, Sunbeam, caf? series, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

183 Bar fridge, "Westinghouse", model, RA140S-R, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

184 Chest freezer, Haier, model HCF208A, 200 litre, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

185 Stove accessories, qty x 1 small griddle plate, 2 x char grill pieces, inspection recommended (SH) 

186 6 slice toaster, Woodson, model TC65A untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

187 Pizza-salad prep bar chiller, 2 door, rear entry, Timra Industries, model Gustow, approx 185 x 90 x 85cm, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

188 Noodle fryer, with 3 noodle baskets, 3 phase hardwired, Electrolux, model QCP-61, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

189 8 burner cooker on table stand custom (note: 3 gas knobs missing) gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

190 Oven paddle, qty x 4, Turbo Chef Technologies, part no NGC-1478, inspection recommended (SH) 

191 Griddle, 2 burner, Trueheat, model T60-0-800, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

192 Char grill, LUUS, 3 burner, model BCH-6C, LPG, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

193 Char grill, 3 burner, Waldorf, LPG, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

194 Char grill, 5 burner, LUUS, model RCH-9G, LPG, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

195 Pizza prep chiller, 2 door, Polar Refrigeration, model G6-04A, climatic class, approx 91 x 70 x 88cm, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

196 Pizza prep chiller, 2 door, Polar Refrigeration, model G6-04A, climatic class, approx 91 x 70 x 88cm, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 
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197 Horizontal rotisserie cooker, Rotoquip, 3 burner roto disc 30, model TM NO-P-5382-RAO, LPG, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

198 Single wok burner, with 2 side burner, Supertron, LPG, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

199 Staleg 3 phase Brat pan with tilt & water tap, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

200 Combi oven with stand, 6 tray rack, Convostar model 6: 10-RB10, 3 phase hard wired, spray mixer, and heat probe, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

201 Target top oven, Electrolux, 2 burner, model QSF-G2, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

202 Target top oven, Electrolux, 2 burner, model QSF-G2 (note: door hinge), nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

203 Cartons porto sippers, Oenophilia (4 pieces per carton), inspection recommended (SH) (sold per carton) 

204 Cold plate display, approx 133cm wide, single pahse, 10 amp, Koxka,model VV141C, date of manufacturer 2012, 
untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

205 Cold plate, Projet Sprint, 1600mm wide, single phase, 20amp hardwired, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

206 Combi Oven with 10 tray rack stand, converter mod 10:101 OD MKIII 3 phase (please note the side panel is off & the door 
handle is dismantled) inspection recommended (SH) 

207 Pass through cake showcase, 2 tier, benchtop display, model PS1400, date of manufacturer 2012, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

208 Combi oven, "Zanussi", model FCS101E4, 10 tray on stainless steel stand, 3 phase (untested, inspection recommended) 
(SH) 

209 Chair parts, qty 26 x designer pressed timber chair seat bases, with brown vinyl padding, 5 x chrome steel leg bases to 
suit, inspection recommended (SH) 

210 Assorted glass ware, qty jugs, carafe, beverage glass, wine glass (2 x boxes), inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

211 Chair, wicker tub, inspection recommended (SH) 

212 Chair parts, qty 16 x designer pressed timber chair seat bases, inspection recommended (SH) 

213 Qty 11 x Cafe chair, pressed timber chrome steel leg frame, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

214 Chest freezer, Hisense, model HR6CF-205, 200 litre, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

215 Char grill, 2 burner model TGV-42, 2 drawer stand, LPG, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

216 Gelato freezer, Framec, model 0000016090301, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

217 Salamander, 2 burner, Waldorf, nat gas, inspection recommended (SH) 

218 Deep fryer, freestand, single pot with chip baskets, Dean, model SR-42, nat gas, approx. 22 litre, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

219 Under bar with salad prep display, 8 pan rack custom, 2 door, mobile, approx 200 x 75 x 90cm, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

220 6 burner range cook on, model GR6E, nat gas (3 x gas knobs missing), inspection recommended (SH) 

221 Griddle, 2 burner, cook on, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

222 Qty 4 x Dry bar table, 80cm square, red laminex top, steel leg frame, cast steel base, inspection recommended (SH) (sold 
per each) 

223 Dry bar table, approx 84 x 75cm solid timber top, black steel leg frame, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

224 Qty 3 x Dry bar table, 70cm round choc timber top, stainless steel leg frame, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per 
each) 

225 Display cold plated chiller, Min Xing, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

226 Chest freezer, partitioned, LG, Rhythm Algorithm, model SM7005, note: universal adaptor, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

227 Greeting board, full stainless steel, 110cm high, inspection recommended (SH) 

228 Dining chair, qty x 2, blue fabric padded seat, ornate black steel frame, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

229 Pizza-salad prep chiller bar with twin over head gantry with 900mm docket holder Williams, model HJ2-BACB, 2 door, rear 
entry, mobile, approx 182 x 77 x 148cm, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

230 Qty 12 x Tub chair, red wicker with red velvet cushion, inspection recommended (SH) 
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231 Fan, pedestal, Dynalink, model 19023-02310, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

232 Trolly, 2 tier frame basket holder, stainless steel, 110 x 55 x 86cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

233 Warmer cabinet, 2 door, Orford, single phase, 15 amp, 75 x 146 x 195cm, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

234 Hanging figurine, timber petal, floral skull centre, inspection recommended (SH) 

235 Oil refrigeration machine, manual wind (note: missing handle), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

236 Soft serve ice cream machine, 2 well, unknown make or model, single phase, 10amp, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

237 Coffee machine, 2 group Faema type D92/A2 due A2H with 5 x milk froth jugs (2 x group handles store), untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

238 Warmer display cabinet, 2 tier, Festive, mobile, 90 x 64 x 108cm, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

239 Meat slicer, Hobard 30" blade, model 16-12E (note: missing blade sharpener), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

240 Salamander cook on, model S35A, nat gas, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

241 Salamander, Woodson, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

242 Coffee machine, 2 group Bezzera type Ellisse DE 2GR (1 group handle with storeman) untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

243 Saucers, qty of approx 19, 16cm round, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

244 Chicken rotisserie, 2 way access Euro grill, 24 chicken cap, model ST-G2P, 3 phase, mobile, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

245 Gas grill bench top, 6 burner LPG, Rinnai, model RG-640F, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

247 Coffee grinder, Simonelli Nuova, inspection recommended (SH) 

248 Conveyor toaster, Roband, model TCR10, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

249 Rice cooker, Electric Cuckoo, model SR3511, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

250 Conveyor toaster, Roband, model TCR15, single phase, 15 amp, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

251 Conveyor toaster, Birko, model 1003202 (missing control knob, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

252 Griddle electric bench top, Catermaster, model TTWE102, single phase, 10 amp, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

253 Freezer (ice cream-Gelato) 3.5 display tub, Baskin & Robbins custom 227cm wide, 10 amp single phase (note: requires 
plug), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

254 Freezer (ice cream-Gelato) 2.5 display tub, Baskin & Robbins custom 174cm wide, 10 amp single phase (note: requires 
plug), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

255 Heat lamp triple partitioned, Roband, model HE1550R, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

256 Pizza oven, single deck, Peo model TOC300, no stand, 3 phase, hardwired (Untested, inspection recommended) (SH) 

257 Pastry warmer, Roband, model PA100, (note: missing control knob), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

258 4 burner range, with R-H/side griddle, LPG, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

259 Pass through dishwasher, Washtech, model M2-0334001, 3 phase hardwired, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

260 Combi oven, on 6 tray rack stand, Cobra with 7 tray insert rack, mod XC-TYP-REV01-1M date of manufacture 2011, 3 
phase, hard wired (Untested, inspection recommended) (SH) 

262 Pastry warmer, Roband, model PA100, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

263 Chairs, qty x 2, black plastic, black steel leg frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

264 Dry bar table, high set stool height, black granite top, stainless steel leg frame, 70cm square, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

265 Dry bar table, qty x 9, 60cm square, timber top, timber and alloy leg frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

266 Qty 31 x Caf? chair, stackable, black plastic chrome steel leg frame, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

267 Qty 8 x Caf? stool, stackable, black moulded plastic, chrome steel leg frame, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per 
each) 

268 Prep bench, mobile, with wire undershelf, gravity fed, 126 x 61 x 104cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

269 Under 2 door, Custom, inspection recommended (SH) 
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270 Custom stainless steel bench top with timber bar top, bench top 450cm circular depth 75cm, timber bar top, 480cm circular 
depth 31cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

271 Bench seat, stainless steel, 1200mm x 300mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

272 Table, outdoor, stainless steel, 900mm x 900mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

273 Table, outdoor, stainless steel, 1210mm x 765mm on 40mm x 40mm box frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

274 Table, outdoor, stainless steel, 1500mm x 765mm, inspection recommended (SH) 

277 Prep bench station with double 2 tier, gantry with pot sink, L-H side, 5 partition rack frame, R-H/side, base bench, approx 
360 x 75 x 90cm, gantry 384 x 50 x 78cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

278 Rack trolley, 3 tier, gravity fed shelving full, stainless steel, approx 50 x 142 x 185cm, inspection recommended (SH) (sold 
per each) 

279 Qty 3 x Trolleys, partitioned, 8 tray rack full, stainless steel, approx 41 x 100 x 163cm (inspection recommended) (SH) 
(sold per each) 

280 Underbar, 4 door display, Skope, model BB780R-45W, date manufactured 2003 (no compressor-condenser), untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

281 Pot sink with flick mixer & towel rail, free stand front wall mount rear, approx 61 x 46 x 88cm, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

283 Prep bench table, with 2 tray rack frame, free stand front wall mount rear (note: 1 leg not attached) approx 120 x 52 x 
90cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

284 Prep bench, small with 15cm splash back & double under shelf, full stainless steel, approx 75 x 51 x 84cm, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

285 Wash sink with flick mixer in wall mount stand frame, stainless steel, approx 61 x 46 x 87cm, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

286 Double pot sink, small with retractable mixer & 30cm splashback, free stand front wall mount rear, approx 120 x 58 x 
84cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

287 Island prep bench with under shelf, full stainless steel, approx 50 x 80 x 90cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

289 Prep bench, stainless steel top gal box section frame, angled end L-H side, approx 4cm splash back, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

290 Shelf wall mount, stainless steel, approx 90 x 26cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

291 Wall mount shelf, stainless steel, approx 70 x 26cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

292 Prep bench, stainless steel top, gal box section frame, angled ends, 4cm splash back, approx 174 x 67 x 89cm, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

293 Shelf, wall mount approximately 1.15 metre x 400mm x 30 mm with a 100 mm splash back, full stainless steel (Inspection 
recommended) (SH) 

294 Prep bench, stainless steel top gal box section frame, angled end L-H side, 4cm splash back, approx 135 x 65 x 89cm, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

296 Mobile bakers rack, angled centre, 14 tray rack stand, full stainless steel, inspection recommended (SH) 

297 Cool room/compressor, BITZER 15 series, bar room type 2HC-22Y-40S, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

298 Corner prep bench, 157 x 190cm with 30cm splash back, book end, step down, free standing (inspection recommended) 
(SH) 

299 Island bench, stainless steel, approx 46 x 86 x 120cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

300 Pot sink bench (centre sink) with 10cm splashback, stainless steel top, gal box section frame, approx 340 x 75 x 90cm, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

301 Dishwasher outlet bench with double under shelf, approx 90 x 180 x 92cm with 32cm side splash back, full stainless steel, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

302 Pot rail, wall mount, approx 136 x 35cm, box section stainless steel, inspection recommended (SH) 

303 Qty 4 x Sink bench, freestanding with galvanised under shelf & centre pot sink, approx 150 x 60 x 89cm, inspection 
recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

305 Island prep bench with under shelf, full stainless steel, approx 60 x 52 x 88cm, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

306 Prep bench with splash back & under shelf, full stainless steel, approx 234 x 60 x 91cm, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 
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307 Flour- grain storage vat with nylon chop board top & bench mount can opener fixture, mobile, approx 161 x 97 x 104cm, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

308 Bakers rack, qty x 2, 18 tray rack, full stainless steel, approx 60 x 68 x 166cm (note: some tray racks missing, damaged), 
inspection recommended (SH) 

309 Hospitality cart, 6 tray internal rack, with above stainless steel cutlery-plate hole, single door, approx 75 x 50 x 106cm, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

310 Qty 2 x Baker rack trolleys, 18 tray rack, full stainless steel, approx 68 x 60 x 156cm, inspection recommended (SH) (sold 
per each) 

311 Trolley frame, full stainless steel, approx 57 x 62 x 101cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

312 Bakers rack, 18 tray rack type, mobile, full stainless steel, approx 59 x 58 x 160cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

313 Bakers rack, 20 tray rack type, mobile, full stainless steel, approx 59 x 58 x 160cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

314 Qty 6 x Bakers rack, 9 tray rack type, mobile, full stainless steel, approx 69 x 50 x 174cm (note: some racks missing, tray 
racks), inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

315 Qty 3 x Bakers rack, 20 tray rack type, full stainless steel, mobile, approx 178 x 58 x 66cm, inspection recommended (SH) 
(sold per each) 

316 Island prep bench with under shelf, full stainless steel, approx 157 x 100 x 91cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

317 Island prep bench, with modified double under shelf, 108 x 210 x 89cm, inspection recommended (SH) 

318 Prep bench frame with rail under shelf, approx 283 x 83 x 54cm, box section stainless steel, inspection recommended (SH) 

320 Prep bench frame with under shelf, approx 97 x 65 x 88cm, full stainless steel, inspection recommended (SH) 

321 Prep bench, overhead shelf, approx 233 x 40 x 23cm, full stainless steel, inspection recommended (SH) 

 

2pm Hardware & Tool Online Auction 

 
502 Qty 50 x Tiles, super white, porcelain floor/wall tiles, 600 x 600mm, sold per square metre, RRP $49.95/m2 (1.44m2 per 

box) 

503 Qty 60 x White gloss rectified wall tile, 600 x 300, sold per m2, (1.44m2 per box) inspection recommended  

504 Qty 70 x Bianco Stratos polished porcelain tile, 600 x 600, sold per m2, (1.44 m2 per box) retail price $54.95, inspection 
recommended  

505 Qty 40 x Tiles, Italian stone matt porcelain tile, 600 x 600, RRP $59.95m2, inspection recommended (sold per m2) (STAFF 
NB: 1.44m2 per box) 

506 Qty 46 x Floor tiles, latte gloss porcelain, 458 x 458 (sold per m2) (RRP $39.95m2) (staff note: 1.26m2 per box) 

507 Qty 50 x Tiles, Icy gloss porcelain floor tile, 458 x 458, first quality, RRP $39.95m2, inspection recommended (sold per 
m2) (STAFF NB: 1.26m2 per box) 

508 Qty 20 x Tiles, Coal matt porcelain floor tile, 458 x 458, RRP $39.95m2, inspection recommended (sold per m2) (STAFF 
NB: 1.26m2 per box) 

509 Qty 48 x Tiles, Geo wall tile, 600 x 200, RRP$69m2, inspection recommended (sold price per m2) (STAFF NOTE: 1.2M2 
PER BOX) 

510 Qty 65 x Tile, Promanade, white matt porcelain wall/floor tile, 600 x 300, RRP $44.95m2, inspection recommended (sold 
per m2) (STAFF NB: 1.08m2 per box) 

511 Qty 46 x Stone ice matte porcelain tile, 600 x 600, sold per m2, (1.44m2 per box) retail price $59.95, inspection 
recommended  

512 Qty 65 x River stone porcelain tile, 600 x 600, sold per m2, (1.8m2 per box) retail price $59.95m2, inspection 
recommended  

513 Qty 40 x White mosaics on sheets of 300 x 300, size of mosaic tile 73 x 73, RRP$22 per sheet, inspection recommended 
(sold price per sheet) (STAFF NOTE: 25 SHEETS PER BOX = 2.32m2) 
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514 Qty 50 x Ivory alpine glazed porcelain tile, 450 x 450, external outdoor tile, sold per m2, (1.42m2 per box) inspection 
recommended (S) 

515 Qty 60 x Gloss plateau glazed porcelain tile, 400 x 1400, sold per m2, (1.28 m2 per box) inspection recommended (S) 

516 Qty 62 x Gloss quartz glazed porcelain tile, 400 x 400, sold per m2, (1.28 m2 per box) inspection recommended (S) 

517 Qty 10 x Tiles, bianco stratos polished porcelain tile, floor/wall tile, 600 x 300mm (sold price per m2, must take 15m2) 
(Staff: NB 1.44m2 per box) RRP $49.00, first quality 

518 Qty 30 x Tiles, Minira beige porcelain, 450 x 450, RRP$29m2, inspection recommended (sold per m2) (staff note: 1.22m2 
per box) 

519 Qty 54 x Nature best glazed porcelain tile, 400 x 400, sold per m2, (1.28 m2 per box) inspection recommended (S) 

520 Qty 36 x Tiles, nature dew glazed porcelain tile, 400 x 400mm (sold price per m2, must take 49m2) (Staff: NB 1.28m2 per 
box 

521 Qty 6 x Motorcycle battery, "President", model 12N10-3B, 12 volt, 10amp, RRP $85 each, to box (sold per each), 
untested, inspection recommended (S) 

522 Qty 10 x Motorcycle battery, "President", model 6N5.5-1D-1, 6 volt, dry charged, to box, RRP $50 each, to box (sold per 
each), untested, inspection recommended (S) 

523 Qty 4 x Motorcycle battery, "President", model CB37-A, 12volt, 3 amp, RRP $67 each, (sold price per each), untested, 
inspection recommended (S) 

524 Qty 4 x Motorcycle battery, "President", model 12N1134-1, 12 volt, 10 amp, RRP $166 each (sold per each), untested, 
inspection recommended (S) 

525 Qty 5 x Lawn mower/motorcycle battery, "President", model C60-N24L-A, 12 volt, 60 amp, RRP $165 each, to box (sold 
price per each), untested, inspection recommended (S) 

526 Qty 4 x BMW motorcycle battery, "President", model HCB16A-A, 12 volt, 16 amp, RRP $260 each, to box (sold per each), 
untested, inspection recommended (S) 

527 Qty 3 x Motorcycle battery, "Poweroad", model 12N18-3A, 12 volt, 18amp, RRP $222 each, to box (sold per each), 
untested, inspection recommended (S) 

528 Qty 20 x Battery tester, Ultracell, tester for 10 types of batteries, easy to read LCD display, model AWA MW333 
(inspection recommended)(7 day return to store warranty) 

529 Qty 10 x Pump - Coleman Dual action Quick pump, suitable for inflating and deflating inflatable devices. As displayed (sold 
price per each) 

530 Qty 5 x Pump - Coleman Dual action Quick pump, suitable for inflating and deflating inflatable devices. As displayed (sold 
price per each) 

531 Qty 5 x Pump - Coleman Dual action Quick pump, suitable for inflating and deflating inflatable devices. As displayed (sold 
price per each) 

532 Qty 5 x Pump - Coleman Dual action Quick pump, suitable for inflating and deflating inflatable devices. As displayed (sold 
price per each) 

533 Pump - Coleman Dual action Quick pump, suitable for inflating and deflating inflatable devices. As displayed (sold price per 
each) 

534 Pump - Coleman Dual action Quick pump, suitable for inflating and deflating inflatable devices. As displayed (sold price per 
each) 

535 Pump - Coleman Dual action Quick pump, suitable for inflating and deflating inflatable devices. As displayed (sold price per 
each) 

536 Pump - Coleman Dual action Quick pump, suitable for inflating and deflating inflatable devices. As displayed (sold price per 
each) 

537 Mortice Machine, "Lampard" Cadet, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

538 Pedal guillotine, "Neale Industries Pty. Ltd", Sydney, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

539 Wicker cushion box, to carton damaged box, inspection recommended (S) 

540 Compressor, "Black Ridge", BRC 180, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

541 Storage box, hand crafted, 3 drawer & hinged lid, inspection recommended (SH) 

542 Vinyl, qty to roll, sold as lot, (all items scratch & dent, sold as is, inspection recommended) (SH) 

543 Storage case, Ultracase, UK716, hard plastic, yellow (Inspection recommended) (SH) 

544 Pressure washer, "Austech", 2200Psi/6.5hp, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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545 Compressor, "Crompton Parkinson", unknown model, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

546 Screwdriver set 13 pieces in carry case, Phillips & slotted heads Model # 01795 inspection recommended  

548 Drop saw, Ryobi, model ECO2437RG, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

549 Pump - Coleman Dual action Quick pump, suitable for inflating and deflating inflatable devices. As displayed 

550 Car maintenance ramps, 2 piece, black metal, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

551 Bolt cutters, large, untested inspection recommended (SH) 

552 Double halogen lamp, inspection recommended (sold per each) 

553 Qty 34 x Night light (Factory seconds, 7 day return to store Warranty) (Untested) (Sold price per each) (Inspection 
recommended) (S) Model Product code 37737 

554 Combo Angle grinder & Disc Pack, Rok 100mm, 500w 240v with 30 discs (1st quality, 7 day return to store warranty) 
inspection recommended 

555 Combo Angle grinder & Disc Pack, Rok 100mm, 500w 240v with 30 discs (1st quality, 7 day return to store warranty) 
inspection recommended 

556 Combo Angle grinder & Disc Pack, Rok 100mm, 500w 240v with 30 discs (1st quality, 7 day return to store warranty) 
inspection recommended 

557 Combo Angle grinder & Disc Pack, Rok 100mm, 500w 240v with 30 discs (1st quality, 7 day return to store warranty) 
inspection recommended 

558 Combo Angle grinder & Disc Pack, Rok 100mm, 500w 240v with 30 discs (1st quality, 7 day return to store warranty) 
inspection recommended 

559 Screwdriver set 13 pieces in carry case, Phillips & slotted heads Model # 01795 inspection recommended  

560 Screwdriver set 13 pieces in carry case, Phillips & slotted heads Model # 01795 inspection recommended  

561 Screwdriver set 13 pieces in carry case, Phillips & slotted heads Model # 01795 inspection recommended  

562 Screwdriver set 13 pieces in carry case, Phillips & slotted heads Model # 01795 inspection recommended  

563 Alternator to suit Ford Ranger, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

564 Generator, Rok 1000 watt sine wave Inverter, 4 stroke OHV, 1 cylinder, 240 volt output, max output 1 KVA, 7 day return to 
store warranty 

565 Generator, Rok 1000 watt sine wave Inverter, 4 stroke OHV, 1 cylinder, 240 volt output, max output 1 KVA, 7 day return to 
store warranty 

566 Generator, Rok 1000 watt sine wave Inverter, 4 stroke OHV, 1 cylinder, 240 volt output, max output 1 KVA, 7 day return to 
store warranty 

567 Qty 16 x Lawn Trimmer Attachment "Ezy-Blow", untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

568 Hand push mower, "Gardenline", model 38907, in box, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

569 Vacuum Cleaner, 1400 watt, Wet & Dry, 30 litre stainless steel drum, 3 assorted heads, model JC-30, untested, inspection 
recommended (7 day return to store warranty) 

570 Vacuum Cleaner, 1400 watt, Wet & Dry, 30 litre stainless steel drum, 3 assorted heads, model JC-30, untested, inspection 
recommended (7 day return to store warranty) 

571 Batteries, Eco Alkalines, D pack of 2, (Sold per box inc 30 x Packs of 2) untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold per 
box of 30 pieces) RRP$255 

572 Batteries, Eco Alkalines, D pack of 2, (Sold per box inc 30 x Packs of 2) untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold per 
box of 30 pieces) RRP$255 

573 Batteries, Eco Alkalines, D pack of 2, (Sold per box inc 30 x Packs of 2) untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold per 
box of 30 pieces) RRP$255 

574 Generator, Rok 1000 watt sine wave Inverter, 4 stroke OHV, 1 cylinder, 240 volt output, max output 1 KVA, 7 day return to 
store warranty 

575 Qty 2 x Open sign, LED, boxed, inspection recommended (SH) 

576 Combo Angle grinder & Disc Pack, Rok 100mm, 500w 240v with 30 discs (1st quality, 7 day return to store warranty) 
inspection recommended 

577 Blower, "GMC", unknown model, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

578 Hose reel, "Pope", unknown length encased in grey PVC protector, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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579 Tent, "Oztrail", unknown model, to bag, sold as is, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

580 Blower/vac, "Black & Decker", GWZ60-XE, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

581 Maintenance ramps, for car, blue, metal, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

582 Crab pots, assorted, qty x 4, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

583 Qty 2 x Jerry can, green metal, 20L, bid per each, inspection recommended (SH) 

584 Portable BBQ, "Berger", small, red, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

585 Letter box, grey metal, inspection recommended (SH) 

586 Pressure washer, "Karcher", yellow, sold as is, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

587 Umbrella stand, cast iron, painted gold, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

588 Pressure washer, "Jonary", YYOX-LA, yellow, with gun & hose, untested, inspection recommended (SH)  

589 Air compressor, "Silver Storm", model AC5359, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

591 Cooler box, "BMA", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

592 Pool pump, "CMG" part no. 22037, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

593 Metal jerry cans, 20L, qty x 2, sold as pair, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

594 Bug zapper, "Stinger", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

595 Air compressor, "Ajax Maxim", 255, 24L tank, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

596 Carry case, bike shaped with strap, inspection recommended (SH) 

597 Pressure cleaner, "Taurus", 1600W, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

598 Garden blower vacuum, "Homelite", model GBV2400, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

599 Garden blower vacuum, "Homelite", model GBV2400, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

600 Battery charger, "Motorised Golf", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

601 Qty 6 x Pressure sprayer, Gard & Grow, 16L, sold price per each to carton damaged box inspection recommended (S) 

602 Nissan 4WD rims & tires (J16 x 6JJ), 2 x rims, 2 x rims & tires (235/85/R16), inspection recommended (SH) 

603 Shredder, "Ozito", Enviro shred, model: ESS-240, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

604 Total joint finish, "Boral", qty x 5, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

605 Battery, 12 volt truck battery, model N200, untested (inspection recommended)(S) 

606 Garden blower, "Ryobi", model: EMB2000ET, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

607 Electric chain saw, "Ozito", model: ECS-9300, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

608 Wooden box semi divider, with hinge lid, inspection recommended (SH) 

610 Electric whipper snipper, "Ryobi", model RLT-1000EX, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

611 Lawn mower, "Victa", lawn keeper, green with catcher, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

612 Lawn mower, "Rover", power master, red, with catcher, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

613 Lawn mower, "Honda", HR214, painted silver with catcher, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

614 Lawn mower, "Toro", SR4, red with catcher, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

615 Victa base with Briggs & Stratton Quattro 40 motor with catcher, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

616 Lawnmower "Victa" commando, red with catcher (Untested, inspection recommended) (SH) 

617 Lawn mower, "Gardenline", 4 stroke, green with catcher, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

618 Garden shredder, "Ozito", silent shredder, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

620 Qty 6 x Ceiling exhaust fan, "Pro Fan", 250mm, EE250, white (sold price per each), untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

621 Qty 6 x Ceiling exhaust fan, "Pro Fan", 250mm, EE250, silver (sold price per each), untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

622 Qty 5 x Bollard light, black metal, 650mm, Item: 6255-650 (sold price per each), inspection recommended (SH)  

623 Jump starter, power station & charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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624 Wet/Dry Commercial Vacuum cleaner VC 30 litre, 1.2kw, 1400 watt inspection recommended, sold new in box, 7 day 
return to store warranty 

625 Assorted screws & bolts in grey plastic storage, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

626 Marine grade rope, unknown length, orange, sold as is, inspection recommended (SH) 

627 Sand anchor, XL, 75lbs, grey painted cast iron, inspection recommended (SH) 

628 Sand anchor, 17kg, 37lbs, inspection recommended (SH) 

629 Bimini boat canopy, unknown make & model, inspection recommended (SH) 

630 Reef anchor, heavy duty, inspection recommended (SH) 

631 Plow anchor, 16kg, 35lbs, inspection recommended (SH) 

632 Ice King, 45L esky, inspection recommended (SH) 

633 Water jug, brown, ceramic, inspection recommended (SH) 

634 Garden 190L heavy duty tumbling composter to carton damaged box, inspection recommended (S) 

635 Shave cabinet 600 mirrored, Cartia Australia to carton damaged box, inspection recommended (S) 

636 Folding work bench, "Buy Right", to carton damage sealed box, inspection recommended (S) 

637 Bondcrete universal bonding agent, Bondall, 20 litres, inspection recommended (S) 

638 Plastic wrap, unknown length, clear, inspection recommended (SH) 

639 Insulation, unknown roll length, inspection recommended (SH) 

640 Garden setting, 3 piece, Shelta, as is inspection recommended (SH) 

641 Qty 9 x Pedestal fan, "Vento", to carton damaged box, (sold price per each), inspection recommended (S) 

642 Qty 7 x Pressure sprayer, "Gard & Grow", 16 litre, to carton damaged box (sold price per each), untested, inspection 
recommended (S) 

643 LED portable worklight, 40W, Mirabella to carton damaged box, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

644 Welding helmets, black reinforced plastic, note: no eye shield, box qty 6, sold as box lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

645 Soap holder, "Gallery", approx qty x 16, sold as box lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

646 Box lot Award mod rail toilet roll holders (sold as lot), untested, inspection recommended (S) 

647 Universal replacement cistern, Gemini, 91203, inspection recommended (S) 

648 Toilet cistern only, "Marble Trend", Trento MK II, to carton damaged box, inspection recommended (S) 

649 Carpet installation kit, "Capitol", inspection recommended (SH) 

650 Planer, Rockwell, 900w, RD5343 to carton damaged box, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

651 Qty 3 x Kettle, Goldair, 1.7L, cordless, 220w to carton damaged box (sold price per each), inspection recommended (S) 

652 Qty 2 x Steam iron, Goldair, 2400w to carton damaged box, untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold per each) 

653 Camping boots, size 42, pair of, inspection recommended (SH) 

654 Qty 3 x Flexible coloured grout, Dunlop, (charred ash), sold per pack of 4, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

655 Box lot, qty x 2 boxes, joist hangers, 45 x 140 and triple grip, inspection recommended (S) (sold as lot) 

656 Undertile waterproofing, "Dunlop", 2 x 4 litre tubs (sold as pair), inspection recommended (S) 

657 Porcelain coated cast iron breakfast plate, Weber Q to carton damaged box, inspection recommended (S) 

658 Mops, "Oates", swivel frame, qty x 3, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

659 Bromic plumbing & gas water bag automatic pressure controller, inspection recommended (S) 

660 Box lot, 2 pr stainless steel scissors, inspection recommended (S) 

661 Qty 2 x Solar garden Chinese warrior, Mirabella, 47cm high, sold price per each, inspection recommended (S) 

662 Box lot, metal cutting wheels, tile nippers, timber screws, untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold as lot) 

663 Jockey wheel, 750 lbs. capacity, inspection recommended (S) 

664 Jockey wheel, 750 lbs. capacity, inspection recommended (S) 

665 Compressor, "Black Ridge", B12C-200 with hose, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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666 Line trimmers, qty x 3, 2 x Ryobi and 1 x Stihl, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

667 Galvanised hex bolt, "ProEast", 2 x boxes, assorted, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

668 Grass edger, "Cyclone", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

669 Wading gumboots, pair of, size 7, inspection recommended (SH) 

670 Pack nails bullet head plain shank approx 50 x 2.8mm, fibre cement, 40 x 2.8mm lot, inspection recommended (S) 

671 Seasol power pack, inspection recommended (S) 

672 Decking nail, Otter Helical shank, approx 50 x 2.8mm, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

673 Box lot soudal, T-Rex power bond fast gel, inspection recommended (S) 

674 Steel cap boots, Bushman, size 9, inspection recommended (S) 

675 Nail gun, Makita, 6835D, 12V, with charger, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

676 Angle grinder, "Bosch", 620w, PWS 620-100, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

677 Box lot metal cutting wheels, drill bits, hinges, inspection recommended (S) 

678 Box lot of Diamond cutting blades, hinges, tire gauge, down pipes, spray bottles, inspection recommended (S) 

679 Drills, Rockwell, 18v in pack drill, drill in carry case, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

680 Level pack, Spear & Jackson, qty x 4, untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold as lot) 

681 Box lot, 3 packs premium paint brushes set, sold as lot, inspection recommended (S)  

682 Qty 2 x Spirit level, unknown make & model, approx 2m, untested (sold price per each) inspection recommended (SH) 

683 Qty 2 x Cushion grip screwdrivers, Stanley, 10 pack, sold price per each, inspection recommended (S) 

684 Box lot dog toys, roofing cladding, battery & hose joiner, untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold as lot) 

685 Box lot, hinges, tap fitting, timber wood filler, nail bond, untested, inspection recommended (S) (sold as lot) 

686 Submersible pump, "Davey", DC10M-2, 80L/min, yellow, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

687 Blower, "Wesco", WS18CB, battery powered, with charger, note: charger with storeman #2, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

688 Beacon lights, qty x 2, "Genr8", 12 volt, amber, to boxes (sold as pair), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

689 First aid kit, with some accessories, to case, inspection recommended (SH) 

690 Qty 3 x Mini hardware kit, includes: Black & Decker handy driver set, 2 x screw drivers, 7 piece precision knife set, hat and 
coat hook, 4 piece corner brace set, handy tabs, untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

691 Qty 3 x Home hardware box, includes: 2 x screw drivers, 6 pack Teflon tape, pack of poly pipe saddles, 2 x utility knives, 
30 piece garden ties, scratch protectors, Velcro wrap around tape, corner brace set, inspection recommended (SH) (sold 
per each) 

692 Hot dipped galvanised, Zenith, qty x 3 boxes, inspection recommended (SH) 

693 Stylus adhesive packing tape, 50mm x 100m, (15 rolls), inspection recommended (SH) 

694 Qty 3 x Sander, Bosch, PSM 160A (sold price per each), untested, inspection recommended (S) 

695 UHF digital HD TV antenna "Antsig" to carton, damage to box, sold price per each, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

696 Qty 3 x Handy hardware box, includes: 4 x paint brushes, assorted screws pack, 200 piece nails pack, 2 x screw drivers 
and 5m tape measure, untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

697 Qty 6 x Screwdriver set, 10 piece, Stanley, (sold price per each), untested, inspection recommended (S) 

698 Spear gun, "Phantom 1000", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

699 Bolt cutters, qty x 2, 35cm, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

700 Red tool box, contains assorted tools, inspection recommended (SH) 

701 Box lot, mesh supports, Pope water weeper, soldering iron, inspection recommended (S) 

702 Generator, "Ryobi", model RIG2000, 2000W, inverter pull start, on wheels, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

703 Whipper snipper "Zendah" with nylon roll and blade (Untested, inspection recommended) (SH) 

704 Line trimmer, Stihl, FS36, bent shaft, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

705 Line trimmer, Stihl, FS36, bent shaft, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

706 Line trimmer, Stihl, FS36, bent shaft, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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707 Line trimmer, Stihl, FS36, bent shaft, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

708 Line trimmer, Ryobi, 30cc, bent shaft, model: PLT3043YW, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

709 Brush cutter, BBT, 43cc, back pack, no attachments included, motor backpack only, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

710 Disc grinder, "Ozito", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

711 Tow bar, with ball, inspection recommended (SH) 

712 Drill, unknown brand, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

713 Concrete saw, Dida, DH65, 2 stroke, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

714 Jerry can, 20 litres, red, inspection recommended (SH) 

715 Sun lounge, fold out, click clack design, blue, 100% polyester, qty x 2, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

716 LAN tester & multimeter, 2 in 1, "Digitech", model: XC-5078, to box, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

717 2 piece round pull handles, "Ikonic", length: 600mm, stainless steel brushed finish, to box, inspection recommended (SH) 

718 Bolt cutters, unknown brand, 10mm, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

719 Tackle box, with assorted hooks & lures, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

720 Spare wheel space saver, 4 stud pattern, inspection recommended (SH) 

722 Performance pump, "Hurlcon", CX280, serial no. 05089535, 240V, inspection recommended (SH) 

723 Laser level kit, "Craftright", with tripod & safety goggles, to box, inspection recommended (SH) 

724 Solar panels, ideal for camping, inspection recommended (SH) 

725 Letter box, through wall, "Highlander", stainless steel finish in sealed package, inspection recommended (SH) 

726 Tool box, ammunition style, inspection recommended (SH) 

727 Bio fertilizer, Ultra Boost, qty x 3, 10 litre tub, inspection recommended (S) (sold as lot) 

728 Petrol tank, 24L, with hose & connections, inspection recommended (SH) 

729 Otter gun nails, qty x 5, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

730 Oxy kit attachments, qty x 4 pieces to Makita case, inspection recommended (SH) 

731 Compost bin, 220 litre to carton damaged box, inspection recommended (S) 

732 Tile cutter, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

733 Door strips, "Raven", qty x 3, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

734 Ladder, "Bailey", A-frame, 5 rung, alloy frame, inspection recommended (SH) 

735 Welder - 'Lincoln Electric', model DC-400, 500A, 40v, 3 phase, on casters, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
Caution is Advised: This welder has been tagged Do Not Operate for the following reasons: Inconsistent weld output, 
machine drops in/out once under load. This item is sold as is, where is, may not be suitable for commercial use, no refunds 
will be offered. 

736 Welder - 'Lincoln Electric', model DC-400, 500A, 40v, 3 phase, on casters, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
Caution is Advised: This welder has been tagged Do Not Operate for the following reasons: Wont load up in CC mode This 
item is sold as is, where is, may not be suitable for commercial use, no refunds will be offered. 

737 Welder - 'Lincoln Electric', model DC-400, 500A, 40v, 3 phase, on casters, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
Caution is Advised This welder has been tagged Do Not Operate for the following reasons: VRD faulty, welds 2 or 3 sticks 
then wont arc change to mig then back to stick and does the same thing, works fine by overriding VRD, use only on mig 
and gouging. This item is sold as is, where is, may not be suitable for commercial use, no refunds will be offered. 

738 Welder - 'Lincoln Electric', model DC-400, 500A, 40v, 3 phase, on casters, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
Caution is Advised: This welder has been tagged Do Not Operate for the following reasons: Wont load up in CC mode This 
item is sold as is, where is, may not be suitable for commercial use, no refunds will be offered. 

739 Caged bin, collapsible, stackable, fold down flap, 1m x 0.8m x 0.8m, inspection recommended (SH) 

740 Folding saw horse, qty x 3, (sold as lot), inspection recommended (SH) 

741 Qty 3 x Add-long, 2 door broom cupboard, 1800mm H x 900mm W x 420mm D, qty x 3, white, price per each, untested, 
inspection recommended (S) 
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742 Ceramic pinot wine barrel, 45cm, inspection recommended (S) 

743 Toilet roll holder, "Gallery Bathroom Accessories", code A8955, qty x 18, to box, sold as box lot, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

744 Petrol lawn mower, Rockwell, 139cc, 40cm, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

745 Bike rack, 2 bike, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

747 Easy green rotary spreader, Scotts, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

748 Qty 72 x Solar road stud light, unknown make, model Jw-216 (sold price per each, must take 24 and multiples of 24) (note 
to staff: 24 pieces per box), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

749 Qty 24 x Solar house number display, "Shineko", model SB-T007B (sold price per each, must take 12 & multiples of 12) 
(note to staff: 12 pieces per box), inspection recommended (SH) 

750 Qty 24 x Solar house number display, "Shineko", model SB-T007 (sold price per each, must take 12 & multiples of 12) 
(note to staff: 12 pieces per box), inspection recommended (SH) 

751 Qty 96 x Solar stair light, "Shineko", model JW-203 (sold price per each, must take 48 & multiples of 48) (note to staff: 48 
pieces per box), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

752 Qty 48 x Solar ceramic light, unknown make, model JW-580B (sold price per each, must take 24 and multiples of 24) (note 
to staff: 24 pieces per box), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

753 Qty 120 x Solar road stud light, unknown make, model Jw-212 (sold price per each, must take 24 and multiples of 24) 
(note to staff: 24 pieces per box), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

754 Qty 24 x Solar spotlight, unknown make, JW-019B (sold price per each, must take 12 and multiples of 12) (note to staff: 12 
pieces per box), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

755 TV wall mount swing arm, "Bauhn", to box, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

756 Galvanised folding work bench, Geelong, inspection recommended (S) 

757 Qty 48 x Solar lantern string light, unknown make, model JW-800B (sold price per each, must take 24 and multiples of 24) 
(note: to staff: 24 pieces per box), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

758 Qty 48 x Solar string light, unknown make, model JW-800A (sold price per each, must take 24 and multiples of 24) (note to 
staff: 24 pieces per box), untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

759 Cordless garden blower, "Black & Decker", untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

760 Ice box, "Sidchrome", red, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

761 Paint spray gun, with compressor & hose, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

762 Boat winch, "Super Gear", 12 volt, 21016, 2000lbs, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

763 Twin handled car polisher, "MVP", to case, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

764 Assorted hard hats/helmets, qty x 7, to box, sold as box lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

765 Balmain vanity, 750mm, RDH ITH, 2 x box, inspection recommended (SH) 

766 Assorted goods including spray paint gun, hand drill & blow torch, qty x 3, sold as lot, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

767 Bench grinder, "Super Works", SWBG125, small, yellow, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

768 Twin lamps, Nelson Tradesman, 2 x 500W, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

769 Boat propellers, qty x 2, black metal, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

770 Timber screws, Zenith, hex heads with seal, inspection recommended (S) 

771 Tow bar, unknown make & model, black, #inspection recommended (SH) 

772 Qty 4 x Pedal bins, chrome, inspection recommended (SH) (sold per each) 

773 Work bench, Black & Decker Workmate, inspection recommended (S) 

774 Qty 5 x Snake Repellers, RRP $89.00 Sold per Box 2 x Units Inclusive qty 2 solar powered, frequency range 400hz-
1000hz, sold as pr, 7 day return to store warranty, inspection recommended.  

775 Qty 5 x Snake Repellers, RRP $89.00 Sold per Box 2 x Units Inclusive qty 2 solar powered, frequency range 400hz-
1000hz, sold as pr, 7 day return to store warranty, inspection recommended.  

776 Qty 5 x Snake Repellers, RRP $89.00 Sold per Box 2 x Units Inclusive qty 2 solar powered, frequency range 400hz-
1000hz, sold as pr, 7 day return to store warranty, inspection recommended.  

777 Feature light, "CL", to box, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
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778 Double folding clothes line, inspection recommended (S) 

779 Whipper snipper, "Ryobi", PLT 3043YW, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

780 Pope turbo sprinkler, rain tower, Bahco pradines, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

781 Qty 2 x Workstation, Dremel, 220-01, (sold price per each), untested, inspection recommended (S) 

782 Top load drive Ultra concentrate, 5kg, qty x 2, inspection recommended (S) 

785 Steam cleaner, "Steam Dream", yellow, with hose & gun, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

786 Portable work bench, Black & Decker Workmate, inspection recommended (S) 

788 Qty 12 x Base paint, 'Dulux Acrathane IF high gloss acrylic finish deep base, Hardner not included. (Sold as price per litre, 
must take 12 litres, inspection recommended) (SH) 

789 Dulux AcraTex 590 Roll On, 15 litres, inspection recommended (SH) 

790 Qty 8 x Paint, "Dulux", wash and wear, low sheen, antique white USA, sold price per litre, must take 4 and multiples of 4, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

791 Qty 16 x Paint, "Dulux", wash and wear plus, low sheen, vivid white, sold price per litre, must take 4 and multiples of 4, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

792 Qty 4 x Paint, "Spring", interior acrylic, low sheen, white, sold price per litre, must take 4 litres, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

793 Qty 4 x Paint, "Dulux", weather shield, low sheen, orange, sold price per litre, must take 4 and multiples of 4, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

794 Qty 12 x Paint, "Dulux", was and wear plus, low sheen, vivid white, sold price per litre, must take 4 litres and multiples of 4, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

795 Qty 8 x Paint, "Dulux", metal shield, metallic aluminum, sold price per litre, must take 4 and multiples of 4, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

796 Qty 4 x Paint, "Dulux", super enamel, semi gloss, vivid white, sold price per litre, must take 4 litres and multiples of 4, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

797 Qty 6 x Paint, "Dulux", metal shield, QD enamel, clear base (8 litre when tinted), sold price per litre, must take 6 litres, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

798 Qty 8 x Paint, "Dulux", super enamel, high gloss, vivid white, sold price per litre, must take 4 litres and multiples of 4, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

799 Qty 4 x Paint, "British Paints", clean and protect, low sheen, red, sold price per litre, must take 4 litres and multiples of 4, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

800 Qty 4 x Paint, "Accent", premium gloss enamel, white, sold price per litre, must take 4 litres and multiples of 4, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

809 Folding clothesline, Hills, 21m/10 line, inspection recommended (SH) 

810 Pressure washer, powered by "Honda", GX620 V-Twin, 20.0 motor on fabricated 4 wheel frame, tires faulty, key start, key 
with storeman, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

811 Lifetime fold up table, 6 ft./1.83m, inspection recommended (SH) 

812 Grout, Quick set cement, adhesives, wheel barrow wheels, assorted to one pallet, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 
(sold as lot) 

813 Weed killer, "Hot Devil", inspection recommended (SH) 

814 Large qty of ultra boost x 6, compost mix, garden soil, cow manure, inspection recommended (SH) 

815 Box lot, large qty, pine bark, play sand, inspection recommended (SH) 

816 Potting mix/compost, large box qty assorted, to pallet, inspection recommended (SH) 

817 Box lot, large qty compost fertilizer, inspection recommended (SH) 

818 Compost/fertilizer, large box qty assorted, to pallet, inspection recommended (SH) 

819 Potting mix/compost, large pallet qty assorted, inspection recommended (SH) 

820 Compost/manure/fertilizer, large pallet qty assorted, inspection recommended (SH) 

821 Downlights, large qty approx 56, 2 x tube light per unit, colour: green, sold as lot, assorted to one pallet, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 
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822 Downlights, large qty approx 58, 2 x tube light per unit, colour: white, sold as lot, assorted to one pallet, untested, 
inspection recommended (SH) 

823 Qty 6 x Timber doors, qty 6, various internals, inspection recommended (SH) (sold price per each, must take all 6) 

824 Entry door, internal door, qty x 18 (6x entry doors) assorted sizes & styles, inspection recommended (SH) 

826 Unpainted wooden pegs, qty x 1368, 300 x 50 x 50 (sold as pack) inspection recommended 

827 Planter pots, black, PVC, qty x 15, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

828 Garden cart, Gard & Grow, Ezy tip 2, untested, inspection recommended (S) 

829 Gate, hinged, green metal, 800 x 1700, inspection recommended (SH) 

830 Qty 80 x Tiles, internal wall Stone Beige 200 x 300 glazed porcelain (Sold as price per square metre, must take pallet of 
80 square metres, inspection recommended) (S)l 

832 Qty 66 x Tile internal floor Ivory polished 300 x 300 (Sold as price per square metre, must take pallet of 66 square metres, 
inspection recommended) (S) 

833 Qty 72 x Tiles, internal wall Venina Beige 10 x 16 glazed porcelain (Sold as price per square metre, must take pallet of 72 
square metres, inspection recommended) (S)l 

834 Qty 76 x Tiles, Stone Ivory, 200 x 300 internal wall, qty approx 76m2, inspection recommended (sold per m2, must take all 
76m2) 

835 Qty 72 x Tiles, internal wall Stone Beige 200 x 300 glazed porcelain (Sold as price per square metre, must take pallet of 
72 square metres, inspection recommended) (S)l 

836 Qty 72 x Tiles, internal wall Style Beige 250 x 400 glazed porcelain (Sold as price per square metre, must take pallet of 72 
square metres, inspection recommended) (S)l 

838 Qty 62 x Tile, Steelworx sting steptread, 330 x 330, qty approx 570 pieces to pallet, 62m2, inspection recommended (sold 
per m2, must take all 62m2) 

 

7pm Vintage & Collectables Online Auction 
501 Collection of Elvis Presley Plates x 12 In Boxes RRP $1131 (inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

502 Ceramic Base Vintage Lamp with Moulded Frosted Glass Shade 

503 Very Tall Vintage Lamp with Marble Plinth - Porcelain Base - Carved Amber Glass Shade & Flue 

504 Childcraft Books (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

505 Figurine "Ring-a-Ring a Rosie" (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

506 Fosters Grand Prix Glasses x 11 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

507 Assortment of Items Including Doucumet Holder, Small Picture Frame, Music Box & 2 x Minature Decks of Cards in 
Pouches (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

508 Teapot on Stand & Sugar Bowl, Silver Plated (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

509 Arthur Price Cutlery Set In Original Box 

510 3 x Condement Bowls, Johnson Aus, Souviner England etc (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

511 Signed Glass Quad Vase Burgundy Art Deco (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

512 York Empire England Bowls x 2 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

513 Carltonware Art Deco Sewing & Gravy Boat (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

514 Vases x 3 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

515 Noritake Milk Jug 2062 Japan (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

516 Wedgewood Gravy Boat (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

517 Melamine Canister (Sellex) Art Deco 3 x Measure Cups (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

518 Toast Holder Handmade Japan (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

519 Vintage Ceramic Candle Holder (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

520 Carltonware Gravy Boat & Dish (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

521 Retro Corn Butter Dish Japan (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 
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522 Carltonware Australian Lily Pad Bowl (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

523 Figurines, pair of elderly couple Bisque figurines, inspection recommended (SH) 

524 Celebrating The Millennium in 2000 Limited Edition Sealed Collector's Magnum 1.5 litres by Carlton United Breweries 
(Unbroken Seal) 

525 Tall Heavy Early Hand Cut Crystal Vase 

525a Trout Rod with Reel, Made by G.L.Little - The Maker of Fishing Rods for Prince Charles (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

526 Lovely Medium Height Vintage Lamp with Ormolu & Ceramic Base with Frosted & Gilded Glass Shade 

527 Gobblets, Glass x 5 African Design (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

528 Pair of Large Elegant C1950's Amber Water Jugs 

529 Fitz & Floyd Shell Pattern Water Jug Plus One Pair of Fitz & Floyd Candle Holders (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

530 (2) Crystal Whisky Decanters one with built in cup (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

531 Cloisonne Lidded Box (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

532 HM Royal Albert "Val d'Or" White & Gilded Coffee Set (6) x Duos 

533 HM Royal Albert "Val d'Or" Jug & Underplate + HM Royal Allbert crown China C1930's White with Gold Gilding Sugar Bowl 
& Jug  

534 Shelley Duo (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

535 Heavy Elephant (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

536 Trinket Box, Crown & Candle Holder, Brass (2 Items) (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

537 Model Hot Rod DiCast Car (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

538 Calton Ware Bowls x 2 & Beswick Bowl A/F on Yellow Bowl (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

539 Royal Doulton Cabinet Plate, Aboriginal (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

540 Assorted Items x 3, Vases x 2 Milk Glass & Bowl Fire King (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

541 Spoon Set & Tea Pot Silver Plated (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

542 Assorted Items x 3, Amber Glass & 2 Bowls (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

543 Boot rack, holds 3 pairs boots, boxed, inspection recommended (SH) 

544 Set of Copper Jelly Moulds (Fish & Victorian Style Moulds) Susan Pender Coin Necklace, 1788 Penny Insert Bezel set, 
Medallion Clasp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

545 Copper & Stainless Steel (Paul Revere, USA) Frying Pan Susan Pender Coin Necklace, 1788 Penny Insert Bezel set, 
Medallion Clasp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

546 New Espresso Coffee Maker & 2 Matching Cups (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

547 Crockery Teapot With Combination Matching Cups (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

548 Framed Rembrandt Print (Small) & Enamel on Cork "The Keep" Dorchester (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

549 Victorian Sugar Bowl (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

550 Kerosene Lamp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

551 Kerosene Lamp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

552 Teaset - (4) x C1938 HM Radford England Fine Porcelain Pretty Spring Flowers Trios + Matching Jug/Underplate, Sugar 
Bowl & Cake Plate 

553 Metal hanging frame art, Silhouettes, qty x 2, approx. 8" x 12", sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

554 Antique C1830 Staffordshire Lion With His Paw On The World 

555 Chinese Warrior Carving (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

556 Large Lidded Floral Urn 

557 Candleabra (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

558 Mixer/juicer, 1950's, Sunbeam, original, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

559 Mix Master, Sunbeam (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

560 Tin Knight on Stand (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

561 Picnic Basket (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 
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562 Pair of 58cm Candle Sticks (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

563 White Bamboo Bird Cage (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

564 Leadlight Lamp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

565 Brown vase with lid, tinted glass, approx. 25 cm tall, inspection recommended (SH) 

566 Heavy metal water feature like ornament, can be dismantled, approx 15cm high (green), inspection recommended (SH) 

567 Old signal preserving jar, inspection recommended (SH) 

568 Asian bone carvings, handcrafted in intricate filigree design of temple gods, inspection recommended (SH) 

569 Asian ceramics, qty x 2, one russet stoneware Buddha head, other Geisha strumming a Shamisen Lute, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

570 Carving in timber of antelope and duck, inspection recommended (SH) 

571 (2) x Handpainted Lidded Ginger Jars 

572 Tall Elegant Beautifully Painted Italian Ewer/Vase Hallmark to Base 

573 Tall Elegant Oriental Hand painted & Carved Bird Ceramic Stand 

574 Very Tall Floral Ceramic Vase 

575 Porcelain Handpainted Marble Finish Lidded Italian Wall Pocket Hallmark to Base 

576 Tall Heavy Polish Contemporary Square Vase with Applied Glass Circles 

577 Large Amethyst Carnival Glass Vase 

578 Stunning Very Large & Ornately Engraved Lidded Crystal Comport 

579 Pair of Victorian Blue Milk Glass Vases 

580 "Liddy" designer, servery set, qty x 2, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

581 Snow dome, "Sydney Opera House", inspection recommended (SH) 

582 Light up statue, "Fantasy", approx 15cm tall, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

583 Blue & White Square Neck Water Jug Susan Pender Coin Necklace, 1788 Penny Insert Bezel set, Medallion Clasp 
(Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

584 Ceramic Bowl of Apples (Italian) (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

585 Japanese pots/vases, qty x 2, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

586 Solid Lead Crystal Rose Bowl Vase (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

587 Herd of elephant statues, qty x 4, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

588 Silverware urn, "Etain Fin", inspection recommended (SH) 

589 Apricot ceramic shell like dish with two swans, inspection recommended (SH) 

590 Mosaic ornament, qty x 3 pieces, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

591 Angor Hocking Fine Icing Oven Proof Made in USA Milk Jug (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

592 Clock, ornate "Crosa Quartz", with imitation pendulum approx. 60cm long, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

593 Elvis club magazine no. 102, 68 pages monthly edition, "Elvis Family Pictures", inspection recommended (SH) 

594 Pair of Diamond Cut Signed Stuart Crystal Large Balloon Glasses 

595 Vintage set of (6) x Gilded Amber Wine Glasses 

596 HM Stuart Crystal Signed Champagne Boats x (8) 

597 Games, including snakes and ladders drinking game, Uno cards & Pictionary, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 
(sold as lot) 

598 Polaroid Camera Boxed (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

599 Vintage Brass Nautica Ships Wheel Pen Holder (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

600 2 x Small Clocks (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

601 (2) x Vintage Glass Lamp Shades 

602 Dutches Set (6 Items) (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

603 Vase, Asian, Pink Boxed (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

604 Serving Tray (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 
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605 Retro Stoneware Clipped Ship Mug (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

606 Beer stein Hand Painted (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

607 Art Deco Vase Crown & Devon + Cream Vase x 2 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

608 (5) x Pieces of Assorted China Pieces - Victorian, Spencer Stevenson England, Noritake 

609 (7) x Pieces of Assorted China Pieces - Royal Doulton, KPM, British Anchor, Majolica  

610 (3) x Vintage Assorted Decanters 

611 Buddha (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

612 Brass Tree on Rock (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

613 Candlearbras x 2 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

614 Qty 3 Assorted Vases (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

615 Beaten Copper Artwork "St. Mary's Christian Brothers College" with Artist Signature to Right Hand Bottom 

616 Boxing Legend Manny Pagino Signed, Framed 20 x 16 Fight Photo accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity 
(Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

617 Wrestling Legend Triple H Novelty 50 Pound Note (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

618 Happy Days Signed by Scott Baio and Erin Moran accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

619 Kirk Douglas Signed Photo 10 x 8 accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

620 Friday the 13th Signed (and Added Jason New Dies) Ari Lehman 10 x 8 accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity 
(Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

621 Sophia Loren Signed 6 x 4 Photo accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

622 John Travolta Signed "Grease" 10 x 8 accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

623 Sister Deloves Hart With Elvis Signed 10 x 8 accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity (Inspection Recommended) 
(S/H) 

624 John Provost Signed "Lassie" 14 x 11 accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

625 Adrian Paul Signed "Highlander" 14 x 11 accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

626 Dukes of Hazzard "General Lee" 14 x 11 Photo Signed by John Schnieder accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity 
(Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

627 Welcom Back Kotter Signed by 3 "Sweathogs" 14 x 11 accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

628 M.F.C Legend Royce Gracie Signed 14 x 11 Photo accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

629 Little River Band "Playing to Win" LP with Vinyl Signed by all members accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity 
(Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

630 The Cars "Shake it up" LP with Vinyl Signed by all 5 Members accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

631 Earnie Shavers v Muhamed Ali Signed 20 x 16 replica Fight Poster accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity 
(Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

632 LP Edison Records "Prayer & Marsch" by Carl Flesch (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

633 Signed Original Photograph of "The greatest Lover of the 1920" - Rudolph Valentino - Star of the Silent Screen 

634 Elvis Presley - Wednesday, August 17, 1977 Original "The Commercial Appeal Memphis Tennessee" Newspaper 12 Page 
Edition - Printed the Day After The King Died - "Death Captures Crown of Rock and Roll" - Numerous photos & newspaper 
reports & articles 

635 Boxed QBOS Tradition Mens Watch, Wallet & Keyring  

636 Vintage Bakelite Clip On Earrings + Elegant Necklace 

637 Vintage C1940's Mulberry Necklace + Multi-coloured Glass Necklace 

638 Large Early 1900's Ladies Silverplated Chainmail Purse 

639 Magnificent Set of Aurora Borealis Crystals & Sterling Silver Rosary Beads Stamped Sterling 

640 Carved Bone Spoon + Polished Agate With Lion Decal 
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641 Set of Lovely C1970's Dress Pearl Necklace (possibly Oroton) 

642 Delicate Necklace Set with Black Crystals & Pearls 

643 Vintage Large Double Pearl Bar Brooch 

644 Lovely Rhinestone Gecko Brooch with Green Stone Eyes 

645 Vintage Fair Wren Barkwork Brooch 

646 (2) x Dress Clips - Black Cameo and Gold Wreath 

647 Designer Evening Cocktail Bracelet with Glittering Rhinestones on the Magnetic Clasp 

648 Medal Aged Masons Widows & Orphans Institution Queensland 

649 Victorian Lady Porcelain Vintage Brooch 

650 Designer Enamelled & Diamante Large Black Cross on Chain 

651 (2) x Early 1900's Rhinestone Buckles 

652 Beautiful Vintage 9ct Yellow Gold Screw On Earring With Blue Stone - Aquamarine or Blue Topaz Stamped 9ct with 
Maker's Hallmark H P (Convert to a Pendant or Ring) 

653 Dainty "Elite" Branded Ladies Quartz Watch In The Shape of a Heart on a Belcher Chain Band 

654 Vintage Red Stone Drop Brooch 

655 Vintage Borealis Crystal Clip On Chandelier Earrings 

656 Nouveau Style Brooch Set with Pearls 

657 Vintage Dress Pearl Chain Necklace + Pair of Clip On Earrings 

658 Vintage Rhinestone Floral Brooch 

659 Large Heavy Medallion on Chain "ASSEN MARS 25KM" 

660 Gents Stainless Steel Quartz Watch Branded Genuine "Dickies" S/N LDX364WMT 237 PC32 M.Z. Berger (In Working 
Order) 

661 1970's Ladies Crocodile Spring Open Bangle + Pair of Rhinestone Clip On Earrings 

662 Gents Adidas Branded Watch with Leather Band in Working Order 

663 (4) x Collectable Thimbles including "The Big Pineapple", "Clarke Gable", etc. 

664 Very Large Statement 1970's Drop Designer Earrings 

665 Pretty Vintage Pearl & Wine Stone Brooch in Gold Coloured Setting 

666 Dainty Sterling Silver Blue Stone Bracelet Stamped 925 

667 Lovely Italian Micromosaic Brooch in the Shape of a Mandolin 

668 Gemstones - Exquisite Aquamarines 

669 Asian Seals or Tokens 

670 Gemstones - Gorgeous Garnets 

671 Gemstones - Beautiful Opals 

672 Early Australian Colonial Man with His Dog Sterling Silver Pendant Stamped 925 (on his arm) 

673 Collectable Aboriginal Handpainted Emu Egg on Plinth 

674 (2) x Engraved Brass Pill Boxes 

675 Japanese Occupied Paper Bank Note 

676 Micro Machines Van (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

677 Boxed Honda R/C City Turbo Mint (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

678 Atari Lynx in Box Mint (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

679 Licking From a Chicken Game (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

680 Figurine (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

681 Exquisite Pink Roses HM Dresden Porcelain Candelabra With (2) x Matching Single Candle Holders 

682 Tea Pots x 2 , Oriental Red & Silver Ware & Tea Strainer (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

683 Mount N Trail Kerosene Lamp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

684 Fowlerware Toilet, Salesmans Sample (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 
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685 Lidded Bowl, The Country Diary Collection, Royal Winton & Small Kerosene Lamp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

686 Lomonosov Percelain Factory, Russia, St Petersburg LFZ 1960 1970's Figurine, Hand Painted Ballarina (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

687 Lomonosov Percelain Factory, Russia, St Petersburg LFZ 1960 1970's Figurine, Hand Painted Man & Dog (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

688 Lomonosov Percelain Factory, Russia, St Petersburg LFZ 1960 1970's Figurine, Hand Painted Lady & Dog (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

689 Lomonosov Percelain Factory, Russia, St Petersburg LFZ 1960 1970's Figurine, Hand Painted Boy & Dog (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

690 Circa 1890 Hallmarked Doulton Burslem Small Platter (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

691 Bowls x 2 Royal Doulton (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

692 Cabinet Plate "Wolsey", Royal Doulton (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

693 Ashtray, chromed metal with 357 magnum shell decoration, approx 100mm diametre, inspection recommended (SH) 

694 Fish cutlery setting for 6 (12 piece) EP, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

695 Antique (1891) advertising memoranda calendar, "Frohlich & Adams" London, approx 80mm x 60mm, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

696 Brooches, qty 3, including "Forget Me Not", marked 375, green stone and another damaged, inspection recommended 
(SH) (sold as lot) 

697 Fob/medallion, hallmarked Birmingham, turn of the Century on silver coloured chain, untested, inspection recommended 
(SH) 

698 Cut throat razor, "Solingen", plus boxed sharpening stone, inspection recommended (SH) 

699 Necklace, qty 4, various, untested, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

700 Necklace,vintage Venetian millefiori style beads, around 800mm long, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

701 Pin back buttons,vintage approx 50, includes "Stan McCabe" and badges, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

702 Assorted statues & wooden little vases and assorted dragons, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

703 Decorative Bowl with 2 sides & Handle (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

704 Meat Platter Hand Painted by Cathy Kennedy May 1986 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

705 Crystal Classes x 5 (inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

706 Vintage Books x 3 Including My Uncle Toby, Black Beauty & Around the World in Eighty Days (Inspection Recommended) 
(S/H) 

707 Collectors' glass, solid with Marnissimo Crystal etched, + 1950's Egg (Inspection Recommended) (SH) 

708 Butler knives, 2 sets, ivory handle, cup markers, inspection recommended (SH) 

709 Folk Set (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

710 Knife & Folk Set, Bone Handles (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

711 2 x Bunnykins Bowls (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

712 Antique Books x 2 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

713 Vintage Book, Bunyan's Works (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

714 "Electric Lighting of 20's and 30's and "Glassware Identification Guide" 

715 A Collector's Guide to Popular Antiques 

716 Carters Antique & Collectables Price Guide 2008 

717 "The Pleasures of Collecting" and "All Colour Book of Dolls"  

718 Victorian HM Wellington China C1906+ Imari Trios x (3) + Sugar Bowl & Underplate 

719 1 x Ltr Schlossbrae Beer Mug & Corio Whisky Glass Jug (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

720 2 x Blue, Green Companion Pair of Mouth Blown Crystal Glasses (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

721 Antique brass temple incense burner display Dragon embossed (heavy- 7kg), ring handle, untested, inspection 
recommended (SH) 
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722 Ceramics, Asian printed decorative tea pot, period costume man & lady on park bench & green glass lad & lady under tree 
stump, vase period costume white statue male with vase for rose, sold as lot, authenticity unknown, inspection 
recommended (SH)  

723 Frames, qty x 2, (1 x Keli Lane, 1 x Blue Artie Fartie) ceramic cup cake jar, ceramic decorative shoe plus jewellery stand 
torso, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

724 2 x Figurines (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

725 Parquetry Wooden Box (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

726 Box of Atari Game Cartridges (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

727 Rover the Poodle Vintage (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

728 HM Noritake Tea Set with Handpainted Gold Gilding - (6) x Trios + Cake Plate + Milk Jug + Sugar Bowl 

729 HM Gladstone England C1950's White & Gold Trios x (3) + Duo + Cake Plate + Milk Jug/Underplate 

730 Army Tank Transformer (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

731 Vintage Sony Tuner (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

732 Atari 260G + Games (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

733 3 x Vintage Kupie Dolls (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

734 Vintage Humphrey B.Bear (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

735 Light Green Truck Transformer (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

736 Red Truck Money Box (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

737 Red Tinplate Toy Plane (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

738 Green Tinplate Toy Plane (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

739 U Boat Japanese Electronic Game (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

740 Two Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Vehicles (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

741 Box SF Rough Out Opals (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

742 Dewars Scotch Whisky Drinks Tray (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

743 M & M Basketball Dispenser (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

744 Pocket Watches x 3 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

745 Rolex Watch Box & Case (No Watch, Box Only) (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

746 Carltonware white Lettuce Leaf with Cherry Tomotoes (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

747 Pair of Fully Gold Gilded HM Noritake Candle Sticks (Inspection Recommenced) (S/H) 

748 Bird Figurine & Clock with Bird Picture (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

749 Trios - (2) x Antique English Cauldon C1905 "Pink Garlands" (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

750 Large Old Estate Brass Oriental Bowl (Inspection Recommenced) (S/H) 

751 Vintage Cuban Cigar Box and Box with Vintage Map of the World on The Lid 

752 HM Phoenix Ware Exquisite Bird of Paradise Large Serving Bowl with (6) x Smaller Bowls 

753 Old Fashioned Model Car (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

754 Collectors Tin, His Majesty King Edward VIII (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

755 Tupperware Container with Assortment of Travel Pins, Key Rings & Brooches (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

756 Tower Lever System Corkscrew Set (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

757 Framed Cross Stitch, Clown Holding Balloons (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

758 Vintage Tottoys Ghost Gun Game (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

759 Red Cedar Wooden Brief Case (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

760 Original Large Transformer (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

761 Large Transformer with Remote Control (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

762 Bakelite Backgammon in Canvas Case (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

763 3 x Vintage Dinasaurs, Hong Kong (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

764 Vintage Lone Star Toy Gun & Holster (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 
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765 Rare Machine Bluster (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

766 Wooden Sculpture of People Hugging (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

767 Vintage Scuba Tank Tester (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

768 Silver Jubilee 1977 Toy Set, Plastic (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

769 Box of World Letters (Old) (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

770 Pink Box of World Letters (Old) (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

771 5 x Star Wars Items Including A2D2, Money Box, Comic & 2 x Boxed Games (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

772 Lounge Red Truck & Trailer Transformer (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

773 Atari 2600 Console + Controllers (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

774 Leopard Print Bowls x 4 + Oriental Cabinet Plate (Plastic) (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

775 Vase (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

776 Spoon Set in Box (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

777 Assortment of Cufflinks in Box (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

778 Gobblets x 2 in Box (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

779 Crystal Items Including 2 x Vases, Perfume Bottle & 2 x Trays (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

780 Collection of 3 Irish Lads (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

781 Black Boot Ashtray, Pottery Made in England Mark 1320A (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

782 Lead Crystal Vase 24% Pbo, French (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

783 Ceramic Candle Holder and Snuffer (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

784 2 x Wine Jugs, Kaiser (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

785 Large Diamond Cut Bohemia Crystal Footed Bowl 

786 Vintage set of (6) x Handpainted Gilded Greek Key Rim Champagne Flutes 

787 2 x Quality Melamine Dishes & 1 x McWilliams Wines "Friar" Sherry Glass (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

788 Large Victorian Handpainted Mantel Clock 

789 Large Victorian Handpainted Twin Handled Vase 

790 Victorian C1890 HM Locke & Co Worcester Blush & Cream EP Rim & Handle Biscuit Barrel 

791 Antique Handpainted Fenton Vases With Inset Cartouche Paintings (a/f) 

792 Butter Dish Staffordshire, Hand Painted Shorter & Son (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

793 Plate with Holes for Straining Vegetables (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

794 Assorted Items x 4 Including Wedgewood Tray, Small Salt Shaker, Chokin Vase (Small) & Calton Ware Bowl (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

795 Masons Ironstone China Decorative Tray (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

796 Early 1900's "End of Day" Twin Handled Vase (a/f) 

797 Pretty Vintage Czech Lustre & Gilded Cabinet Plate Featuring Maidens in the Garden 

798 Vintage HM Sadler Teapot Sugar Bowl & Jug (crazing to jug) 

799 Set of (4) x Vintage Square Based Acid Etched Birds & Trees Crystal Brandy Snifters Hallmarks Etched to Base 

800 HM Stuart Crystal Signed Wine Glasses - (5) x White Wine Glasses + (3) x Smaller Wine Glasses 

801 Retro Turquoise Blue Decanter with (6) x Wine Glasses + (5) x Shot Glasses 

802 Blue & White Plate on Brass Stand (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

803 Lovely Diamond Cut Crystal Bowl with Original Label 

804 Oriental Teapot & 6 x Cups (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

805 (3) x Items of Cobalt Blue Glass Lined EP Serving Dishes 

806 (3) x Items of Cobalt Blue Glass Lined EP Serving Dishes 

807 Blue Glass Bottle (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

808 HM Royal Bayreuth (24) Piece Dinner Set With Pink Carnations (4 dinner plates/ 4 soup coupes/ 4 cups/ 4 saucers/ 4 side 
plates 
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809 Water Pitcher, Crystal & Pair of Matching Glasses, Heavy Glidded (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

810 Crystal Lead Cut Vase 

811 Crystal Canister Holder Bohemia Made in Cez (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

812 Crystal Cut Vase Scalloped (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

813 2 x Champainge Glasses, Lead Crystal Red Stem (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

814 Beautifully Turned Timber Footed Comport with Turned Timber Fruit including China Egg 

815 Thanksgiving Turkey Lidded Tureen (Signature to Base) 

816 Victorian Decorative China Tea Cup & Saucers (Flowers & Berries Design) 

817 Dainty "Mother" Duo HM Remlyn Bone China 

818 Vintage C1940's Japanese Lustre Little Jug, Sugar, Mustard & Tray 

819 HM Coalport Delicate Roses Ornament + Pair of White Roses Ceramic Shoes 

820 HM Grindley Lidded Tureen 

821 Majolica Footed Cake Stand + Nasturtium Cabinet Plate 

822 Car Horn (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

823 Pair of Wooden skinny Artifacts (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

824 Pair of Sabres, Toledo, Spain (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

825 Silver Plate Bowl & 4 Trays (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

826 Assorted Pottery Items (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

827 Tea Cups x 10, Fine China (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

828 Shot Glasses x 6 (inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

829 Graduating Jug Set, Elite Chind x 3 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

830 Vintage HM Salisbury England Cobalt Blue & Gold Trios x (3) plus Biscuit Dish/Underplate 

831 Set of (3) x Graduated Blue & White Dishes 

832 Italian Lead Crystal Wine Gobblets, Guilded x 2 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

833 Trios - (2) x Antique C1910's Imari Flowers + Sugar Bowl & Jug 

834 HM Austria Handpainted Oval Floral Bowl with Pierced Edging 

835 Antique Dressing Table Hand Held Mirror & Brush Stamped "The Regent of London" - Stunning old Lace & Medallions 
Under Celluloid Bevel Edge Mirror has no cracks - Spring Bristles have been removed from the brush 

836 HM Germany (4) x Oblong Plates Made for Hilton Hotel Australia 

837 Cute Vintage Angel Ornaments + Oriental Duck Ornaments 

838 Dinner Plates x 9, Leftmann Weiden (inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

839 Victorian Bisque Pair of Boy & Girl Figurines 

840 (3) x HM Villery & Boch Items - Pretty Coffee Pot for One + Lidded Trinket Bowl + Floral Fruit Coupe/Underplate 

841 Large Oriental Lidded Urn 

842 Cabinet Plate "The Chelsea Flower Show" (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

843 Cake Plates x 2 & Serving Spoons x 2 (inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

844 Blue Meat Platter & Gravy Jug, England, Lupin Petal Grindley (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

845 Meat Platter, New Port "Johnson Bros" (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

846 (4) x Cake Plates - Handpainted Victorian, Meakin, Royal Winton, Robert Gordon 

847 Chamber Pot, Portmeirion Pottery (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

848 Desert Bowls & Serving Bowl, 7 Piece, H & K Tunstall (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

849 Serving Plate & Lidded Urn, Blue & White (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

850 (3) x Handpainted Timber Items - Two Wall Hanging Plaques + Lidded Bowl 

851 Longstem Handmade Richard Crystal Made in Cez (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

852 Mantle Clock (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 
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853 Assortment of Items Including Sun Catcher, Empire state Building, Punture Kit, Collectors Ashtray, Belt Buckle, Tie Pin & 
Cufflinks (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

854 "Koruru" Maori (The Carved Human Face) Used on Their Most Valuable Possessions & A Spirit Sprayer (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

855 4 x Matching Harlequin Martini Glasses (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

856 6 x Sherry Glassses Crystal Glidded (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

857 Oriental Dish in Timber Box (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

858 Early Majolica Plate & Jug Featuring Cherubs 

859 Serving Platter Nth Japan (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

860 Boxed HM Coalport 1977 Christmas Plate 

861 Boxed HM Coalport 1978 Christmas Plate 

862 Carnival Glass serving Platter 

863 Carlton Ware Yellow Leaf Plate (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

864 3 x English Porcelain Plates (Royal Worchester) (Finburys) (Woods) (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

865 Lord Nelson Pottery, England Plate 10-04 Centered Roses with Soft Pink Edge Stamped 3376 (Inspection Recommended) 
(S/H) 

866 Art Deco Teapot "Crusader Plate" E.P.N.S.A.J + Selangl Pewter "Dragon" Oriental Plate, 20cm Diametre (Inspection 
Recommended) (S/H) 

867 Carltonware White Lavendar sewing Tray Flowering Ivy (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

868 Plates x 2 Johnson Brothers England - Royal Tudol Backel Brothers England (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

869 Sewing Plate Glidded Lemons Bread Made in Romania (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

870 Crystal Lead Cut Glass (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

871 Yellow Hand Blown Scalloped Fruit Bowl (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

872 Meat Hook & Butchers Knife Sheath (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

873 Rare English Vintage Train Controller (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

874 Fry pan, brass with decorative lid, approx 24cm diametre (inspection recommended) (SH) 

875 Coca Cola Electric Light (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

876 Collection of 22 Quality Assorted Liqueur Glasses (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

877 Framed Staffordshire Porcelain Plaque "Crossing the Brook" 

878 Vintage Green Japanese Trios x (2) + Sugar Bowl/Underplate + Jug/Underplate (a/f) 

879 Trios x (2) HM Queen Anne C1950 Marshmallow Harlequin - One Mint & Lemon and One Strawberry & Vanilla 

880 Pretty HM Shelley Floral Trio with Blue Handle 

881 Trio - Antique C1905 HM Blyth Porcelain Co Ltd Diamond Handpainted - Extra Different Size Side Plate Decorated with 
Butterflies, Oranges & Lemons (4 items) 

882 Delicate Blue & White Victorian Trio with Matching Sugar Bowl & Jug 

883 (2) x Colclough Trios (Blue Autumn Leaves) 

884 Art Deco HM Shelley Yellow Handled Swallow Trio 

885 (2) x HM Royal Albert Lavender Rose Trios 

886 (2) x HM Roslyn China Trios "Sweet Pea" 

887 (2) x "Christmas Rose" Trios HM Regency England 

888 Crystal Vases - (5) x Various Cuts & Sizes 

889 (3) x Different Sizes Diamond Cut Crystal Dressing Table Lidded Bowls 

890 Matching Pair of Crystal Vases with Original Label 

891 (8) x Crystal Items - (2) x Crystal Jugs, Pair of Crystal Trinket Dishes, Pair of Crystal Open Salts, Pair of Crystal Butter 
Dishes 

892 Early Diamond Cut Crystal Perfume Atomiser 

893 Unusual Crystal Vase on Timber Base 
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894 Tall Heavy Solid Crystal Candle Stick 

895 Bohemia Crystal Lidded Jam Jar with Original Label Attached 

896 Victorian Cut Glass Perfume Bottle 

897 Victorian Pink & Gilded Glass Sweetmeat Dish, Jug & Sugar 

898 Diamond Shaped Crystal Clock on Plinth with Original Label 

899 Oriental Plaster Wall Plaque Depicting Oriental Caligraphy 

900 Heavy Large Crystal Plaque Featuring Harness Racing Horse & Driver 

901 (2) x Oriental Vases 

902 Traditional Oriental Jewellery Box in Lacquered Cherry Red Wood with Carved Cork Inset to Lid - Interior Red Silk Lining - 
Has Original Brass Key Lock 

903 (2) x Roses Triple Sectioned Porcelain Serving Plates 

904 Handblown Egyptian Perfume Bottles x (3) 

905 Pair of Crystal Dolphins 

906 (2) x Vintage Oriental Peking Milk Glass Handpainted Snuff Bottles 

907 Set of Mont Blanc Fountain Pen & Biro. As New in Mont Blanc Pouches Susan Pender Coin Necklace, 1788 Penny Insert 
Bezel set, Medallion Clasp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

908 (3) x Sets of Five Plated Flatware - Oyster Forks, Spoons, Cake Forks 

909 Susan Pender Coin Necklace, 1788 Penny Insert Bezel set, Medallion Clasp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

910 Susan Pender Pearl Necklace, Possum With Pearl (Medallion Clasp) Susan Pender Coin Necklace, 1788 Penny Insert 
Bezel set, Medallion Clasp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

911 Necklace of Branch Coral, Hand Knotted with 49 Pieces of Coral and Brass Clasp (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

912 Early 1900's Plated Grape Scissors + HM Stokes & Sons Melbourne Silversmiths C1920 Large Bread Fork "City of 
Mildura" + Vintage Pair of Nutcrackers with Hallmark 

913 Vintage Ladies Metal Belt Worn On The Waist or The Hips 

914 Vintage Glass Inkwell 

915 (4) x Collectable "Out House" Figurines 

916 Card case, antique Birmingham hallmarked silver, 80mm x 60mm approx. engraved plus assorted including small button 
hook, cufflinks, earrings, scrap, untested, inspection recommended (SH) 

917 Brass Dome Nautical Compass (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

918 Souvenirs From the Wanganella (3 Items) (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

919 Soup Spoons x 6 Silver Plated (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

920 Set of (6) Boxed HM English EPNS Spoons 

921 Decorative Cigarette Case & Lighter (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

922 Fossil Necklace (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

923 Box of Assorted World Coins (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

924 Royal Doulton crystal Christmas tree, boxed, qty x 1, inspection recommended (SH) 

925 Pair of Victorian Blue Porcelain Shoes 

926 Build your own kits, qty x 2, small, 1 x racing car, 1 x outer space robot, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

927 Sankyo Video Camera in Bag (Damaged Bag) (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

928 Sankyo Macro Focus Video Camera (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

929 Tray of Assorted Farm Animals (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

930 Tray of Assorted Farm Animals (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

931 6 x Natural Fiji Soap "Ylang Ylang Coconut" (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

932 12 x Natural Fiji Soap "Natural Coconut" (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

933 Brass War Shell (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

934 Electronic Carosel (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

935 Assortment of Oriental Items x 3 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 
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936 Ekulele, Hawaii (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

937 Assortment of Oriental Items x 7 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

938 Assortment of Wooden Oriental Items x 4 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

939 Ship Mural (Black) Plastic (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

940 Framed Artwork Unknown Artist & Title (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

941 Coat Rack with Mirror (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

942 Framed Paper Bark Picture (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

943 Chinese Shell / Lacquer Wall Plaque (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

944 Octagonal Red Lacquer Hand Painted Chinese Painting (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

945 Tibeton Thankya Buddhust Hand Painted (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

946 Unusual Set of (2) x Framed Original Oil On Board "Looking Out From A Shoreline Cave to A Tallship Dangerously Close 
To The Rocks" Signed by K. Chan (Frame sizes approx 69cm x 43cm & 63cm x 52cm) 

947 Delightful Framed Artwork by Hugh Sawrey "Matilda & Me" (Frame size approx 59cm x 39cm) 

948 Framed Oil on Board "The Far East Markets" with Artist's Signature Bottom Right (Frame size approx 104cm x 75cm) 

949 Picturesque Framed "Snow Covered Mountain, Farmhouse & Paddocks" Under Glass (Frame size approx 70cm x 56cm) 

950 Stunning Framed Original Oil on Board "Five Pansies" By Archibald Prize Winner (1990) Geoffrey Proud (Frame size 
approx 69cm x 59cm) 

951 Cabinet Plates in Box x 2 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

952 Cabinet Plates in Box x 2 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

953 Cabinet Plates in Box x 2 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

954 8 x Sega Master Games (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

955 7 x Sega Games (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

956 5 x Sega Genesis Games (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

957 Box containing Teddy themed items including book ends and trinket boxes, inspection recommended (SH) (sold as lot) 

958 (2) x Copper Jardinieres 

959 Lot of 9 Boxed Computer Games (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

960 Box of Cabinet Plates, German x 9 (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

961 For baby, 3 glass baby bottles, Baba sling in carry case & small tub of large Lego blocks, sold as lot, inspection 
recommended (SH) 

962 Commode Potty (Inspection Recommended) (S/H) 

963 Vase, large glazed pottery vase in brown and burnt orange, Hanstan Australia brand, inspection recommended (SH) 

964 Wood carving, mythical Garuda Indonesia, inspection recommended (SH) 

965 Ceramic Hello Kitty & Horsaurus animal shaped, qty x 2, in box, sold as lot, inspection recommended (SH) 

966 Christmas tree, 6" silver light up Christmas tree, metal finish, qty x1, inspection recommended (SH) 

 

 

Thank you & good luck from the team at  

Lloyds Auctioneers & Valuers! 

 


